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Preface

In the realm of modern construction, the integration of sustainability with durability stands

as a pivotal goal. Concrete, a cornerstone of infrastructure, is evolving to meet this imperative.

Welcome to the Reprint of “Innovations in Durability of Sustainable Concrete Materials”, a collection

that embodies the spirit of this transformation. Within these pages lie the results of thorough

research and innovation through ten manuscripts that examine various facets of sustainable concrete

technology. These explorations range from novel cementitious materials to state-of-the-art sustainable

reinforcement techniques, from innovative approaches for durability assessment to encompassing

life-cycle analyses and advanced modeling methods for property characterization. This compilation

represents a rich repository of knowledge, encapsulating a broad expanse of advancements. We

stand at the brink of a paradigm shift, and these manuscripts illuminate the path, showcasing the

cutting-edge research propelling the concrete industry toward a sustainable and enduring future.

This compilation, the result of diligent collaboration and research, seeks to provide a

comprehensive understanding of the advancements that lie at the intersection of durability and

sustainability. It is our hope that this curated collection not only informs but also inspires further

exploration and sparks the innovative spirit within all those dedicated to building a sustainable

tomorrow. As the Editors of this collection, we extend our gratitude to the authors for their invaluable

contributions and commitment to advancing the knowledge in this field. We also extend our

appreciation to the readers, researchers, and practitioners whose relentless pursuit of sustainable

solutions is shaping the future of construction. May this compilation inspire and foster a deeper

understanding of the innovations that lie at the nexus of durability and sustainability in concrete

materials.

Woubishet Zewdu Taffese and Sandra Barbosa Nunes

Editors
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Durability of Engineered Cementitious Composites
Incorporating High-Volume Fly Ash and Limestone Powder
Kazim Turk 1 , Ceren Kina 2 and Moncef L. Nehdi 3,*

1 Department of Civil Engineering, Engineering Faculty, Inonu University, 44280 Malatya, Türkiye
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Malatya Turgut Ozal University, 44210 Malatya, Türkiye
3 Department of Civil Engineering, McMaster University, Hamilton, ON L8S 4L8, Canada
* Correspondence: nehdim@mcmaster.ca

Abstract: This study investigates the effects of using limestone powder (LSP) and high-volume fly
ash (FA) as partial replacement for silica sand (SS) and portland cement (PC), respectively, on the
durability properties of sustainable engineered cementitious composites (ECC). The mixture design of
ECC included FA/PC ratio of 1.2, 2.2 and 3.2, while LSP was used at 0%, 50% and 100% of SS by mass
for each FA/PC ratio. Freeze-thaw and rapid chloride ions penetrability (RCPT) tests were performed
to assess the durability properties of ECC, while the compressive and flexural strength tests were
carried out to appraise the mechanical properties. Moreover, mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP)
tests were performed to characterize the pore structure of ECC and to associate porosity with the
relative dynamic modulus of elasticity, RCPT and mechanical strengths. It was found that using
FA/PC ratio of more than 1.2 worsened both the mechanical and durability properties of ECC.
Replacement of LSP for SS enhanced both mechanical strengths and durability characteristics of ECC,
owing to refined pore size distribution caused by the microfiller effect. It can be further inferred from
MIP test results that the total porosity had a vital effect on the resistance to freezing–thawing cycles
and chloride ions penetration in sustainable ECC.

Keywords: engineered cementitious composites; limestone powder; fly ash; mercury intrusion
porosimetry; chloride ions; freeze–thaw; dynamic modulus of elasticity

1. Introduction

Engineered cementitious composites (ECC) are a special class of fiber-reinforced high-
performance cementitious composite with properties tailored as per fundamental principles
of micromechanics and fracture mechanics [1]. ECCs exhibit excellent strain hardening
behavior and ultimate tensile strain capacity that can attain several hundred times that of
traditional concrete [2]. Most ECC mixtures reported in the open literature incorporate
short randomly distributed polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) fibers, which ensure superior tensile
strain hardening behavior under increasing tensile loading through formation of multiple
cracks. The interfacial interactions between the cementitious matrix and PVA fibers have
an important role in this tensile strain hardening behavior [3]. Generally, the crack width is
controlled below 60 µm and the strain capacity can reach up to 8% at the peak strength [4,5].
Considering such increased ductility, narrow crack widths, as well as excellent tensile
properties, ECC can overcome many durability problems in structures exposed to harsh
environments [6–8].

Durability is a crucial parameter, which affects the service life performance of con-
crete structures. It is directly linked to the crack width that governs the permeability of
concrete. To enhance the water-tightness and durability, the cementitious matrix needs
to be densified and the crack width needs to be minimized. ECC is further endowed
with self-healing ability of its micro-cracks, thus further mitigating transport mechanisms.
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Moreover, the crack bridging benefit of fibers in ECC [9] provides enhanced durability
performance, including reduced permeability, and better resistance to freezing–thawing
cycles, carbonization, chloride ions penetrability, sulfate attack and other degradation
mechanisms [10–12] compared to that of ordinary concrete.

The production of ECC mixtures is facilitated via the incorporation of supplemen-
tary cementitious materials, such as fly ash (FA), silica fume and metakaolin as partial
replacements for cement. Usually, the use of these mineral admixtures in concrete decreases
and refines the permeable voids through the microfiller effect, pozzolanic reaction and
densification of the cement paste-aggregate interfacial zone. This results in enhanced
resistance to damage mechanisms such as chloride-ions or carbonation induced corrosion,
damage by freezing–thawing cycles, sulfate attack, alkali-aggregate reactions, leaching
etc., thus yielding overall superior durability properties of concrete [13–16]. FA has been
the most widely used mineral admixture in typical ECC mixtures owing to its favorable
properties including improved workability, mechanical strength and durability [17–21]. It
was reported in the study of Yang et al. [22] that the reduction in the crack width of ECC
incorporating FA was due to restricting the slippage of fibers through the effect of high
interfacial frictional bond.

The inclusion of limestone powder (LSP) in cementitious systems is desirable con-
sidering its relatively low cost and reduction of CO2 emissions from cement production
while maintaining adequate mechanical and durability properties. Turk and Demirhan [23]
investigated the effect of using LSP instead of quartz sand on the permeability of ECC
mixtures. They found that the carbonation resistance was improved via LSP addition. Like-
wise, Lecomte et al. [24] concluded that LSP fillers increased the sorptivity while porosity
characteristics changed according to the grinding quality of LSP. Some researchers [25–27]
found that an increase in the replacement rate of LSP for cement increased the carbonation
depth in concrete.

In the production of ECC, special gradation silica sand (SS), which is relatively costly
and difficult to source compared to other conventional sands, is used as aggregate in
ECC in general. A novel aspect in this study is the use of LSP as aggregate owing to its
low cost and advantageous properties. While there is significant work on the use of LSP
in conventional concrete, there is currently a dearth of studies in the available literature
on the effects of LSP on the mechanical and durability properties of ECC. The limited
existing experimental works explored the inclusion of mineral admixtures, including FA,
SF or slag in ECC. Within this scope, the goal of this study is to use LSP as aggregate
with FA as binder for the partial replacement of SS and PC, respectively, to develop more
sustainable ECC, which can help widespread usage of this promising material using local
materials. Hence, in the present study, dedicated experimental research was designed to
investigate the effects of using both LSP and high-volume of FA on the durability properties
of ECC, as can be observed in Figure 1. LSP was used as aggregate at 0%, 50% and
100% mass replacement for silica sand to study the effectiveness of LSP as replacement
for SS, while FA was used as a binder partial replacement for cement at FA/PC ratio of
1.2, 2.2 and 3.2. Additionally, in this study, to reveal the effects of using high-volume FA
content, FA/PC ratios of 2.2 and 3.2 were selected in the design of ECC mixtures, while
the FA/PC ratio used is 1.2 for standard ECC. To assess the durability properties of the
sustainable ECC mixtures thus developed, mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP), resistance
to freezing–thawing (F-T) cycles, and rapid chloride ions penetrability (RCPT) tests were
performed. Moreover, compressive and flexural strength tests were carried out to assess
mechanical properties. The consistency between the mechanical and durability test results
of ECC specimens was discussed. Given the importance of the pore size distribution
and porosity for durability and mechanical properties, the correlation between MIP and
mechanical/durability properties was examined.
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Figure 1. Schematic flow diagram of this study.

2. Experimental Program
2.1. Materials

The binders used in the manufacturing of ECC mixtures included Type I ordinary
portland cement (PC) and Class-C fly ash (FA) conforming to guidelines of ASTM C150 [28]
and ASTM C618 [29], respectively. Table 1 shows the physical and chemical properties
of the binders. Silica sand (SS) with a maximum particle size of 1.18 mm and limestone
powder (LSP) with an average particle size of 425 µm were used as aggregate. The specific
gravity of LSP and SS were 2.65 and 2.70, respectively, and their particle size distribution is
depicted in Figure 2. To meet the strain-hardening performance requirements for ECC, PVA
fibers with the properties presented in Table 2 were used. In order to improve the interfacial
bond between the cementitious matrix and PVA fibers, a proprietary hydrophobic oiling
matter was used to coat the surface of PVA fibers during the manufacturing process [30]. A
high-range-water-reducing admixture (HRWR) with a specific gravity of 1.06 was added
into ECC mixtures to enhance the fresh properties.

Table 1. Chemical characteristics and physical properties of PC and FA.

Chemical Characteristics (Oxides and Phase)

CaO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MgO SO3 K2O + 0.66 Na2O C3S C2S C3A C4AF

PC (%) 61.5 19.6 4.8 3.3 3 3.5 0.7 55 15 7 10
FA (%) 14.92 41.76 22.91 9.23 2.95 1.6 2.05 - - - -

Physical Properties

Loss of
Ignition

Insoluble
Residue

SiO2 + Al2O3 +
Fe2O3

Autoclave Expansion, % Specific gravity Surface area
(m2/kg)

Amount retained
on 45 micron, %

PC (%) 1.9 0.44 27.7 0.09 3.15 371 3
FA (%) 0.8 - 73.9 0 2.43 115 19
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Table 2. Properties of PVA fiber.

Fiber Length
(mm)

Diameter
(µm)

Tensile Strength
(MPa)

Modulus of
Elasticity (GPa)

Density
(kg/m3)

Max. Elongation
(%)

Melting
Temperature (◦C)

PVA 8 36 1600 40 1300 6.5 225

2.2. Mixture Design and Sample Preparation

In this study, three reference ECC mixtures incorporating SS and with a FA/PC ratio
of 1.2, 2.2 and 3.2 were made as given in Table 3. In total, nine ECC mixtures were designed
considering 0%, 50% and 100% LSP mass replacement for SS, whilst the FA/PC ratio was
varied at 1.2, 2.2 and 3.2. All the mixtures had a water-to-cementitious materials ratio of
0.26, identical total mass of cementitious materials and identical PVA fiber dosage (2% by
volume). To mitigate workability as a source of variability, the slump flow of sustainable
fresh ECC mixtures was adjusted within the close range of 27–28 cm using a high-range
water-reducing admixture (HRWR). All ingredients were kept constant, except the FA/PC
ratio (1.2, 2.2, 3.2) and the content of SS and LSP.

Table 3. Mixture proportions of ECC and mortar.

Mixture ID

Unit Weight, (kg/m3)

Slump-Flow (cm)
PC FA Water

Sand
HRWR PVA

SS LSP

FA1.2_LSP0.0 570 684 332 432 0 9.0 26 27.1
FA1.2_LSP0.5 570 684 332 218 218 10.1 26 27.6
FA1.2_LSP1.0 570 684 332 0 440 10.3 26 27.5
FA2.2_LSP0.0 392 862 331 402 0 6.5 26 27.0
FA2.2_LSP0.5 392 862 331 202 202 7.2 26 27.2
FA2.2_LSP1.0 392 862 331 0 408 7.3 26 27.1
FA3.2_LSP0.0 299 955 329 386 0 6.5 26 27.2
FA3.2_LSP0.5 299 955 329 194 194 6.6 26 27.9
FA3.2_LSP1.0 299 955 329 0 392 6.7 26 27.7

4
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A high-shear mixer with a twenty-liter capacity was used in the preparation of the
ECC mixtures. The cementitious materials and sand were first dry mixed at 100 rpm for a
minute. Then, water and HRWR were added, and mixed for additional 3 min at 300 rpm.
Finally, PVA fibers were added, and mixing resumed for 3 min at 150 rpm. The specimens
were cast via pouring the fresh mixtures into molds. Subsequently, the specimens were
compacted using a vibrating table for 2 min. At 24 h after casting, all specimens were
demolded and cured for 7 days in sealed plastic bags at 25 ± 2 ◦C to prevent moisture loss.
Then, the specimens were stored in laboratory conditions at temperature of 25 ± 2 ◦C and
relative humidity of 50 ± 5% until the testing age of 28 and 90 days. Similar curing process
for ECC mixtures was adopted in previous studies [31–33]. Three replicate specimens were
prepared for each designed mixtures and testing age.

2.3. Test Methods
2.3.1. Mechanical Properties

The mechanical properties of ECC mixtures were investigated in terms of compres-
sive and flexural tensile strengths. For each test and curing age (28 and 90 days), three
replicate specimens were tested for all designed mixtures and the average values were
recorded as the experimental results. The compressive strength test was carried out using
50 × 50 × 50 mm3 cube specimens according to ASTM C39 [34]. Four-point bending test
was performed to evaluate the flexural strength of ECC specimens with a cross section of
100 × 100 mm2 and a length of 380 mm as per the provisions of ASTM C78 [35]. The loading
rate of the MTS testing machine with tri-axial cell testing capability was 0.003 mm/s. The
mid-span deflection of ECC prisms was recorded via an LVDT placed at the middle of the
span and the applied force was measured using a computerized data recording system.

2.3.2. Durability Properties

Mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) test was performed to characterize the pore
size distribution of the sustainable ECC specimens. A Micrometrics AutoPore IV 9500
Series porosimeter capable of producing pressures up to 414 MPa was used for pore
size distribution analysis based on the mercury intrusion method. The contact angle
and assumed surface tension of mercury were 130◦ and 0.484 N/m (ASTM D4404 [36]),
respectively. Cubic fragments with the size of 10 × 10 × 10 mm3 from all ECC specimens
were first dried to constant weight at 50 ◦C and stored in a vacuum chamber prior to
testing. The average of test results of three specimens was recorded as the MIP test result
for each mixture.

The freezing and thawing (F-T) test was carried out and the pulse velocity test method
was used to monitor the deterioration of specimens during F-T cycling; thus, the dynamic
elastic modulus of ECC specimens was calculated at each interval of nominally 30 cycles
of freezing and thawing. The resistance to F-T cycles of ECC specimens was assessed in
accordance with ASTM C666 “Standard Test Method for Resistance of Concrete to Rapid
Freezing and Thawing procedure (b)-rapid freezing in air and thawing in water” [37] using
a freeze–thaw cabinet. The test was continued until 330 cycles. After each 30 cycles, the
relative dynamic modulus of elasticity of ECC specimens was estimated as follows:

Pi =
f2
i

f2
0
× 100 (1)

where fi and f0 are the ultrasonic pulse velocity at ith cycle and before the start of freeze–
thaw cycling, respectively.

The electrical conductivity of concrete was measured through the RCPT test, which is
an indirect measure of chloride ions penetrability [38]. The resistance of concrete to chloride
ions penetration is paramount for durability in chloride-laden environments and greatly
depends on the pore structure characteristics. Cylindrical specimens with a diameter of
100 mm and thickness of 50 mm were tested as per the guidelines of ASTM C1202 [39] at the

5
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age of 28 curing days. The test specimens were put between parallel stainless steel plates,
which provide electrical connection between the concrete and steel plates by conductive
saturated sponges. The resistance was evaluated via the application of a known alternating
current of about 250 µA across the specimen and acquiring the resulting voltage. The
measured resistance was divided by the depth of the specimen and multiplied by its cross-
sectional area to obtain the resistivity. The average values of three identical specimens were
reported as test results for each mixture.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Compressive Strength and Flexural Tensile Strength

The compressive and flexural strengths of the sustainable ECC specimens incorporat-
ing FA as partial replacement for PC at ratios of 1.2, 2.2 and 3.2, and 0%, 50% and 100% LSP
as aggregate instead of SS are shown in Figure 3. ECC specimens with FA/PC = 1.2 and 0%,
50% and 100% mass replacement of SS with LSP attained higher compressive and flexural
strengths, while strength values were lowest when the FA/PC ratio was 3.2 (see Figure 3).
It can be deduced that both the compressive and flexural strengths of ECC specimens
decreased with the increase in FA/PC ratio, regardless of the LSP content. The lowest
compressive strength was measured as 38.13 MPa for the ECC specimen FA3.2_LSP0.0
with a decrease of about 50.98% with regard to the corresponding value for specimen
of FA1.2_LSP0.0. The ECC specimen of FA3.2_LSP0.5 had the lowest flexural strength
of 6.75 MPa with a decrease of about 15.95% with regard to the corresponding value for
specimen FA1.2_LSP0.0. This may be attributed to the reduction of the cement content
resulting in less formation of hydration products and decreased availability of calcium
hydroxide for the pozzolanic reaction of fly ash. Several studies (e.g., [40,41]) found that
FA replacement for cement slowed down the hardening rate of specimens at the early
hydration stage, but at later ages its contribution to mechanical strength may become more
pronounced owing to the advancement of the pozzolanic reaction [42].
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Figure 3. Compressive strength and flexural strength test results at 28 days for ECC specimens.

Using LSP substitution for SS as aggregate improved the compressive strength, except
for ECC specimens made with FA/PC = 1.2. This may be ascribed to the filler effect of LSP
considering its finer grain size distribution compared to that of SS. The enhancement in
strength could also be related to the reduction in the total porosity caused by LSP acting as
a microfiller, the formation of carbo-aluminates [43], and LSP providing preferential specific
surface area for the nucleation and growth of hydration products [44]. The inclusion of 100%
LSP instead of SS into ECC mixtures caused a slight increase in the flexural strength of ECC
specimens with FA/PC = 2.2. Conversely, the content of LSP had no significant influence

6
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on the flexural strength of ECC specimens for all other FA/PC ratios likely because all ECC
specimens included sufficient fine materials resulting in uniform distribution of PVA fibers.

3.2. Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry

The strength and durability of cementitious materials are generally related to mi-
crostructure features [45]. The evolution of the pore structure of ECC specimens was
investigated via MIP testing in this study. Figure 4 shows the total porosity of ECC speci-
mens with 1.2, 2.2 and 3.2 ratio of FA/PC and variable LSP mass replacement for SS at 0%,
50% and 100%. It can be observed that, regardless of the LSP content, an increase in the
FA/PC ratio appears to be associated with increased porosity. For instance, the porosity
of ECC specimens made with 3.2 ratio of FA/PC was 33.77% on average, while for the
ECC specimens with 1.2 ratio of FA/PC, this value was 24.61% on average. This can be
explained by the fact that the substitution of a higher amount of PC with FA diluted the
cement, resulting in less formation of hydration products, which affected the compressive
and tensile strength of the ECC specimens at 28 and 90 days (See Figure 3). Long et al. [41]
also found that the increase in the content of FA/PC from 1.2 to 1.5 increased the porosity
and negatively affected the microstructure. On the other hand, for ECC specimens with 1.2
and 3.2 ratio of FA/PC and 50% replacement of SS with LSP caused a reduction in porosity
at a ratio of 0.51% and 4.27%, respectively, while 100% replacement of SS with LSP induced
a 0.68% decrease in the porosity of ECC specimens made with FA/PC of 2.2%. Moreover,
for FA/PC = 2.2, the replacement of LSP by SS in proportion of 100% by mass had an
almost similar effect on the porosity compared to corresponding values for ECC specimens,
including no LSP. The experimental results show that the replacement of SS with LSP can
densify the internal pore structure and reduce the porosity of ECC, thus resulting in an
enhancement in compressive strength, which conforms to the compressive strength test
results performed in this study (see Figure 3).
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Figure 4. Porosity of ECC specimens.

Figure 5a,b illustrate the pore size distribution and pore volume fraction of ECC
matrices, respectively. The pore structure can be grouped into three sizes: micropores
(<2 nm), mesopores (2–50 nm) and the macropores (>50 nm) that cause a great effect on
both strength and durability of concrete as per International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry (IUPAC) [45]. The limitations of the MIP test allow the capture of a minimum
pore size of 5.6 nm. Thus, in this study, the pore structure includes only mesopores and
macropores. It can be observed in Figure 5a that the cumulative intrusion curves exhibited
similar behavior at pore sizes below 0.8 µm. However, as the pore diameter decreased,
the cumulative mercury intrusion volume for ECC specimens varied versus the FA/PC
ratio. The cumulative mercury intrusion volume for the specimens with 3.2 ratio of FA/PC
was highest. That is, FA2.2 and FA1.2 specimens had lower pore volume than that of
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FA3.2 specimens, regardless of the LSP content, and this is notable for the pore sizes below
0.8 µm. Moreover, the volume fraction of macro-pores of ECC specimens including 3.2 ratio
of FA/PC was approximately 48.5%, on average, while it was 42.5% and 31.0% for ECC
specimens, which have a FA/PC ratio of 2.2 and 1.2, respectively. It can be explained
by the fact that the replacement of a higher amount of PC with FA led to coarsening the
micro-pores of ECC matrix, which could be due to the formation of less hydration products
due to insufficient dosage of PC. This detrimental effect also caused a reduction in the
mechanical strength of specimens, which is consistent with the compressive strength test
results at 28 and 90 days.
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Figure 5. Pore structures in ECC matrix: (a) pore size distribution and (b) pore volume fraction.

As illustrated in Figure 5b, for ECC specimens with a 1.2 ratio of FA/PC, 100%
replacement of SS with LSP induced a positive effect on the formation of mesopores. It could
be inferred that the substitution of SS with LSP caused a refinement of pore distribution of
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the ECC matrix owing to the filler effect and fineness of LSP, especially for FA/PC = 1.2.
However, it was found that there was not a certain trend of the effect of LSP inclusion on
the volume fraction and pore size of ECC specimens including FA/PC = 2.2 and 3.2. Even
for FA/PC = 2.2 and 3.2, ECC specimens with only SS had similar pore structure and size
compared to that of specimens with 50% and 100% LSP content. According to [46,47], the
use of a proper amount of fine LSP did not only reduce the amount of large pores, but also
led to the formation of a higher amount of small pores with a diameter smaller than 100 nm.
Valcuende et al. [48] also found that the inclusion of LSP instead of normal aggregate to the
cementitious matrix lowered the threshold pore diameter as well as the volume of large
capillary pores.

3.3. Freezing–Thawing Resistance

The resistance of concrete to freezing–thawing (F-T) cycles is highly dependent on the
internal pore distribution. Increasing the porosity generally compromises the resistance of
concrete to F-T cycles [3]. As is known, the change in the value of relative dynamic modulus
of elasticity (RDME) of concrete over the duration of F-T cycles gives prior knowledge
about the strength. Hence, it can be informative in the assessment of the engineering
properties of concrete [49]. Figure 6 depicts the RDME of ECC specimens with a 1.2, 2.2
and 3.2 ratio of FA/PC, as well as the replacement of SS with LSP in proportions of 0%, 50%
and 100% by mass. It can be observed that the increase in FA/PC ratio caused a significant
reduction in the F-T resistance of ECC, regardless of LSP content. That is, ECC specimens
with a 1.2 ratio of FA/PC had the highest average RDEM values at 95.41%, followed by
88.88% and 82.38% for ECC specimens made with FA/PC of 2.2 and 3.2, respectively, after
330 F-T cycles. This can be explained by the fact that as FA content increased beyond a
certain threshold, the matrix became more porous and mechanical strength decreased as
discussed earlier (see Figure 3).
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Figure 6. Relative dynamic modulus of elasticity of ECC specimens after different freeze–thaw cycles.

Referring to Figure 6, the RDEM of ECC specimens made with FA/PC = 1.2 remained
almost the same during the F-T cycles. Since the RDEM is dependent on the internal
compactness of matrix, the near linear trend of RDEM values of ECC specimens with
FA/PC = 1.2 indicates that the addition of FA can densify the ECC matrix owing to its poz-
zolanic reaction with a sufficient amount of CH and resulting in maintaining the integrity
after F-T cycles. Şahmaran et al. [50] also found that fly ash provided denser and more
compact microstructure. On the other hand, the ECC specimens with a 2.2 ratio of FA/PC
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exhibited a slightly continuous downward trend, while those with FA/PC = 3.2 had a more
apparent decreasing trend compared to that of ECC specimens with FA/PC = 1.2 ratio.
Two reasons may be responsible for the reduction in RDEM when FA increased. First,
the substitution of higher amount of PC with FA could result in fewer amount of calcium
hydroxide to react with silica in FA. Second, from the aspect of pore size volume fraction,
as it was found in the MIP test results (see Figure 6), the volume fraction of macro-pores of
ECC specimens made with FA/PC = 3.2 was higher than that of the other ECC specimens,
which could be detrimental in terms of F-T resistance, and this is consistent with previous
study [51]. It was also concluded from this work that the F-T resistance of sample decreased
when the pore size diameter increased from 40 nm to 2000 nm. On the other hand, it can
be remarked that the RDEM values for ECC specimens with 2.2 and 3.2 ratio of FA/PC
were high (88.88% and 82.38%, respectively) after 330 F-T cycles though they exhibited a
downtrend. This may be attributed to the insufficient cement dosage and, thus, the filler
effect of the unreacted FA particles.

As illustrated in Figure 6, for ECC specimens with a 3.2 ratio of FA/PC, the inclusion
of LSP instead of SS into ECC mixtures increased the RDEM values. For instance, the RDEM
of ECC specimens, which had a replacement of SS with LSP in proportions of 50% and
100% by mass were 83.17% and 83.79%, respectively, while it was 81.17% for the specimens
with no LSP after 330 cycles. This can be explained by the fact that finer particles of LSP
compared to SS and the associated filler effect could be more pronounced in the use of
higher FA content in terms of inhibiting the interaction between the formed pores. On
the other hand, for the ECC specimens having 1.2 and 2.2 ratio of FA/PC, there was no
clear trend for the use of LSP, that is, RDEM of ECC specimens were comparable after
330 cycles, especially that in the microstructure of ECC specimens with 1.2 ratio of FA/PC,
the pozzolanic reaction was dominant. However, the replacement of LSP with SS in the
proportion of 100% by mass had positive influence on RDEM values of the specimens with
2.2 ratio of FA/PC until 120 F-T cycles.

3.4. Rapid Chloride Ion Penetrability

The RCPT test depends on the pore solution chemistry and pore structure character-
istics of concrete. The presence of pores and cracks cause an aisle and, thus, the charge
passed increases [38]. It was emphasized [52] that the chloride penetrability of specimens
measured from RCPT was an important parameter to assess the quality of concrete. The
migration of more chloride ions into the ECC specimens results in the passing more current
through the specimens. An increase in the total charge passed shows that the ECC specimen
is more penetrable. Figure 7 indicates the charge passed for ECC specimens with 1.2, 2.2
and 3.2 ratio of FA/PC, as well as the replacement of SS with LSP in proportions of 0%, 50%
and 100% by mass. Based on ASTM C1202 [39], RCPT is categorized into five groups: high
(>4000 coulombs), moderate (2000–4000 coulombs), low (1000–2000 coulombs), very low
(100–1000 coulombs) and negligible (<100 coulombs). Referring to Figure 7, the chloride
ion penetration of FA/PC = 1.2 specimens was the lowest, but the increase in FA/PC led
to an increase in the charge passed, regardless of the LSP content. For instance, the ECC
specimens with FA/PC = 1.2 achieved ‘low’ ion permeability rating, while it was ‘low’ to
‘moderate’ for the specimens with FA/PC = 2.2. However, the use of FA/PC = 3.2 caused
higher value of total charge passed, yet the specimens remained below the ‘moderate’
permeability classification range except for ECC specimens with only SS. This may be
explained by the fact that the inclusion of a higher amount of FA made ECC more porous,
leading to the formation of more pore networks for charge to pass through. Therefore, the
increased RCPT of ECC specimens with FA/PC = 3.2 could also be explained by having
higher amounts of inert fly ash particles because of the replacement of PC with high ratio
of FA and lack of CH for pozzolanic reaction. The highest RCPT test results obtained from
the ECC specimens having 3.2 ratio of FA/PC may be attributed to slow initiation of the
pozzolanic reactions because of the low CH content.
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The curves in Figure 7 show that the replacement of LSP with SS caused a reduction
in the chloride permeability of ECC specimens for all FA/PC ratios. The decrease in total
charge passed was the highest for FA2.2_LSP1.0 with 54.86% followed by FA1.2_LSP1.0
with 37.88% compared to the ECC specimens with the same FA/PC content and no
LSP. With the inclusion of LSP instead of SS into the mixtures, the ECC specimens with
FA/PC = 2.2 and 3.2 were classified as ‘low’ and ‘moderate’ according to ASTM C1202, re-
spectively. The lower charge passed through ECC specimens with LSP can be attributed to
its filler effect and fineness compared to SS. Moreover, the calcium mono-carbo-aluminates
formed by the addition of LSP can fill additional pores [53] and, thus, provide a denser
matrix and past aggregate interfacial zone [54].

3.5. The Relationship between MIP and Mechanical/Durability Properties

As already mentioned, MIP is performed to determine the pore size distribution,
porosity and average pore diameter of cementitious materials, which play an important
role in their performance including strength and durability. Therefore, this study focused on
developing a mathematical relation to calculate the compressive strength, flexural strength,
chloride permeability and freeze–thaw resistance of ECC via the total porosity of ECC.

Observing Figure 8a, the exponential relationship between the compressive strength
(fc) and porosity (p) yielded the equation: fc = 212.87e−0.049p. The coefficient of
determination value for this equation was estimated as 0.8824. On the other hand,
the fitted second order equation for the flexural strength (ff) and porosity (p) was
ff = 0.0155p2 − 1.048p + 25.34 with an R2 value of 0.6515, which is a low value in terms
of validity. Mohr et al. [55] and Armaghani et al. [56] also described the relationship
between permeability and compressive strength of concrete by a power function.

As for the correlation between the total porosity and the durability properties of ECC
(Figure 8b), there was a significant linear relationship between the RDEM and porosity of
ECC in the form RDEM = −1.1151p + 120.37 and the R-squared value was 0.9116. It is
worth noting that the effect of porosity on freeze–thaw resistance of ECC was prominent
in this study. According to the correlation between RCPT and porosity of ECC, the fitted
second order equation was found as RCPT = 23.636p2 − 983.84p + 10740 with the R-
squared value of 0.9747, which shows that the resistance of ECC to RCPT was strongly
affected by the total porosity in its microstructure. Therefore, these empirical formulas
showed that the total porosity was a parameter that had the closest relationship to RCPT.
Finally, it can be emphasized that the correlation between the porosity and durability
properties rendered better fitting results compared to those of the mechanical properties.
Zhang and Li et al. [57] found a linear correlation between chloride permeability and pore
structure of concretes with coefficient of determination of 0.93.
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Figure 8. Correlation between the total porosity and (a) mechanical, (b) durability properties of ECC.

4. Conclusions

This work investigated the influences of high-volume FA along with LSP partial or
total replacement for SS by weight on the durability properties of ECC. Within this scope,
mercury intrusion porosimetry, rapid chloride ion penetrability and freezing–thawing tests
were conducted. Moreover, the compressive and flexure strengths of ECC were assessed to
appraise the hardened properties of ECC. The following conclusions can be listed according
to the experimental results:

1. The compressive and flexural strengths of ECC specimens decreased with increase
in FA/PC ratio, regardless of LSP content, while the addition of LSP as aggregate
enhanced the compressive strength in general. As for flexural strength of ECC spec-
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imens, the use of LSP instead of SS caused slight improvement for ECC specimens
with 2.2 ratio of FA/PC, whilst the full replacement of LSP for SS had no clear effect
for all FA/PC ratios.

2. The MIP results showed that using higher ratio of FA/PC increased the total porosity
of ECC specimens, resulting in higher volume fraction of macropores. On the other
hand, in general, the partial replacement of LSP with SS caused a reduction in porosity
and a refinement of pore distribution of ECC matrix. In particular, 100% replacement
of LSP with SS for ECC specimens with FA/PC of 1.2 implied a positive influence on
the formation of mesopores.

3. The freezing–thawing resistance of ECC specimens decreased when FA/PC ratio
increased, whilst for ECC specimens with a 3.2 ratio of FA/PC the full replacement of
LSP with SS caused an increase in RDEM of ECC. On the other hand, for 1.2 and 2.2
ratio of FA/PC, the ECC specimens with LSP exhibited almost the same resistance
with the ECC specimens with 100% SS.

4. The charge passed increased as the ratio of FA/PC increased for ECC specimens,
regardless of LSP content. However, the use of LSP induced a decrease in the chloride
permeability of ECC specimens for all FA/PC ratios.

5. The correlation between the porosity and the test results was higher for freezing–
thawing and chloride permeability tests with the R-square value of 0.9116 and 0.9747,
respectively, compared to those of the compressive and flexure strengths.

6. According to the test results, the replacement of LSP with silica sand can be advised
for the development of sustainable ECC due to causing an improvement in pore
size distribution and cumulative porosity of matrices resulting in an increase in the
freezing–thawing resistance and chloride permeability as well as strength.
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Abstract: Ultra-High-Performance Concrete (UHPC) is characterized by having an ultra-compact
matrix resulting in ultra-high mechanical properties, low permeability to water and gases, and
improved ductility provided by the addition of fibers. The production of structures with this
type of concrete is advantageous in some situations, especially in aggressive environments since it
significantly increases durability. However, high dosages of Portland cement and silica fume are
commonly adopted, increasing not only the cost but also the environmental impact, jeopardizing
its use, mainly in the present context where the sustainability of the construction sector is a global
priority. In this sense, improving the eco-efficiency of this type of concrete is mandatory. The
objective of this work is to develop eco-ultra-high-durability concrete (eco-UHDC). The UHDC
matrix was optimized, focusing mainly on durability and looking for the lowest environmental
impact, where several parameters were varied: cement replacement ratio, additions in binder matrix
and its relative proportions, water/binder ratio, type of fibers, and its proportion. The developed
eco-UHDC was characterized both in fresh and hardened states, in terms of mechanical properties,
time-dependent properties, and durability. This last topic includes the characterization of durability
parameters under laboratory conditions and in a real environment, namely, in the tidal zone of the
coast of Cape Verde. The results of resistance to carbonation and chloride penetration were used
to predict the service life of structures produced with these eco-UHDC. The optimization of the
UHDC matrix allowed the development of mixtures with only 60% of cement in relation to the
total amount of powder of the matrix, maintaining good workability and the desired mechanical
characteristics (compressive strength higher than 100 MPa and flexural strength higher than 12 MPa).
The results also showed that considering only the requirements related to durability, the cover of
structures produced with these optimized mixtures can be lower than the values recommended by
Eurocode 2, with differences that can reach 55%, mainly when pozzolan of Cape Verde is used as
partial replacement of Portland cement.

Keywords: ultra-high performance fiber reinforced concrete; durability; sustainability; carbonation
resistance; creep and shrinkage

1. Introduction

Recently, the environmental impact of the construction industry has been addressed by
many researchers, and the concern to reduce it is growing because this industry consumes
enormous quantities of non-renewable raw materials and is also one of main contributors
of greenhouse gas release. Ultra-High-Performance Concrete (UHPC) can have ultra-high
compressive strength, over 150 MPa, combined with ultra-high durability [1]. For example,
the chloride diffusion coefficient of a UHPC can be on the order of 2 × 10−12 m2/s, signif-
icantly lower than that of high-performance concrete, around 4 to 6 × 10−12 m2/s [2–7].
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However, the huge dosages of Portland cement and silica fume required in its composi-
tion increases the economic and environmental costs [3,8–10]. In addition, that level of
performance requires special curing conditions, only possible in an industrial environ-
ment. Mehta (2009) recommended, according to [3,11], three approaches to improve the
sustainability of the concrete industry: (1) consume less concrete, developing innovative
architectural and structural projects for both the construction of new structures and rehabil-
itation of existing structures; (2) reduce the cement Portland dosage in concrete mixes using
a smart proportioning approach; and (3) reducing the cement Portland dosage in concrete
mixes using a larger volume of one or more additions. The last two approaches are related
to the formulation of concrete. Several scientific works have been developed [11–19] with
the goal of optimizing the proportion of UHPC constituents, which falls under the second
approach. Regarding the third approach, the use of supplementary cementitious materials
of micrometric and nanometric size has also been widely studied to partially replace the
cement Portland in the production of UHPC, citing as examples the studies carried out
by Chan and Chu [20], Droll [21], Tuan et al. [22], Ghafari et al. [4], Zhao and Sun [23],
Yu et al. [10], Ferdosian et al. [24], etc.

A typical UHPC mix contains cement Portland, silica fume, quartz powder silica sand,
steel microfibers, superplasticizer, and water. Typically, a high proportion of cement is
used, between 800 and 1100 kg/m3, approximately three times more than the dosage of
current concrete [3]. A wide variety of dosages of microparticles of cementitious materials,
mostly pozzolanic or latent hydraulic reaction, has been used to partially replace cement,
such as, for example, silica fume, fly ash, ground granulated blast furnace slag, rice husk
ash, and metakaolin.

The efficiency of UHPC is particularly dependent on its density, and this can be
achieved by optimizing the packing of particles, which consists of an almost perfect granular
distribution incorporating a homogeneous gradient of ultrafine, fine, and medium particles
in the mixture. In this context, the use of nanometric cementitious materials is highly
effective, such as the addition of nano-silica, pozzolanic nanoparticles, nano-metakaolin,
and nano-clay [3,25–29]. The studies carried out, considering both the various guidelines
on material properties, the UHPC formulation, and the concept of sustainability gave rise
to a new family of UHPC, the eco-efficient UHPC. It should be noted that this type of
concrete exhibits exceptional mechanical properties and durability but has a significantly
lower environmental impact compared to the traditional UHPC formulation.

The present work constitutes an advance in relation to the mentioned studies by
improving, even more, the eco-efficiency of the UHPC, which is today accepted to have
a compressive strength between 100 and 120 MPa at 28 days [30]. The main objective is
to develop eco-ultra-high durability concrete (eco-UHDC), mostly designed with current
constituents and with normal curing conditions, where the main property to enhance is
not the compressive strength. Therefore, it is not essential to reach a compressive strength
of 150 MPa but instead is essential to assure high durability and eco-efficiency, which is
why it was named eco-UHDC or eco-UHDFRC (eco-ultra-high durability fiber-reinforced
concrete). To enhance the durability of structures and, simultaneously, to reduce the carbon
footprint related to cement consumption, the eco-UHDC may be applied only in the cover
layer of the structural members where it is most needed to protect the structure, being
the core produced with current concrete or even with concrete with significantly lower
cement content.

To achieve the mentioned goal, the strategy was to improve the eco-efficiency of the
material, minimizing the cement dosage and using more ecological additions to replace
it (reduction of about 50% of the cement dosage comparatively to the traditional UHPC
formulations), optimizing the dosage of superplasticizer to increase compactness, conse-
quently resulting in a concrete with low porosity. For this purpose, several preliminary
mixtures were defined, and, based on the results obtained, the UHDC compositions with
the best durability/eco-efficiency ratio and good time-dependent behavior were chosen.
The developed eco-UHDC mixtures were characterized in the fresh and hardened state, in
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terms of mechanical properties (tensile and compressive strength, Young’s modulus, and
bending fracture energy), time-dependent properties (shrinkage and creep), and durability
(resistance to carbonation, resistance to chloride penetration, chloride content on concrete
surface, water absorption by capillarity, and electrical resistivity). Durability parameters
were determined using specimens under laboratory conditions and specimens exposed to
the maritime environment of Cape Verde, in the tidal zone. The service life of structures
related to the risk of reinforcement steel corrosion were also estimated, considering the
durability performance of the several eco-UHDC developed, namely, the resistance to
carbonation and penetration of chloride ions.

2. Experimental Program
2.1. Materials

In order to promote a wide range of solutions and parameters that allow defining the
formulation strategy, the following constituents were selected for the experimental program:
(a) cement type CEM I 52.5R, several current additions (fly ash, limestone filler, silica fume, and
quartz flour), and pozzolan from Cape Verde as alternative to fly ash; (b) fine siliceous sand
of 0/1 mm size-fraction (granulometry), selected from a preliminary experimental analysis
based on three fine sands; (c) three types of microfibers (basalt fibers, glass fibers, and steel
fibers, the latter being the traditionally used in UHPC) and one polymeric type of macrofibers;
water and superplasticizer (ether–carboxylate based), named M526.

Table 1 and Figure 1 present the main characteristics of the fibers adopted in the study:
steel straight microfibers (OL13/0.16); hybrid polymeric macrofibers (S25), constituted by
polypropylene and polyethylene; alkali-resistant glass microfibers; and basalt microfibers.

Table 1. Characteristics of fibers according to the data sheet of companies.

Steel Fibers Polymeric Fibers Glass Fibers Basalt Fibers

Tensile strength 3000 MPa 650 MPa 1700 MPa 3500 MPa
Young’s modulus 200 GPa 5 GPa 72 GPa 95 GPa
Density 7.85 g/cm3 0.92 g/cm3 2.68 g/cm3 2.67 g/cm3

Diameter 0.16 mm 0.3 to 0.5 mm 14 µm 18 µm
Length 13 mm 25 mm 12 mm 13 mm
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2.2. Formulation and Optimization of Eco-UHDC

Once the properties of the constituent materials of the various UHDC mixtures were
characterized, several preliminary mixtures were developed to calibrate some parameters
of the formulation, aiming to optimize the binder paste by combining the intended per-
formance level with the reduction of the ecological and economical costs. It should be
noted that, at that first stage, the goal was to evaluate the performance of UHDC matrices
without reinforcing fibers. It is usual for the powder dosage in the matrix to be about 1200
to 1400 kg/m3, and in this study, the dosage of the powder in the binder paste was fixed at
1100 kg/m3, allowing the addition of high fiber content, maintaining good workability. The
target air content was set at 1.0% to 1.5%. Table 2 shows the different formulated mixtures.
The mixture proportioning of materials was performed by weight, considering the design
parameters used in the literature regarding W/C ratio and W/B ratio, among others, and
optimizing the packing density.

Table 2. Dosages of constituents of the developed eco-UHDC.

C = 75%; FA = 15%;
Other Additions = 10%

C = 60%; LF = 25%;
Other Additions = 15%

C = 60%; LF = 15%;
FA =25%

Mixtures SK1 SK2 SK3 SK4 SK5 SK6 SK7 SK8

Binder powder dosage kg/m3 1100

Water/binder powder (W/B) 0.195 0.18 0.21

Cement (C) (kg/m3) 825 825 660 660 660 660 660 660
Limestone filler (LF) (kg/m3) 110 275 275 275 275 275 165
Fly ash (FA) (kg/m3) 165 165 165 165 275
Silica fume (kg/m3) 165
Pozzolan—Cape Verde (kg/m3) 165
Quartz flour (kg/m3) 110 165
Water (kg/m3) 215 215 198 231 231 231 231 231
Admixture (Spl) (kg/m3) 29 35 30 13 15 25 18 17
Sand 0/1 mm (kg/m3) 983 969 1006 961 974 919 937 936

Several additions were used in the formulation, as mentioned. The strategy was
defined by considering two levels of cement content (825 and 660 kg/m3, corresponding to
75% and 60% of the powder content), combined with micro-filler powders (limestone or
quartz flour) to assure filler effect and with other pozzolanic materials (fly ash, silica fume,
or natural ground pozzolan). Preliminary tests proved that lower cement dosages result in
higher risk of segregation to assure proper flowability, where the mechanical performance
is also affected. Regarding the water/(binder powder) ratio (W/B), which was defined as
0.21 for the mixtures with 60% of cement as powder content, except SK3 where 0.18 ratio
was used; however, this parameter requires, together with the mixtures with SK1 and SK2
(cement corresponding to 75% of the powder content and W/B of 0.195), higher super-
plasticizer (Spl) dosage (between 29 and 35 kg/m3). As known, silica fume also requires
high proportions of superplasticizer compared to the fly ash and pozzolan additions. The
superplasticizer proportion was adjusted for each mixture to assure similar flowability and
air content between mixtures. Mixture SK8 was formulated with similar parameters to
those of SK4, changing the corresponding proportions of fly ash and limestone filler.

Based on the results of tests carried out both in the fresh and in the hardened states
presented in the following section, and taking into account mainly the eco-efficiency (which
in this case is simply considered the minimum cement dosage), SK4 was selected for
the later phase of the study where different fiber types were added, resulting in various
fiber-reinforced eco-UHDC mixtures, named eco-UHDFRC: mixtures with 1 and 2% of
steel fibers; mixtures with 1 and 2% of basalt fibers; mixtures with 1 and 2% of glass
fibers; mixtures with 2 and 4% of polymeric fibers; mixtures with 1% of glass fibers and
2% of polymeric fibers (Table 3). The dosage of fibers in the mixture was defined based
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on the literature to avoid the workability loss of the concrete, considering the difficulties
in mixing and in the lack of flowability caused by the agglomeration of fibers when
a certain proportion of fiber content is exceeded. Depending on the variation of the
type or quantity of fibers, small adjustments were made, always necessary, mainly in the
dosage of superplasticizer and in the air content to approximate the measured values to
target values initially defined, assuring objective and coherent further analysis. Small
adjustments of sand proportions resulted mainly in those variations, depending also on the
constituent’s density.

Table 3. Dosages of constituents of the developed eco-UHDFRC.

Mixtures
C LF FA Water Spl Sand 0/1 mm Fibers

(kg/m3) Types and % by Volume (kg/m3)

SK4s1

660 275 165 231

13 934 Steel—1% 79
SK4s2 13 907 Steel—2% 157
SK4b1 18 920 Basalt—1% 27
SK4b2 21 888 Basalt—2% 53
SK4p1 13 907 Polymeric—2% 18
SK4p2 14 853 Polymeric—4% 37
SK4g1 18 920 Glass—1% 27
SK4g2 21 874 Glass—2% 53
SK4gp 18 868 Glass—1% + Polymeric—2% 27 + 18

2.3. Fresh State and Mechanical Properties

After the formulation, the production and characterization of eco-UHDC mixtures
were performed. In the fresh state, the eco-UHDC mixtures were characterized regarding
flowability by the mini-slump flow test according to EN 1015-3 [31] and the density
and the air content by the pressure gauge method according to EN 1015-6 [32] and EN
1015-7 [33], respectively.

The eco-UHDC mixtures were also characterized in a hardened state. Tests were
performed to access flexural and compressive strength on mortars performed on prismatic
specimens (40 mm × 40 mm × 160 mm) according to EN 1015-11 [34], and the results were
obtained by averaging three specimens for flexural and six half specimens for compressive
at 7, 28, and 56 days of age. After calibrating the mixtures, those presenting higher
strengths, higher eco-efficiency (lower cement content), and good workability were selected.
Those selected mixtures were characterized in terms of the remaining relevant mechanical
properties, such as Young’s modulus and fracture energy in bending. The average value
of the Young’s modulus of eco-UHDC was determined according to the specification
LNEC E-397 [35], adjusted to prismatic specimens 50 mm × 50 mm × 300 mm. The
tensile fracture energy of the UHDFRC was determined according to EN 14651 [36] to
evaluate the contribution of the fibers in tension. For this purpose, two prismatic specimens
150 mm ×150 mm × 600 mm were used, with a notch at mid-span 25 mm high and 5 mm
wide on the side parallel to the casting direction (Figure 2). The three-point bending test
was performed at a speed rate of 3 mm/s; the distance between supports was 500 mm and
four LVDTs (Linear Variable Differential Transformer) were used, two placed at mid-span
on opposite faces, and the other two aligned to the supports, as shown in Figure 2.
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2.4. Time-Dependent Tests

The time-dependent properties of selected eco-UHDC were characterized. The shrink-
age of the selected eco-UHDC was performed experimentally according to the procedure
described in EN 12808-4 [37] using prismatic specimens 40 mm × 40 mm × 160 mm. Dur-
ing the casting, metallic inserts were placed on the ends of the specimens to facilitate the
shrinkage measurements. The specimens were demolded 24 h after casting and their initial
lengths were recorded. During the test, the specimens were kept in the thermo–hygrometric
chamber set at a temperature T = 20 ◦C (±2 ◦C) and relative humidity RH = 50 % (±5%).
The shrinkage test was performed only on the eco-UHDC (without fibers) since SK4 has
the same binding matrix as the fiber-containing concrete, and it was intended to evaluate
the influence of the paste parameters on the shrinkage of the matrix (without fibers). In ad-
dition, it is known that steel fibers tend to significantly reduce the shrinkage of the concrete
because the shrinkage deformation is restricted by the fiber-matrix bonds and fibers also
give rise to a more cohesive and bonded matrix, mitigating the deformation [38–40].

The creep was also characterized experimentally through the compression creep test according
to the specification LNEC E-399 [41], using prismatic specimens 100 mm × 100 mm × 400 mm.
The specimens were loaded at 28 days and subjected, throughout the test period, to curing in
a thermo–hygrometric chamber set at temperature T = 20 ◦C (±2 ◦C) and relative humidity
RH = 50% (±5%). The creep is a time-dependent property of concrete, characterized by
increasing strains over time at a constant stress loading level. This increase is a result
of the viscoelastic behavior of the material itself. This property is essentially affected
by the hydrated binder matrix and by the aggregates, which mainly have a restriction
role [42,43]. Creep is greatly affected by the Young’s modulus of the aggregates used in
concrete production. Aggregates with higher Young’s modulus provide greater opposition
to creep deformation of the binder matrix [44]. The creep coefficient of UHPC is usually
lower than that of ordinary concrete. Cement type, its dosage, and water/binder ratio
significantly affect concrete creep [45], but this relation is not linear, as creep depends on the
amount of hydrated binder in the matrix. Therefore, the evolution of the creep coefficient
over time, ϕ(t), was evaluated only for SK7 (mixture with pozzolan addition of Cape Verde
and W/B = 0.21) and SK4 (mixture with fly ash addition and W/B = 0.21) to determine
which of the two additions is the best option to replace the cement, considering the creep.

2.5. Durability Tests

The selected eco-UHDC mixtures were submitted to laboratory tests, aiming to evalu-
ate the performance relative to durability: resistance to carbonation, resistance to chloride
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penetration, chloride content on the concrete surface, water absorption by capillarity, and
resistivity. These tests were performed as described in the scheme shown in Figure 3.
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The determination of water absorption by capillarity was determined only in SK4 (eco-
UHDC with fly ash) and SK7 (eco-UHDC with pozzolan from Cape Verde) to analyze the
influence of the two additions on the water absorption mechanism by capillarity. The eco-
UHDC reinforced with steel fibers and polymeric fibers were only characterized regarding
resistance to carbonation, resistance to chloride penetration, and resistivity, aiming to
evaluate the influence of the incorporation of the fibers in these parameters. It was not
considered relevant to study the absorption of water by capillarity because the matrix of
these concretes is the same as that of SK4 and, according to Neves and Gonçalves [46], the
fibers have a negligible influence on the absorption of water by capillarity.

The chloride penetration resistance and the resistivity test were also carried out, both
in eco-UHDC (SK4) with and without fibers, as well as in SK3, SK8, and SK7 mixtures,
aiming to evaluate the influence of increasing the dosage of fly ash, decreasing of the
water/binder ratio, and the replacement of fly ash by pozzolan from Cape Verde in these
performance indicators.

The chloride ion content on the concrete surface (Cs) was determined to assess the
risk of corrosion of structures produced with eco-UHDC, more specifically with SK7 and
SK4 mixtures. This was performed using the second halves of the non-steady state chloride
migration test specimens that were not sprayed with the silver nitrate solution. A portion
parallel to the edge of the surface that was exposed to the chloride solution, approximately
5 mm deep or less, was removed from these concrete specimens; this value depended on
the results of the depth of penetration of chloride ions.

In addition to the durability tests in a laboratory environment, durability tests were
also carried out in real environmental conditions, namely in the tidal zone of Cape Verde
coast between July 2018 and January 2021. For this purpose, the following eco-UHDC series
SK4 were used: SK4 without fibers, SK4s2 with steel fibers, and SK4p2 with polymeric
fibers. For each concrete, two cubic specimens with 100 mm edges were produced. These
specimens were subjected to wet curing for 28 days and were subsequently placed in the
tidal zone. Chloride ion penetration was measured in all directions since none of the faces
were waterproofed. The specimens, after exposure, were divided in half, and each half was
used to perform a specific test: one to determine the penetration depth of chlorides and the
other to determine the chloride content.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Preliminary Mixtures
3.1.1. Properties in Fresh State

The results of the mini-slump flow test and air content in the eco-UHDC mixtures are
shown in Table 4. The eco-UHDC had a spread between 300 and 350 mm, presenting good
workability and high flowability. The mixtures with higher cement dosage have greater
workability and fluidity. Quartz flour and fly ash were the additions that provided better
flowability due to the spherical shape of their particles. On the other hand, it was found
that to meet the workability requirements in the mixtures with the remaining additions, it
was necessary to increase the dosage of superplasticizer, the mixture with silica fume being
the one that required the greatest amount of superplasticizer (approximately 25 kg/m3,
which is about 92% higher than the mixture with fly ash).

Table 4. Flow table and air content test results of eco-UHDC and eco-UHDFRC.

Air Content (%) Slump Flow Spread (cm)

Eco-UHDC

SK1 1 34
SK2 0.9 35
SK3 1.1 31
SK4 1.5 33
SK5 0.6 34
SK6 1.7 30
SK7 1.5 32
SK8 1.2 35

Eco-
UHDFRC

SK4s1 1 33
SK4s2 1.2 32
SK4b1 1.5 30
SK4b2 1.9 24
SK4p1 2.8 29
SK4p2 3.1 25
SK4g1 1.4 28
SK4g2 2 26
SK4gp 1.5 27

Basalt and glass fibers are ultra-fine and have a high density relative to the number of
fibers in the matrix, which impairs workability and the release of air in the matrix. Those
fibers provide higher stability to the mixtures but decrease the flowability and, consequently,
the air content can increase up to circa 3%. The polymeric fibers have larger dimensions
and allow an addition of greater fiber volume without significant loss of workability.

3.1.2. Compressive and Tensile Strength of Eco-UHDC

The average results of the compressive (fcm) and tensile strength (fctm) of eco-UHDC ob-
tained through the test of three identical specimens for each age are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Analyzing the graphs in Figures 4 and 5, it is possible to verify that all eco-UHDC
matrices show an evolution, with age, of the compressive and flexural strengths. The
eco-UHDC mixtures with 660 kg/m3 of cement present average values of compressive
strength at 56 days between 92 and 116 MPa, and the tensile strength is between 12 and
16 MPa. The compressive and flexural strengths of SK1 and SK2 were not determined. The
presented results demonstrate the potential for optimizing the production of eco-UHDC
with a lower dosage of cement because the mixtures with only 60% cement present similar
performances to the mixtures with 75% of cement. The literature focuses this point, as the
UHPC must have a reduced W/B ratio (between 0.15 and 0.25), but with the reduction of
cement dosage, compared to traditional formulations, the W/C ratio can have a higher
level without impairing the performance of the concrete. The mixtures that obtained the
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highest strengths and simultaneously had the lowest amount of cement are SK3 (mixtures
with 60% cement, 25% limestone filler and 15% fly ash and W/B = 0.18), SK4 and SK6
(mixtures with W/B = 0.21, 60% cement, 25% limestone filler, and the remaining 15% fly
ash, and silica fume, respectively in SK4 and SK6), and SK8 (mixtures with 60% cement,
15% limestone filler, 25% fly ash and W/B = 0.21). It is quite evident the strength evolves
with age due to the pozzolanic effect in several mixtures.
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3.1.3. Compressive and Tensile Strength of Eco-UHDFRC

Figures 6 and 7 present the average compressive (fcm) and tensile strength (fctm) of
eco-UHDFRC for each of the ages.
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Figure 6. Average values of eco-UHDFRC compressive strength at 7, 28, and 90 days.
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Figure 7. Average values of eco-UHDFRC tensile strength at 7, 28, and 90 days.

The results presented in Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate the high-performance potential of
steel fibers compared to basalt, glass, and polymeric fibers. The eco-UHDC with steel fibers
present compressive strength at 28 days of age 31 to 45% higher than those of eco-UHDC
with basalt fibers, and between 12 and 32% higher than those of eco-UHDC with glass
fibers, these differences being dependent on the fiber addition rate (1 and 2%, respectively).
Concerning tensile strength, the eco-UHDC with steel fibers at 28 days present higher
values compared to eco-UHDC with basalt fibers, around 104% in mixtures with 1% fiber
and 166% in mixtures with 2% fiber, and in relation to eco-UHDC with glass fibers, the
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difference is 89% in the mixtures with 1% of fibers and 80% in the mixtures with 2% of fibers.
The eco-UHDC with 2% of polymeric fibers at 28 days presents a compressive strength 14
and 27% lower than the eco-UHDC with 1% and 2% of steel fibers, respectively.

Regarding tensile strength, the eco-UHDC with 1% and 2% steel fibers present, respec-
tively, values 85% and 240% higher than eco-UHDC with 2% polymer fibers. Compared to
the eco-UHDC reference, SK4, steel fibers caused an increase of approximately 7 to 27% in
compressive strength at 28 days and 50 to 176% in tensile strength, depending on the fiber
addition rate.

Comparing the performance of eco-UHDC with basalt, glass, and polymeric rein-
forcement fibers, it is noted that, given the parameters analyzed, there are no significant
improvements compared to the reference eco-UHDC, SK4, and there are even mixtures
that show strength losses. Basalt and glass fibers have high strength but are ultra-fine
fibers and have a high density toward the number of fibers in the matrix, which impairs
workability and the air release in the matrix, resulting in less compact mixtures, less rigid-
ity, and less compressive strength. The failure is brittle, not promoting any increase of
ductility (Figure 8). In the case of polymeric fibers, larger dimensions allow the addition of
a greater volume of fibers without a significant loss of workability; however, on the other
hand, it promotes a reduction of the homogeneity of the matrix, with a consequent loss
of compressive strength. The flexural strength of UHDC with polymeric fibers does not
increase as much as with steel fiber reinforcement but provides good ductility (Figure 8).
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3.2. Optimized Eco-UHDC Mixtures

Based on the mechanical properties of the results presented in the previous section,
four eco-UHDC mixtures, SK3, SK4, SK7, and SK8, and two eco-UHDFRC mixtures, SK4s2
and SK4p2, were selected. These mixtures were characterized in more detail, namely in
the remaining relevant mechanical properties (Young’s modulus, flexural fracture energy),
time-dependent properties (shrinkage and creep), and durability performance (capillary
absorption; resistances to chloride and to carbonation; electrical resistivity).

SK3 was chosen to evaluate the reduction of the water/cement ratio in the main
properties, remembering that this concrete differs from SK4 only in this ratio, and in small
adjustments of the superplasticizer and of the volume of sand. The SK8 was chosen to
evaluate the influence of the fly ash increase, differing from the SK4 only in the amount
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of fly ash, which is 10% higher. The SK7 mixture was chosen to evaluate the effect of
Cape Verde pozzolan, compared to the SK4 concrete with fly ash. The SK4s2, eco-UHDC
with 2% steel fibers, was selected because it presented better results compared to the other
UHDFRC and presented significant improvements in mechanical performance compared
to the reference matrix without fibers (SK4). Regarding tensile strength, the mixture with
steel fibers reached a strength level that was almost triple the reference mixture at 28 days
and with a 27% increase of the compressive strength. On the other hand, SK4p2, UHDC
with 4% polymeric fibers, was selected due to the ductility showed after cracking (Figure 8).

3.2.1. Young’s Modulus

The Young’s modulus of concrete depends on the stiffness of its main components, i.e.,
the binder matrix, aggregates, and fibers. All the optimized mixtures were submitted to this
test to evaluate the influence of the binder matrix variation, the water/cement ratio, and
the type and dosage of additions (comparing SK4 with SK3, SK7, and SK8) on the Young’s
modulus. Comparing SK4, SK4s2, and SK4p2, it is possible to evaluate the influence of
steel and polymeric fibers with the maximum dosages used on the mentioned property.
Figure 9 shows the values obtained experimentally for the Young’s modulus (Ecm) of the
optimized eco-UHDC at 28 days of age.
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Figure 9. Young’s modulus of eco-UHDC and eco-UHDFRC mixtures.

From the analysis of the above graph, it can be seen that: (1) The eco-UHDC with
fibers (Sk4p2 and Sk4s2) had a lower Young’s modulus; comparatively to the reference
mixture, SK4, the difference is negligible in the mixture with steel fibers due to the small
rise of air content. The biggest difference occurs with the eco-UHDFRC with polymeric
fibers, Sk4p2, about 4 GPa less than the reference eco-UHDC, and the cause is the reduced
stiffness of these fibers and the increase of air content (Table 4), being required to increase
the superplasticizer dosage. (2) The SK3 mixture has a lower Young’s modulus than the
SK4 mixture, similarly to what happens with the compressive strength, contrary to the
initial expectation, since SK3 has greater compactness. This result is probably due to the
fact that this mixture does not have enough water to hydrate the cement and/or is due to
the high dosage of superplasticizer used to obtain a fluidity similar to that of SK4. (3) The
replacement of fly ash per pozzolan from Cape Verde, resulting in the mixture designated
SK7, implied only a 2% decrease in the Young’s modulus, leading to the conclusion that the
two additions have approximately the same effect on the eco-UHDC mixture concerning
Young’s modulus, (4) The 10% increase of fly ash and the consequent reduction of limestone
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filler resulted in a 10% decrease of the Young’s modulus (comparing SK4 and SK8), similarly
to what happened with the compressive strength. This is probably because the limestone
filler greatly contributes to the hardening reaction with the fly ash, accelerating the process.
Therefore, the increase of fly ash and the decrease of filler may have implied the loss of
this beneficial effect since the fly ash only reacts much later. For more advanced ages, the
difference tends to decrease, as can be seen in the compressive strength evolution (Figure 4).

3.2.2. Flexural Fracture Energy

The flexural fracture energy of the selected eco-UHDFRC was experimentally deter-
mined, and the force-displacement relation is presented in Figure 10. As expected, the
cracks started in the notch and developed a multi-stage, elastic, post-crack, and post-peak
hardening behavior with significant high deformation capacity.
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Figure 10. Load-deflection curves of the eco-UHDFRC residual flexural tensile strength test.

The residual flexural tensile strength that characterizes the behavior of the material up
to a certain deflection (fRi), tensile stress under service conditions, and tensile stress used
for checking ultimate limit states of structural elements produced with fiber concrete, fFts
and fFtu, were determined from Equations (1)–(3), respectively. The results are presented in
Table 5.

fRi =
3
2
× Fi × 103 × LR

bR × hR
2 (1)

fFts = 0.45fR1 (2)

fFtu = fFts −
wu

CMOD3
(fFts − 0.5fR3 + 0.2fR1) ≥ 0 (3)

where Fi—force; LR—distance between supports; bR—width of specimen; hR—distance
between top of the notch and top of the cross section. The force Fi is related to the deflection
at mid-span, as follows: F1—force corresponding to a deflection of 0.47 mm; F2—force
corresponding to a deflection of 1.32 mm; F3—force corresponding to a deflection of
2.17 mm; F4—force corresponding to a deflection of 3.02 mm; CMOD3—crack mouth
opening displacement corresponding to a deflection of 2.7 mm; and wu equal to δ3.
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Table 5. Residual flexural tensile strength of eco-UHDFRC mixtures.

Residual Flexural Tensile Strength (MPa)

Mixtures fR1 fR2 fR3 fR4 fFts fFtu

SK4s2 24 33 29 25 10.9 9.7
SK4p2 11 12 12 11 5 4

3.3. Shrinkage and Creep
3.3.1. Shrinkage

The total shrinkage is the dimensional variation mainly caused by the combined
effects of the drying shrinkage and the autogenous shrinkage. In UHPC, the autogenous
shrinkage is the main component because this concrete has a very low water/binder
ratio with extremely fine additions and because, generally, they do not include coarse
aggregates [39,47,48].

The evolution of the shrinkage, εcs, measured in specimens produced with the select
eco-UHDC is shown in Figure 11. Analyzing the graph in Figure 11, it is noted that, at very
young ages, all mixtures have similar shrinkage. However, after 14 days, the differences
became significant. The SK7, a mixture with pozzolan from Cape Verde, stands out for
having the highest shrinkage with a difference approximately 15% higher than SK4, at
364 days. The SK8, with only 10% more fly ash than SK4, has the opposite behavior,
presenting the lowest shrinkage because, as expected, the fly ash promotes the reduction of
shrinkage. SK3, which differs from SK4 only in the lower W/B ratio, has a lower shrinkage
than SK4 in certain phases, but then tends to stabilize and approach the values of SK4.
A similar trend was observed by Eppers and Müller ([49] when the binder has a higher
amount of C3A.
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Figure 11. Evolution of total shrinkage of eco-UHDC with age.

Based on the results, it can be concluded that the partial replacement of cement
by fly ash reduces the total shrinkage of the concrete, contrary to what happens with
the replacement by pozzolan from Cape Verde. However, the results obtained in all
characterized eco-UHDC are in line with the expected, since, according to Russel and
Graybeal [50], the total shrinkage in UHPC is usually greater than 900 µm/m, depending
on the curing method. Eppers and Müller [49] also reported autogenous shrinkage values
of 600 to 900 µm/m at 28 days.
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3.3.2. Creep

The obtained results for the creep characterization are presented through the evolution
over time of the creep coefficient, ϕc(t) (Figure 12), having the load applied at 28 days of
age to assure a proper maturity of concrete. The ϕc(t) is defined as the quotient between
creep strain and elastic strain.
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Figure 12. Evolution with age of creep coefficient: eco-UHDC with Cape Verde pozzolan (SK7) and
eco-UHDC with fly ash (SK4).

Through the analysis of the curves presented in Figure 12, it can be concluded that the
eco-UHDC with pozzolan from Cape Verde (SK7) initially has a creep coefficient about 13%
lower than the eco-UHDC with fly ash (SK4). However, after one year, both mixtures show
a similar creep coefficient and it is less than 2. It is also noted that the creep coefficient
of SK4 seems to be stabilizing while the creep coefficient of SK7 appears to still evolve,
which leads to the conclusion that pozzolan from Cape Verde tends to have higher creep
coefficients than fly ash. The different maturity evolution of mixtures with these two
pozzolanic additions is probably the reason for this effect. The reactivity of the Cape
Verde pozzolan seems to be higher at younger ages and the fly ash has more pronounced
evolution with age.

3.4. Durability—Exposed to Laboratory Environment
3.4.1. Carbonatation Resistance

The accelerated carbonation tests were carried out on SK4, SK7, Sk4p2, and SK4s2,
and the average carbonation depth, Cd, is presented in Table 6. It is verified that, after 7
and 28 days of exposure, the carbonation in the eco-UHDC was null. The beginning of
carbonation in the eco-UHDC started only at 56 days, being almost imperceptible. The
two mixtures, SK4 and SK7, with fly ash and Cape Verde pozzolan, respectively, behaved
similarly in all exposure periods.

Table 6. Carbonation depth in the eco-UHDC for various exposure periods.

Mixtures C7 Days (mm) C28 Days (mm) C56 Days (mm) C90 Days (mm)

SK4 0 0 2 2
SK7 0 0 2 2

SK4s2 0 0 0 2
SK4p2 0 0 0 0
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The incorporation of fibers indirectly improved the carbonation resistance of the eco-
UHDC matrix, with greater emphasis of the polymeric fibers since the concrete with this
type of fibers had no carbonation in any of the analyzed periods. Even in the mixture with
steel fibers (SK4s2), the carbonation depth was only observed after 90 days of exposure.
The concrete carbonation resistance mainly depends on the porosity of the exposed surface,
as well as on the distribution of the connected pores, and this porosity is related to the
cementitious matrix and its compactness. In general, this type of concrete has very low
porosity. However, the addition of fibers in this type of matrices, in addition to the
characteristics provided in the hardened state, promotes a more efficient mixing process.
This is due to the combined action of the fibers with the paste viscosity, resulting in macro
and micro mixing shear forces that make the fresh mixture more flowable, releasing more
air content. For this reason, fiber-reinforced UHDC mixtures commonly exhibit slightly
lower porosity than unreinforced UHDC mixtures, being more stable and better controlling
the exudation of water in the fresh state. In the latter, the water exuded from the mixture
can originate connected pores that slightly promote the penetration of aggressive agents,
whereas, in the former, the pores are less connected. Moreover, the addition of fibers
provides a reduction of micro-cracks caused by drying shrinkage.

3.4.2. Carbonatation Resistance

The results of capillary absorption with time ti, Sa(ti), resulting from the average
of three specimens for each eco-UHDC tested, are shown in Figure 13. The height of
capillary in each specimen, h(ti), was obtained through the arithmetic mean of the four
faces (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. Results of capillary water absorption: capillary absorption, Sa (left); capillary ascension
height (right).

The two eco-UHDCs clearly show a more pronounced capillary rise in the early stages,
with a continuous increase up to 72 h. The eco-UHDC with pozzolan from Cape Verde
presents, after 3 h, a capillary absorption slope slightly higher than that of the eco-UHDC
with fly ash; however, after 72 h, the two concrete mixtures present similar results.

Figure 14 shows the relation between the capillary absorption, Sa, and the square root
of time, obtained for each eco-UHDC as well as the trend line corresponding to the best fit
of the points.

The trend lines of the two eco-UHDCs show correlation coefficients greater than
0.90. The slope of these lines represents the capillary absorption coefficient, and this
coefficient is similar in the two concretes. This graph also shows the limit line corresponding
to high-quality concrete, Sa = 0.1 mg/(mm2·min1/2), according to Browne [51]. This
author proposed the following classification for the quality of concrete as a function of
the Sa coefficient: above 0.2 mg/(mm2·min1/2) is “low-quality concrete”; between 0.1 and
0.2 mg/(mm2·min1/2) is “medium quality concrete”; and below 0.1 mg/(mm2·min1/2)
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is “high-quality concrete”. The two concretes can be classified as high-quality concretes.
The results are far below the limit defined by the line Sa = 0.1 mg/(mm2·min1/2), proving
through this durability indicator that both additions can be used as a partial substitute of
cement without affecting this performance.
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3.4.3. Chloride Migration Coefficient

The penetration depth of chlorides in specimens after the chloride migration test in a
non-stationary regime was performed as shown in Figure 15.

Based on values of penetration depth, the non-steady-state chloride migration coeffi-
cient, Dnssm, was calculated using Equation (4).

Dnssm=
0.0239 (273 + T)L

(U − 2)t
×

xd − 0.0238

√
(273 + T) L xd

U − 2


 (4)

where U—absolute value of the applied voltage, V; T—average value of the initial and final
temperatures in the anodic solution, ◦C; L—thickness of the specimen, mm; xd—average
value of the penetration depths, mm; and t-test—duration, hour.

Figure 16 shows the results of non-steady-state chloride migration coefficient, Dnssm,
of the eco-UHDC mixtures obtained by the average of three specimens for each age. The
same graphic shows the limits proposed by Luping [52] to classify concrete as a function of
the chloride diffusion coefficient measured in the migration test. According to Luping [52],
concrete is classified regarding the resistance to migration of chloride ions as: (i) very good
strength concrete if Dnssm is less than 2 × 10−12 m2/s; (ii) good resistance concrete if the
Dnssm is between 2 × 10−12 m2/s and 8 × 10−12 m2/s; (iii) moderate resistance concrete
if Dnssm is between 8 × 10−12 m2/s and 16 × 10−12 m2/s; and (iv) concrete not suitable
for aggressive environments if Dnssm value is greater than 16 × 10−12 m2/s. Therefore,
the lower the Dnssm, the greater the resistance to chloride migration and, consequently,
the greater the durability. All eco-UHDC mixtures correspond to good resistance concrete
except eco-UHDC with Cape Verde pozzolan (SK7), which proves to be a very good
resistance concrete at all ages. Figures 15 and 16 prove that mixtures improve resistance to
chloride migration with age due to the continuous pozzolanic effect.

The mixture with pozzolan from Cape Verde (SK7) presents very low Dnssm results
compared to the other mixtures, with differences ranging between 27% and 56%. Com-
paring the SK4 and SK7, which differ only in the addition type, the Dnssm results of SK7
are much lower, with differences of 56% at 28 and 56 days of age and 27% at 90 days
(Figure 17a). This fact proves that the pozzolanic activity of fly ash is lower and slower
than that of pozzolan from Cape Verde.
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Figure 17. Variation of non-steady-state chloride migration coefficient with the age of eco-UHDC:
(a) influence of Cape Verde pozzolan; (b) influence of the fly ash content, (c) influence of the W/B
ratio, and (d) influence of the incorporation of fibers in the matrix.

Analyzing the influence of increasing the fly ash dosage, comparing the performance
of SK4 and SK8 mixtures (Figure 17b), it is observed that the mixture with the highest
dosage of fly ash has lower Dnssm values at 28 days. However, at 56 days of age, the trend is
reversed. This trend was not expected since the diffusion coefficient tends to decrease with
the increase in the percentage of addition of fly ash and with the increase of the concrete
age [53]. Real et al. [54] found that the diffusion coefficient increases with an increasing
percentage of fly ash, but only at young ages. These results were justified by the short
period of wet curing and by the young age of the concrete when the tests were carried out
(28 days), considering that it is a binder matrix with pozzolanic additions. The same authors
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recommended that chloride penetration resistance tests should be carried out for more
advanced ages in concretes with additions whose pozzolanic reactions develop more slowly
to correctly evaluate the real contribution of this type of addition. Several researchers report
this fact [55,56], at least up to a certain percentage of replacement. According to some
authors [57–59], there is an optimal content of fly ash that should be used to replace cement.
This optimum content is related to the amount of C-H available in the mixture to satisfy
the pozzolanic reaction developed by the fly ash. The diffusion coefficient for a given
W/B ratio increases with the percentage of cement replacement by fly ash; however, the
contribution of fly ash, namely in the refinement of the microstructure, is only relevant
when the development of pozzolanic reactions is effective [58].

Comparing SK4 with SK3 (concrete with a lower water/binder ratio compared to SK4),
observing Figure 17c, it can also be seen that, at 56 days of age, SK4 has a Dnssm 20% lower
than SK3. Normally, the diffusion coefficient tends to increase in less compact concretes,
regardless of the type and dosage of the binder [58]. However, the observed trend may
be explained by the higher water/binder ratios, which facilitate faster cement hydration,
producing more C-H and providing a faster activation of fly ash.

The mixture with polymeric fibers (SK4p2) does not show significant improvement
compared to the reference eco-UHDC (SK4), unlike the mixture with steel fibers (SK4s2)
which has lower Dnssm values of about 40% at 28 days and 20% at 56 days, compared to
SK4 at the same age (Figure 17d).

3.4.4. Electrical resistivity

The resistance to chloride penetration was also evaluated through the electrical resis-
tivity measured on the surface of the eco-UHDC to indirectly assess the ability of chloride
ions to diffuse inside the concrete. Figure 18 shows the electrical resistivity results of the
eco-UHDC mixtures, using the average of four readings per specimen and per age. As
expected, the electrical resistivity increases with age due to the continuous hydration of
cementitious materials, mainly by the pozzolanic reaction, producing a finer pore network
with less connectivity.
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Figure 18. Variation of electrical resistivity of eco UHDC with age.

Comparing the electrical resistivity results of the developed eco-UHDCs, with the
reference values proposed by AASHTO T358-15 [60], presented in Figure 18, it appears
that the eco-UHDCs have a very low chloride penetration rate, but only after a long curing
period (about 90 days for fiber-free concrete, 150 days for polymer fiber concrete, and
250 days for steel fiber concrete). This late effect is certainly due to the pozzolanic effect in
the development of new C-S-H compounds.
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The average electrical resistivity of SK7 (UHDC with Cape Verde pozzolan) is higher
than that of SK4 (UHDC with fly ash) up to 90 days. From this age onward, there was
a contrary trend, confirming the trend recorded in the study with LCC-low carbon con-
crete [61]. Comparing these values to those obtained in the chloride migration test in a
non-stationary regime, this trend was not registered at the corresponding ages, although
the graph presented in Figure 17a shows a convergence of results of the two concretes. This
occurred probably because the prolonged curing period of the specimens submitted to
the resistivity test allows the fly ash to have the necessary time to develop the pozzolanic
reactions and, thus, improve the concrete performance.

The results obtained also show that the eco-UHDC with fibers, mainly with steel fibers,
present a higher chloride penetration rate than the reference eco-UHDC, contradicting the
results obtained in the chloride migration test in a non-stationary regime. These results
corroborate what was reported in previous studies, that is, the presence of steel fibers
influences the electric field generated by the resistivity device [62,63]. Therefore, when
interpreting the results, it is necessary to bear in mind that it is not appropriate to directly
compare the results of concrete with and without steel fibers.

3.4.5. Chloride Content at the Eco-UHDC Surface

Figure 19 shows the mean values of chloride content, Cs, per mass of cement and
addition type II at 28, 56, and 90 days of age. These values were measured, initially, in
concrete mass using Equation (5) and later calculated relatively to the mass of cement and
type II addition using Equation (6) to be compared with the critical value of EN 206-1 [64].
One must consider that there is, in 100 g of SK4 mass, 35.8 g of cement plus fly ash, and in
the case of SK7, 36.1 g of cement plus pozzolan from Cape Verde.
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Cs = 3.545 × fAgNO3

V blanc
NH SCN − V concrete

NHSCN
mconcrete

(5)

fAgNO3
—is molarity of silver nitrate solution;

V blanc
NH SCN—volume of the ammonium thiocyanate solution used in the blank titration (mL);

V concrete
NHSCN—volume of the ammonium thiocyanate solution used in the titration (mL);

mconcrete—mass of the concrete sample (g).
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Csmcement+addition type II =
Cs

mcement+type II addition
× 100 (6)

The results show that, in general, the eco-UHDC with pozzolans from Cape Verde
has a higher content of chlorides on the surface. This result was already expected since
this concrete has a lower diffusion coefficient of chloride ions, thus demonstrating that
pozzolan provides a greater ability to fix chloride ions in concrete compared to fly ash. So,
this ability potentiates a higher concentration of Cs because this resistance creates a barrier
to chloride diffusion. However, the two concrete mixtures present values that range from
38 to 52% lower than the critical chloride content (% CR), whose value is 0.4% according to
EN 206-1 [64] Considering these values, it is concluded that the probability of corrosion
occurring at the end of the periods of exposure to chlorides to which these concretes were
subjected is very low (according to LNEC specification E 463 [65]).

3.5. Durability—Exposed to Maritime Environment
3.5.1. Chloride Content at the Eco-UHDC Surface

Figure 20 shows the average values of Cs per mass of cement and the type II addition
of eco-UHDC exposed to the environmental conditions of Cape Verde in the tidal zone for
circa 30 months.
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Figure 20. Chloride content per mass of cement on the surface of SK4, SK4s2, and SK4p2 concrete
exposed for circa 30 months in the tidal zone.

The chloride content measured in SK4 and tested in a laboratory, when compared
with the results of specimens exposed in the tidal zone, shows similar results. After circa
30 months of exposure to chlorides in the tidal zone, the results show that the probability
of corrosion in the reinforcement of structures produced with the developed UHDC is
almost nil, at least during the analyzed period since the Cs values are lower than the critical
chloride content (% CR), which is, according to EN 206-1 [64], 0.4% (concrete with steel
reinforcements or other embedded metals). The specimens with fibers present Cs values
slightly higher than the reference concrete (SK4), approximately 18% higher in the SK4s2
(with steel fibers), and 6% higher in the SK4p2 (with polymeric fibers).

3.5.2. Depth of Chloride Ion Penetration

Figure 21 and Table 7 show the depth of chloride ion penetration obtained on each of
the faces of the specimens. The depth of chloride ion penetration of each edge corresponds
to the average of measurements at three points. There are some differences comparatively
to the values measured in tests carried out following the LNEC E 463 [65]. The eco-UHDC
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without fibers (SK4) has the lowest depth of chloride ion penetration, followed by the
concrete with steel fibers (SK4s2), and, finally, the concrete with polymeric fibers (SK4p2).
These results contradict the results obtained in the tests under laboratory conditions,
where the eco-UHDC with steel fibers was the concrete with the lowest depth of chloride
penetration. These differences may be related to sea salinity that are different from the
laboratory conditions and to the wet/dry cycles of the tidal zone that are not reproduced
in the laboratory.
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Table 7. Depth of chloride ions penetration, in mm, in UHDC concrete exposed for circa 30 months
in the tidal zone.

Eco-UHDC
SK4 SK4s2 SK4p2

(mm)

Edge A 8 10 8
Edge B 7 7 15
Edge C 5 7 7
Edge D 4 7 5

Average 6 8 9

3.6. Lifetime Expected and Minimum Cover Required

The lifetime expected for a concrete structure is defined during the design phase and
corresponds to the period during which the structure meets the safety, functionality, and
aesthetic requirements without unforeseen maintenance costs [66]. These requirements are
influenced not only by the mechanical and deferred properties of the concrete but also by
the durability parameters. Most reinforced concrete structures are designed for a service
lifetime of 50 or 100 years regarding the risk of rebar corrosion.

This section presents the expected service lifetime of reinforced concrete structures
produced with the developed eco-UHDC concretes determined considering the resistances
to carbonation and to the chlorides diffusion and the minimum cover defined in main
codes. The estimated minimum concrete cover, cmin, dur, necessary to guarantee the proper
corrosion resistance during the defined service lifetime for structures exposed to environ-
mental conditions XC (corrosion induced by carbonation) and XS (induced by chloride
ions present in seawater) are also presented. The results presented were obtained using the
Tuutti model [67] for the degradation of reinforced concrete caused by steel corrosion, the
recommendations described in the LNEC E465 [68], and considering two types of structures:
(i) current structures with an intended service lifetime (tg) equal to 50-years-old with a
reliability class RC2 (service lifetime category or structural class S4), which corresponds
to a safety factor γ equal to 2.3 [68]; (ii) special structures with a tg equal to 100-years-old
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with a reliability class RC3 (lifetime category or structural class S5), which corresponds to a
safety factor γ equal to 2.8 [68].

3.6.1. Prediction of the Service Lifetime of Reinforced Concrete Structures under the
Environmental Exposure Classes XC

The prediction service lifetime for current and special structures produced with eco-
UHDC, SK4, SK7, SK4s2, and SK4p2 exposed to XC environmental conditions are presented
in Table 8. The developed concretes present resistance to carbonation, more than enough
for the XC exposure class, and in all cases the estimated service life is over 400 years.

Table 8. Service lifetime (years) for current and special structures produced with the studied concrete
under environmental conditions XC.

Current Structures
(Class S4, RC2, 50 Years)

Special Structures
(Class S5, RC3, 100 Years)

Exposure Class XC2 XC3 XC4 * XC4 ** XC2 XC3 XC4 * XC4 **

Eco-UHDC Cmin,dur (mm)
EC 2 25 30 30 35

SK4

tg (years)

>>400 >>400 >>400 >>400 >>400 >>400 >>400 >>400
SK7 >>400 >>400 >>400 >>400 >>400 >>400 >>400 >>400

SK4s2 >>400 >>400 >>400 >>400 >>400 >>400 >>400 >>400
SK4p2 >>400 >>400 >>400 >>400 >>400 >>400 >>400 >>400

XC4 *—dry region; and XC4 **—Wet region.

3.6.2. Determination of the Minimum Cover to Resist Carbonation-Induced Corrosion

The minimum cover required to guarantee the resistance against steel corrosion in
reinforced concrete structures under the environmental exposure classes XC are presented
in Table 9. These covers are much lower than the minimum values recommended by
Eurocode 2 (EC2) [69] and EN 206-1 [64], with differences greater than 20 mm. In other
words, the results showed that, for any structural class, the structures produced with
eco-UHDC can have a cover less than 5 mm for any class of XC environmental exposure,
considering only the criterion of durability. These results have a significant impact on
the cost of the structures since it will be possible to produce elements with smaller cross-
sections. It can also be seen that the eco-UHDC with fly ash (SK4) and the eco-UHDC with
pozzolan from Cape Verde (SK7) have similar minimum covers. The introduction of fibers
in eco-UHDC (SK4s2 and SK4p2) allows reducing the cover, the highest difference was
obtained with the concrete with polymeric fibers (SK4p2); the minimum cover was reduced
by half.

Table 9. Cover for S4 and S5 class structures under environmental conditions XC: minimum standards
cover and minimum covers for the studied concrete.

Current Structures Special Structures

(Class S4, RC2, 50 Years) (Class S5, RC3, 100 Years)

Exposure Class XC2 XC3 XC4 * XC4 ** XC2 XC3 XC4 * XC4 **

Minimum
cover

Cmin,dur (mm)

EC2 25 25 30 30 30 35

Eco-
UHDC

SK4 1.3 1.9 2.6 2.9 1.7 3.0 4.0 4.2
SK7 1.3 1.9 2.6 2.9 1.7 3.0 4.0 4.2

SK4s2 1.2 1.7 2.4 2.6 1.6 2.7 3.6 3.8
SK4p2 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.3 0.8 1.3 1.8 1.9

XC4 *– dry region; and XC4 **– Wet region.
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3.6.3. Prediction of the Service Lifetime of Reinforced Concrete Structures under the
Environmental Exposure Classes XS

The prediction service lifetime of current and special structures exposed to the
XS environmental conditions, produced with the developed eco-UHDC, are presented
in Table 10. The results show that, adopting the minimum cover recommended by
Eurocode 2 (EC2) [69] and EN 206-1 [64], the service lifetime of structures produced with
the eco-UHDC developed is adequate and significant when exposed to the environmental
conditions XS1 and XS2. It is recalled that current structures and special structures
must have a service lifetime of at least 50 and 100 years, respectively. These results
may indicate some long-term economic and environmental benefits because the need
for maintenance will occur later than expected. The SK7 mixture proves the higher
resistance to chloride diffusion, fulfilling the required service life for all exposure classes
(including XS3) and both structural classes.

Table 10. Service lifetime (years) for current and special structures produced with the developed
concrete under environmental conditions XS.

Current Structures
(Class S4, RC2, 50 Years)

Special Structures
(Class S5, RC3, 100 Years)

Exposure Class XS1
XS2

XS3 XS1
XS2

XS3
1 m 1.4–25 m 1 m 1.4–25 m

Eco-
UHDC

SK3

tg
(years)

573 115 91 41 852 174 145 54
SK4 246 77 66 18 365 127 112 23
SK7 1581 211 158 113 2357 296 229 148
SK8 362 91 75 26 539 145 124 34

SK4s2 915 150 115 65 1361 218 175 86
SK4p2 246 77 66 17 365 127 112 23

3.6.4. Minimum Cover to Resist Corrosion Induced by Chloride Ions Present in Seawater

The minimum cover required to guarantee the resistance against steel corrosion
induced by chlorides in reinforced structures produced with the eco-UHDC are presented
in Table 11. Comparing the minimum cover required in the structures produced with
the eco-UHDC with the minimum covers recommended by Eurocode 2 (EC2) [69] it is
possible to conclude that the developed eco-UHDCs provide good corrosion protection
because the minimum cover required is lower than the values recommended by codes
for exposure classes XS1 and XS2, with differences ranging from 12% to 55%, depending
on the type concrete and exposure class. However, for current structures and exposure
class XS3 (tidal zones), only the eco-UHDC with pozzolan from Cape Verde (SK7) and
the eco-UHDC with steel fibers (SK4s2) proved to be suitable, since they are the only
ones with a required cover below the minimum recommended by codes, with differences
of 8 mm and 4 mm, respectively. It is concluded, once again, that the concrete with
pozzolan from Cape Verde is more suitable to resist the penetration of chloride ions than
the concrete with fly ash.
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Table 11. Cover for S4 and S5 class structures under environmental conditions XS: minimum stan-
dards cover and minimum covers for the studied concrete.

Current Structures
(Class S4, RC2, 50 Years)

Special Structures
(Class S5, RC3, 100 Years)

Exposure Class 1 XS1 2
XS2 3

XS3 4 XS1 2
XS2 3

XS3 4

1 m 1.4–25 m 1 m 1.4–25 m

Minimum
cover

Cmin,dur
(mm)

EC2 35 40 45 40 45 50

Eco-
UHDC

SK3 20 23 26 47 25 29 33 58
SK4 24 28 31 57 30 36 39 70
SK7 16 18 20 37 20 23 26 46
SK8 22 26 29 52 27 33 36 64

SK4s2 18 21 23 42 22 26 29 52
SK4p2 24 28 31 57 30 36 39 70

1 In this analysis, regarding the distance to the coastline, the worst-case scenario was considered (structures are
located next to the coastline); 2 Structures exposed to the air with sea salts; 3 Structures permanently submerged;
4 Structures in the tidal zone.

4. Conclusions

The UHDC matrix was optimized using a combination of filler material (limestone or
quartz flour) and reactive pozzolanic additions as a partial replacement of Portland cement,
aiming to improve its eco-efficiency. Various types of fibers (steel, polymeric, glass, and
basalt) were also used to enhance the mechanical and durability performance. Based on
the results experimentally obtained, the following conclusion are drawn:

(1) The optimization of the unreinforced UHDC matrix makes it possible to produce
concrete with only 60% of cement in relation to the total binder, maintaining good
workability and the desired mechanical characteristics (compressive strength higher
than 100 MPa and flexural strength higher than 12 MPa at 56 days of age). The
eco-UHDC matrix with fly ash develops greater compressive strength, up to 25%,
compared to the eco-UHDC with other additions;

(2) The eco-UHDC with pozzolan from Cape Verde and fly ash show similar carbonation
resistances and creep coefficients (lower than 2.0), but the shrinkage of the former
is 15% higher than that of the latter at 364 days. It must also be highlighted that
pozzolan from Cape Verde has a huge effect in reducing the diffusion coefficient of
chloride ions, reaching 57% lower than that of the eco-UHDC with fly ash, but the
difference decreases with the age of concrete due to the slower hardening provided
by the fly ash;

(3) The shrinkage of all developed eco-UHDC varies between 700 and 900 µm/m after
stabilization. This is an expected outcome since the total shrinkage of UHPC is
normally higher than 900 µm/m and replacing cement with fly ash decreases the total
shrinkage of concrete. The eco-UHDC with the replacement of cement by natural
pozzolan from Cape Verde has an opposite trend;

(4) The addition of steel fibers and polymeric fibers provides greater ductility compar-
atively to the addition of glass and basalt fibers. Steel fibers obviously increase the
flexural tensile strength, between 50 and 176%, depending on the fiber addition rate.
The other types of fibers also have an influence on tensile strength, but their dosage
must be equal to or higher than 2% volume. The glass and polymeric fibers have
much more of a relevant effect than basalt fibers in the mechanical characterization;

(5) The introduction of fibers in eco-UHDC affects in different ways some mechanical
properties. While the addition of steel fibers can increase up to 27% of the compressive
strength, the basalt and glass fibers can decrease to circa 10% in both the compressive
strength and the Young’s modulus. These losses are due to the negative effect of
those fibers on the workability and air release of the matrix, resulting in less compact
mixtures and, thus, with higher air content, less stiffness, and less strength;

(6) The addition of steel and polymeric fibers also improves the durability performance
of eco-UHDC since there is an increase in resistance to both carbonation and chloride
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ions. Polymeric fibers are the most effective in terms of carbonation resistance since
the UHDC with this type of fibers exhibited no carbonation in any of the analyzed
periods. The UHDC reinforced with steel fibers is more suitable to be used in an
environment under the action of chloride ions because this mixture reduces the
migration coefficient, Dnssm, by 40% at 28 days and 20% at 56 days in comparison
with the eco-UHDC used as reference (SK4);

(7) Considering only the requirements related to durability, the structures produced with
the developed eco-UHDC, exposed to environmental conditions XC, XS1, and XS2,
require a cover lower than the values recommended by EC2, with differences that can
reach 55%. From all the developed eco-UHDC, the one with pozzolana from Cape
Verde is the most suitable to be used in any structural class, submitted to any XC and
XS exposure classes.

These results prove that it is possible to produce structural elements with eco-UHDC,
with reduced cross-sections and high durability, and consequently, with economic and
environmental benefits. The topic of concrete sustainability associated with the cost
and energy consumption required to produce this type of concrete will be addressed in
future research.
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Abstract: Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) is the primary binder of concrete, accounting for approx-
imately 5% to 7% of greenhouse gas (GHG) and carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions with an annual
production rate of more than 4 billion tons. It is critical to reduce the carbon footprint of concrete
without sacrificing its performance. To this end, this study focuses on the use of water hyacinth ash
(WHA) as a pozzolanic binder in the production of concrete as a partial replacement for cement. Four
mixes are designed to achieve C-25-grade concrete with varying proportions of cement replacement
with WHA of 0%, 5%, 10%, and 15% of the cement weight. Extensive experiments are performed
to examine the workability, strength, durability, and microstructure of concrete specimens. The test
results confirm that incorporating WHA in concrete improved its workability, strength, and durability.
The optimal results are obtained at the maximum OPC replacement level, with 10% WHA. The use of
WHA as a partial replacement for cement greatly reduces the energy required for cement production
and preserves natural resources. More research is needed to use WHA on a large scale to achieve
greater sustainability in the concrete industry.

Keywords: water hyacinth ash; concrete; fresh properties; compressive properties; microstructure
properties; durability

1. Introduction

The development of any country is primarily characterized and measured by improve-
ments in living conditions and the growth of its built infrastructure. Concrete is one of
the most prevalent and widely consumed building materials utilized in the construction
of megastructures and infrastructures, and it is important to the world that it is a highly
versatile, all-around material, one that is used every year in development [1–5]. Despite
its significant contribution to built infrastructure, concrete is responsible for the extensive
use of natural resources in its production. Cement is a well-known, essential component
in the production of concrete. The manufacturing of cement affects nonrenewable natural
resources, the atmospheric environment, and costs, as well as engineering and durabil-
ity behavior aspects [6–10]. Manufacturing 1 ton of Portland cement requires quarrying
1.5 tons of limestone and clay [6,11,12]. It has been reported that, throughout the world,
4.40 billion tons of cement are produced yearly, contributing to 5%–7% of GHG and CO2
emissions [6,13–16].

On the other hand, generating 1 ton of clinker requires an enormous amount of energy
(850 Kcal/kg) and raw materials (1.7 tons on average) [17–19]. The world has seen global
climate changes as a result of these interrelated issues, which ultimately led to the depletion
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of the ozone layer. Because of the loss of ozone, the sun’s infrared rays will reach the ground
directly, drying up plants and exposing people and animals to several dangerous diseases.

Creating a sustainable system loop that can transform resources that are sent to landfills
as waste into useful products for the construction sector would be the ideal goal to partially
address the aforementioned situation. This would save natural resources, similar to how
finding locally accessible, sustainable, eco-efficient, appropriate, cheap, and low-energy
alternative agricultural and industrial waste materials to partially or completely replace
cement has become mandatory and necessary to ease this global issue. Since plant extracts
contain a variety of organic components, there has been a lot of research on replacing
some of the cement with various plant wastes [6]. Numerous studies on cement auxiliary
materials, such as silica fume, fly ash, rice husk ash, coffee husk ash, ground nut ash,
bamboo leaves ash, banana leaves ash, sugarcane bagasse, corncob ash, blast furnace slag,
animal bone powder, tobacco waste, and eggshell, have been conducted in the last two
decades. Unexpectedly, these materials proved successful in meeting the needs of cement
concrete solid development.

Water hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes) is a free-gliding and -floating aquatic weed that
grows in still or moderately mobile crisp water bodies, and it inhabits bodies of water in
such quantities that these bodies either start to interfere with human usage or become a
health hazard by serving as insect breeding areas [20]. It poses the risk of oxygen depletion,
water quality degradation, biodiversity loss, water loss, and waterway blockage, all of
which impede agriculture, fisheries, recreation, and hydropower. Water hyacinth has been
referred to as a noxious weed and an invasive aquatic plant [12]. In less than two weeks,
it grows dynamically and richly to produce large biomass and double its population. It
consists of long and fibrous roots that may be up to 3 m in length and has a fibrous stem. The
average length of the fiber is 1.604 mm and the average diameter is 5.5 microns [1,6]. It is a
completely free source of biomass that is currently being underutilized as a supplementary
cementitious material [1,6,21,22].

Ethiopia is one of the nations fighting against the presence of water hyacinth in its
water bodies despite having abundant water resources and wetland ecosystems [23–26].
Due to the rapid growth of the water hyacinth, there is a risk that these waters will be
infested by it if the situation persists. Water hyacinth, also known as “Imboch” in the
local Amharic language, was first discovered in Ethiopia in 1956 in Koka Lake and the
Awash River (Stroud, 1994), referenced in [17]. From late 1956 to late 2011, the weed’s
presence in water bodies decreased [27–32]. The lack of natural enemies for the weed has
been largely blamed for the water hyacinth’s rapid proliferation in Ethiopia over the past
30 years, according to the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP). Due to
its ability to quickly blanket entire streams, water hyacinth is one of the most invasive
and widely dispersed plants in Ethiopia [25]. It invaded Lake Tana in Bahir Dar, Ethiopia,
affecting not only the aquatic life in the lake but also the socioeconomic activities of the local
populace, whose livelihoods rely directly or indirectly on the lake’s ecosystem services [33].
Dersseh et al. [33] stated that Lake Tana’s invaded area was 20,000 ha, 50,000 ha, and
34,000 ha, respectively, in 2012, 2014, and 2015, compared with official agency estimates of
less than 5000 ha during the peak growing season. According to a survey conducted from 4
to 14 October 2018 and excluding the infestation region in the floodplain, 2279.4 hectares of
Lake Tana were projected to be covered by water hyacinth [33]. It cost an average of about
USD 100,000 to control and remove water hyacinth from the invaded areas in Ethiopia
between 2000 and 2013 [28]. Figure 1 shows the removal of invasive water hyacinth from
Lake Tana. As it covers a large portion of the lake, anyone could imagine the adverse
impact it will have on water quality, biodiversity, waterway flow, agriculture, fisheries,
and recreation.

Previous studies have been conducted on the possible use of water hyacinth ash (WHA)
as a partial replacement cement in concrete production [1,6–8,15,16], and they proved that
workability improved with the addition of WHA; the concrete compressive strength and
split tensile strengths decreased with 20% WHA content, and up to 10% WHA could replace
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cement. Damtoft et al. [7] investigated the mechanical performance of concrete that was
increased with 15% WHA, including microsilica admixtures; the workability improved
incrementally with the addition of WHA. Turner and Collins [16] identified that WHA has
a lower specific gravity than cement (2.44 times lower than cement), and its fineness is
twice as high as that of cement; additionally, consistency, slump, and setting time improved
with the addition of WHA compared with normal cement; 10% WHA was the most optimal
dosage for the partial replacement of cement. Vieira et al. [15] discovered that the water
absorption of concrete containing 10% WHA was lower, and the chloride resistance was
3.5% higher when compared with control concrete, indicating greater durability.
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In the present experimental research work, cement is substituted with WHA by
5%, 10%, and 15%, and it is utilized in concrete production to evaluate the workability,
mechanical strength, and microstructures with thermogravimetric and Fourier-transformed
infrared spectroscopy analyses. Finally, the effect of using WHA as a supplementary
replacement material for cement in concrete durability properties is investigated.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials Used
2.1.1. Binders

In this work, ordinary Portland cement (OPC) and water hyacinth ash were used as
binders. The adopted cement was OPC 42.5R, produced by Derba MIDROC Cement PLC.
The cement quality was tested as per ASTM C1084–19 [34]. The grading and physical
properties met the requirements of ASTM C 150–19 [35].

2.1.2. Coarse Aggregates

Locally available crushed stones, sieved and retained on sieves with sizes of 4.75 mm
and above, were used as coarse aggregates. The coarse aggregate was also tested for
various properties, such as unit weight, specific gravity, moisture content, water absorption
capacity, and nominal aggregate size to ensure its suitability for the experiment. All physical
tests were performed as per ASTM standards and conformed to all necessary standard
requirements. Table 1 lists the appropriate test methods used and the corresponding
physical properties gained as a result of the coarse aggregate.

2.1.3. Fine Aggregates

In this work, natural river sand from the city of Bahir Dar that passed through a
4.75 mm sieve was used as a fine aggregate. Table 2 shows the adopted test methods and
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physical properties for sand, and based on the result attained, it conforms to all ASTM
standard requirements.

Table 1. Coarse aggregate test results.

No. Property Test Method Result Unit

1 Unit weight ASTM C 29 1594.56 kg/m3

3 Specific gravity ASTM C 128 2.75 -

4 Moisture content ASTM C128 1.01 %

5 Water absorption capacity ASTM C128 1.41 %

6 Nominal aggregate size - 25 mm

Table 2. Fine aggregate test results.

No. Property Test Method Result Unit

1 Fineness modulus ASTM C117 2.68 -

2 Specific gravity ASTM C 136 2.71 -

3 Moisture content ASTM C 128 1.8 %

4 Water absorption capacity ASTM C128 2.45 %

2.1.4. Water Hyacinth

Figure 2 shows the main steps of the WHA production process. Firstly, water hyacinth
was manually collected from Lake Tana in Bahir Dar, Amhara National Regional State,
Ethiopia, because the use of machinery was prohibitively expensive. It is important to
note that the manual collection method is a time-consuming and labor-intensive activity.
Then, the collected samples were washed and cleaned with potable water to remove dirt
and impurities. Thereafter, the washed samples were cut uniformly into smaller pieces
and sundried for over a week. Finally, the WHA was found after the dried water hyacinth
samples were burned in a Muffle Furnace at 800 ◦C for 6 h and cooled at room temperature
for 24 h to convert the organic matter into an inorganic substance. The samples were
then ground using a milling machine and sieved down to 150 µm. WHA samples passed
through a 150 µm sieve were used as a cement replacement material [1].

2.2. Mix Proportions and Sample Preparation

The mix design was performed based on the physical test results of aggregates, as
in the ACI 211.1 [36] mix design procedure for normal concrete. All concrete mixes were
designed to achieve C-25-grade concrete with a target mean strength of 33.5 MPa. A cement
content of 360 kg/m3, a constant water–cement ratio of 0.49, and a slump of 25 to 50 mm
were used to achieve the specified target mean strength. The designed mix proportion of
the concrete was 1:2:3 (binder:fine aggregates:coarse aggregates). All mixes were batched
with 0%, 5%, 10%, and 15% WHA by weight to replace cement. The mix proportion of
cement to WHA and the mix designation are provided in Table 3.

Table 3. Mix designation.

No. Mix Designation Percentage of
Cement Percentage of WHA

1 0% WHA 100 0
2 5% WHA 95 5
3 10% WHA 90 10
4 15% WHA 85 15
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A mechanical mixer was used to obtain a uniform mixture of ingredients. The mixing
process entailed first dry mixing the binder and aggregates for three minutes followed by
the slow addition of water as mixing continued. After all of the water was added, the mixing
was continued for an additional three minutes in order to achieve a homogeneous mixture.
Immediately after mixing, the slump of the mixture was evaluated, followed by pouring
the fresh mixtures into pre-oiled molds to evaluate mechanical and durability properties.

2.3. Test Methods

Following various tests on the material qualities of cement, fine aggregates, coarse
aggregates, and WHA, the fresh property of all concrete samples was determined in terms
of the concrete’s workability. The ASTM C143-12 [37] slump test was used to examine the
workability of concrete in a new concrete mix. The short-term water absorption capacity
test came before the compressive strength test. The amount of water absorption—measured
as residual water left in concrete interfaces—that determines how durable or fragile it is.
Following a 72 h water curing period and a drying phase in an oven at 105 ◦C, the weights
of the specimens were properly measured to determine the percentage of water absorption.
The specimens were subsequently submerged in cold water for an additional hour before
being properly weighed [33].

The water absorption of each concrete mixture was evaluated after 7 and 28 days of
curing in accordance with ASTM C 642 [38]. For the compressive strength test, concrete
cube specimens were cast in 150 mm × 150 mm × 150 mm and cured for 3, 7, 28, 56,
and 91 days. After casting, the cubes were wrapped in plastic sheets and kept at room
temperature for 24 h. The cubes were removed from the molds after 24 h of casting and
submerged in water for curing until the time of the test. The compressive strength tests
were performed on the samples in accordance with ASTM C 109 [39].

To study the behavior of WHA concrete in different environments, e.g., dampness,
salts, acids, etc., different chemical solutions were prepared. The experimental work for
chemical resistance was carried out according to ASTM C722 [40]. The resistance to sulfate
attack was conducted on the compressive strength of the concrete cubes by immersing
the samples in a 5% Na2SO4 solution. Fourier-transformed infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy
tests were conducted on the selected mixes to identify the chemical compounds present in
the hardened WHA samples using a DIGILAB FTS3500 with a transmittance wavelength
range of 500–4000 cm−1 [41–45]. The consumption and amount of calcium hydroxide in
the sample were determined by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). The TGA enables the
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determination of fixed calcium hydroxide. To perform the TGA tests, the samples were
prepared for 5% and 10% WHA at curing ages of 7 and 28 days.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Fresh Properties of WHA

The slump of concrete containing varying percentages of WHA is shown in Figure 3.
As can be seen in Figure 3, as the percentage of WHA increases, the workability of the
concrete improves. The slump of fresh concrete with 0% WHA was 35, whereas the slump
with 5% WHA was 48, representing a 37.14% improvement in workability. The higher the
percentage of WHA in the cement replacement, the better the workability of the concrete.
Because WHA has a smooth surface and spherical shape, it lowers the specific surface area
more than ordinary Portland cement [42]. The same effects were observed by [1,7,16].
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3.2. Water Absorption Capacity

The water absorption of each concrete mixture was evaluated after 7 and 28 days
of curing according to ASTM C 642 [38]. As shown in Figure 4, the water absorption of
concrete significantly reduced as the age of the concrete increased. On the other hand, as the
percentage of WHA cement replacement increases, the concrete absorbs slightly less water.
This demonstrates that voids in WHA-replaced concrete are fewer and nonporous when
compared with the control-mix concrete. The increase in mass expressed as a percentage
of dry mass was used to analyze water absorption. It is evident that the cover concrete
rapidly lost water while curing due to hydration. For concrete with a control mix, surface
water absorption was 7.48% and 4.5% after 7 and 28 days, respectively. This higher water
absorption could be attributed to the higher porosity of the concrete preserved on the
surface due to air [38]. The amorphous phase of WHA may facilitate the hydration reaction
and result in fewer unhydrated WHA particles, decreasing water absorption in the concrete
samples [42].
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3.3. Compressive Strength Development

To test the compressive strength of the hardened concrete, first, the concrete cube
samples were immersed in a water tank containing clean water at a normal temperature of
25± 2 ◦C for curing ages of 3, 7, 28, 56, and 91 days, then they were dried for 24 h in the open
air. The result of the test for each sample in all curing periods is shown in Figure 5. From
the figure, it can be seen that, except for the 15% WHA-containing samples, the compressive
strength of all concrete cubes increased incrementally with the WHA replacement level
with respect to the normal (0% WHA) concrete. The figure also reveals that all samples,
including the 15% WHA, achieved both the designed (25 MPA) and mean target (33.5 MPa)
compressive strength at the later age of 28 days, and the result is supported by [1,13,25].
Compared with the 0% WHA, at 28 days, the strengths were improved by 1.4 MPa (4.23%)
and 2.6 MPa (7.85%) for 5% WHA and 10% WHA, respectively, whereas the 15% WHA
samples decreased by 1.10 MPa (3.23%). It can also be seen that the strength increased with
curing age for all of the samples. Among the 56-day strength enhancements obtained above
for concrete containing 10% WHA, a remarkable enhancement of (42%) was obtained with
respect to the reference control mix. This enhancement could be related to a higher amount
of calcium–silicate–hydrate (C–S–H) formed as a consequence of WHA addition. The main
reason for the improvement in concrete compressive strength is the pozzolanic reaction
from WHA and calcium hydroxide, which promotes the formation of hydrated calcium
silicate. However, concrete without WHA can only rely on cement to hydrate into a small
amount of C–S–H. Hydrated calcium silicate is one of the most important elements that
provide strength. Therefore, the compressive strength of concrete with 10% WHA achieved
maximum strength and was the optimum replacement level; the result is in agreement
with previous findings [8]. According to [1,16], the incorporation of more than 10% WHA
in cement concrete continuously decreased the compressive strength because increasing
WHA content would greatly accelerate the rate of hydration in the concrete, resulting in
the early evaporation of water from the mix before the full reaction could occur, resulting
in a reduction in compressive strength.
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3.4. Thermogravimetric Analysis

In the TGA technique, the sample is first heated, and the mass change due to heating
is recorded as a derivative thermogravimetric (DTG) curve. In studies on cementitious sam-
ples, the most significant mass changes are the mass loss due to H2O release (dehydration,
dehydroxylation) until they reach 550 ◦C and above 550 ◦C due to CO2 release (decarbona-
tion). In a sample that was treated with isopropanol and left in a vacuum to remove the
free water, the mass loss until it reached 550 ◦C corresponded to the amount of bound
water in the hydrate phases [46]. Between 450 and 550 ◦C, the main thermal transition
(endothermic) was seen. The mass loss at this temperature range can be used to determine
the amount of calcium hydroxide in the sample [46]. This peak indicates that Ca(OH)2
or C–H breakdown occurs during heating, resulting in a considerable mass loss in the
sample. Between 550 and 850 ◦C, a slight second peak was noticed, which is thought to be
caused by the dissolution of CaCO3 and the loss of water from the C–S–H gel. A low Ca/Si
ratio suggests that C–A–S–H gel crystallinity reduces with increasing Al concentration and
that increased Al-absorbed content results in more C–A–S–H phases. The following list of
chemical reactions can be used to characterize the breakdown processes [46].

Dehydration of C–H:

Ca(OH)2 → CaO + H2O ↑ (1)

Carbonation of CaCO3:

CaCO3 → CaO + CO2 ↑ (2)

Dehydroxylation of C–S–H:

C− S−H → C−A− S−H + HO2 ↑ (3)

In this study, TGA investigations were performed for the concrete samples containing
5% WHA after the 7th day of curing and for the 10% WHA samples after the 7th and
28th days of curing (Figures 6–8). As shown in the figures, to level the weight loss, we
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subtracted the upper dotted line Y-axis value from the lower dotted line Y-axis value to
obtain the weight loss (%) value for each portion. Figures 6 and 7 show the TGA results
for 5% WHA and 10% WHA seventh-day curing samples, respectively. On day 7, the
5% WHA samples decomposed into an average of 27% C–H from the concrete mixes
after an approximate heating temperature of 450 ◦C; it lost 10% after 50 ◦C (500 ◦C), and
no decompositions occurred until the temperature reached 600 ◦C (Figure 6). Beyond
600 ◦C, water decomposed from C–S–H, and decarbonation (the release of CO2 from
CaCO3) occurred. Together they lost 23% of their mass at 750 ◦C; after which, it remained
constant. The thermal stability of the sample linearly decreased in terms of dehydration,
dehydroxylation, and decarbonation for the 10% WHA content (Figure 7); compared with
the 5% WHA mixes, it decomposed an equivalent amount of water and CO2 (23%); a
continuous heating temperature of more than 750 ◦C was required. This corroborates
that the 5% WHA samples complete dehydration at a 750 ◦C heating temperature. As
shown in Figure 8, a TGA examination of the 28th-day sample of concrete incorporating
10% WHA revealed that the Ca(OH)2 dehydrated and lost about 0.30% of its mass at a
temperature of 500 ◦C, and the figure indicates that there was no mass loss for C–H and
other components of the concrete until the heating temperature rose above 600 ◦C. Then,
after reaching 600 ◦C, the C–S–H gel and CaCO3 released water and CO2, respectively; they
lost about 11% of their mass at a temperature of 700 ◦C, and further continuous reductions
were observed up to 800 ◦C. This suggests that adding more WHA to the cement results in
a pozzolanic reaction in the C–S–H gel produced by the cement and silica after the initial
addition of WHA, and this also increases the heat of hydration; hence, the water within the
C–S–H and the CO2 present in the CaCO3 evaporated rapidly, resulting in a large amount
of dehydroxylation and decarbonation. This implies that the 5% WHA concrete sample
contained more water than the 10% WHA concrete sample, and it takes more time (curing
age) to achieve strength at early ages, as evidenced by the compressive strength result.
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3.5. Fourier Transformed Infrared Spectroscopy Analysis

Figures 9 and 10 show the infrared spectra of selected WHA mixes (0% WHA,
5% WHA, 10% WHA, 15% WHA) at curing ages of 7 and 28 days (with main bands
marked). The results show that the wavenumbers and curves of the 7- and 28-day pastes
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were essentially the same, indicating that the hydration products did not change with the
development of the hydration process, with the exception of the 7th-day samples, in which
the number of hydrated quartz particles was higher than that of the 28th-day samples,
where the wavelength stretched for the 10% WHA mixes. In the sample with the highest
percentage of 10% WHA samples, the unreacted particles displayed a sharply intensified
peak at wave numbers 470, 600, and 770 cm−1. This indicates an incomplete activation
reaction, which increased the amount of partially reacted and unreacted particles in the
sample and decreased its mechanical strength. This is consistent with the earlier discoveries
of [45].
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Figure 9 shows the infrared spectra of all 7-day samples, with spectra ranging from
500 to 4000 cm−1 for the characteristic wavenumber and the associated functional groups
of cement paste. From the result of the FTIR spectrum analysis of WHA, the major peaks
were as follows: 3650, 3720, 2350, 2290, 1500, 920, 889, and 680 cm−1. Due to the pres-
ence of calcium in the sample, a low wavenumber band can be observed at 684 cm−1.
H–O–H band vibrations were found at the peak value of 1500 cm−1. The peak value of
684.15 cm−1 indicates asymmetric stretching vibrations in Al–O bonds due to anhydrous
WHA. Other researchers have observed T–O bond-stretching at the peak values of 966 cm−1

and 1635 cm−1, which correspond to H–O–H bonds and Al–O bonds at a wavenumber of
688 cm−1 [47].

At the age of 28 days (Figure 10), the material became sharper at a peak of 960.80 cm−1

due to the presence of activated alkali; this shift represents the gel component of the WHA
material reacting with alkali activators. Because of this reaction, a new product, alumino-
silicate hydrate gel, is formed. This study demonstrates the formation of chain links such
as Si–O–Al. The extending vibrations related to O–H twisting vibrations and H–O–H
extending vibrations (3600 to 1600 cm−1) represent free water and provided proof of a
soluble base initiation response in the concrete [38], revealing that the expansion of H–O–H
extending vibrations could be observed at 3500 cm−1. During the hydration reaction, 1030
to 1170 cm−1 is attributed to the Ca-modified silica gel (C–S–H). The band area detail of
4000–3500 cm−1 indicates the loss of Ca(OH)2, 3500–1600 cm−1 indicates the stretching of
the –OH bond and bending of the H–O–H vibrations, and 1000–800 cm−1 indicates the loss
of the CaCO3 gel [15].

3.6. Sulphate Attack Resistance

Several past studies have revealed that mortar and concrete produced with pozzolans
with OPC performed better against sulfate attacks than plain OPC mortar and concrete.
The deterioration of concrete due to sulfate attack is mostly measured in terms of weight
loss, strength change, spalling, cracking, and expansion [48]. The changes in compressive
strength loss in the percentage of hardened concrete made with 5%, 10%, and 15% WHA
compared with the control mix (0% WHA) immersed in 5% Na2SO4 solution for 3, 7, 28,
56, and 91 days are plotted as a function of immersed curing time in Figure 11. A higher
negative relative percentage indicates greater resistance to sulfate attack and higher positive
results for lower resistance and vice versa [49]. The result in the figure shows that, for 5%
and 10% WHA replacement levels for OPC, the concrete samples had better resistance to
sulfate attack for all immersed curing times. Notably, after 56 days of curing time, both the
5% and 10% WHA samples outperformed 100% OPC concrete samples in terms of sulfate
resistance, with 7.31% and 3.51%, respectively. On the other hand, they achieved 8.37% and
4.54% after 91 days of immersed time. However, a deterioration in compressive strength
due to sulfate attack was observed when the cement was replaced with 15% WHA for all
immersing periods. For instance, its compressive strength decreased by 6.21% (1 MPa) and
4.1% (1.7 MPa) for 3- and 91-day immersions, respectively. In addition, for all concrete
samples, the sulfate attack resistances decreased when the samples were kept in sulfate
solution for up to 28 days and gradually improved at the later age of 91 days. The ettringite
and expansive gypsum that are formed as a result of sulfate attack are most likely the
cause of degradation, cracking, spalling, and expansion in 100% OPC concrete. When
OPC paste is submerged in sulfate solutions, the stiffness of the material reduces, and the
water absorption values of ettringite increase, resulting in the formation of gypsum and
ettringite [47,50]. Another problem is that by lowering cohesion in the hydrated OPC paste,
as well as reducing adhesion among the aggregate particles, the expansion and cracking
caused by sulfate attack enhances the compressive strength loss of concrete specimens [50].
Therefore, WHA plays a major role in OPC concrete by improving its sulfate resistance; 5%
WHA is the maximum replacement level to resist any effects on the concrete and provides
better resistance to sulfate attacks.
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All of the experimental results confirmed that replacing cement with WHA of up
to 10% improves the engineering and microstructure properties of concrete. The use of
WHA has significant environmental and socioeconomic implications. It helps to reduce the
amount of ordinary Portland cement used in the production of concrete, which eventually
reduces the energy required for cement production and preserves natural resources. Aside
from improving the engineering and microstructural properties of concrete, the use of
WHA in concrete could also reduce the negative impact of this invasive aquatic weed
on human health, water quality, biodiversity, waterway flow, agriculture, fisheries, and
recreation. All of these have significant economic and health consequences for society.

The use of WHA with only OPC is a limitation of this work. It is critical to conduct sev-
eral experimental studies with WHA and other supplementary cementitious materials, with
or without an alkali-activator, to examine its impact on several engineering and durability
properties of concrete. Such experiments enable the identification of the best combinations
to yield better mechanical and durability properties, as well as sustainability. In the fu-
ture, the authors intend to conduct relevant experimental research with the inclusion of
ground-granulated blast-furnace slag (GGBFS) in geopolymers, concrete, or mortar.

This study examined the impact of WHA on the workability, strength, durability,
and microstructure properties of concrete to make use of an invasive aquatic weed, water
hyacinth, removed from Lake Tana. The results corroborated that water hyacinth in the
form of ash improved the performance of concrete. To achieve greater sustainability in
the concrete industry, a thorough study of how to scale up the use of WHA is required.
Indeed, because water hyacinth has several negative effects on natural waterbodies, the
research should focus on planting and harvesting it in controlled artificial waterbodies to
avoid the associated environmental and socioeconomic impacts. As a result, the authors
encourage agricultural and environmental researchers to investigate the safe cultivation
of water hyacinth. A lifecycle assessment of WHA will then be used to determine the
long-term impact on concrete sustainability.
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4. Conclusions

This work investigated the fresh, mechanical, and durability properties, as well as the
microstructural performance, of concrete with WHA partially replacing ordinary Portland
cement. An extensive literature review on this additive (WHA) was conducted, experiments
were carried out, and test results were discussed. Based on the obtained results, the
following conclusions can be drawn:

• Burning water hyacinth at 800 ◦C for 6 h yields a good pozzolanic property, suitable
for use as a supplementary cementitious material in concrete.

• The slump values of concrete are highly dependent on the proportion of WHA. High
levels of WHA increase slump results and, hence, the workability of the concrete mix.

• The concrete specimens exhibited a reduction in water absorption with curing time,
which can be attributed to the minimal voids and pores in the concrete samples.

• The concrete specimens with the highest percentage of WHA exhibited the greatest
durability.

• Adding 5% to 10% WHA to concrete improves its compressive strength. However,
further increasing the WHA replacement level results in a decrease in the compressive
strength of the concrete, with a 10% replacement of cement with WHA yielding the
optimal results.

• A microstructure analysis confirmed that the structure of C–S–H gels changes in
samples when WHA is added, which contributes to compressive strength. The decom-
position of Ca(OH)2 and the formation of CaO, as well as the release of H2O, reduce
the porosity of concrete.

• Replacing OPC with WHA in concrete by up to 10% would improve the sulfate attack
resistance of the concrete.

• Further research is recommended to improve the use of WHA in concrete on a large
scale in order to achieve greater sustainability without adverse environmental and
socioeconomic impacts.
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Abstract: The mechanism of sulfate attack on alkali-activated materials, particularly the alkali-
activated self-consolidating concrete (AASCC), is complex and contradictory. This could be due to the
wide range of precursor and activator materials used in the production of AASCC mixtures, which has
called into question the reliability and validity of existing evaluation procedures and practices. This
paper presents a systematic research effort on AASCC mixtures, based on granulated blast-furnace
slag, prone to various sulfate attack scenarios that are thought necessary to establish a proposed
criterion. The conducted experimental design demonstrated that single-, binary-, and ternary-
precursor AASCC samples, activated with 1:1 Na2CO3 and MetaNa2SiO3, partially submerged in
sodium, magnesium, and mixed sulfate solutions could experience a dual sulfate attack scheme.
Sulfate attack can occur in the immersed section in sulfate solutions, while physical sulfate attack
can occur in the portion above the solution level. The influence of physical sulfate attack on the
concrete’s characteristics was not significant given that the damage was confined to the outer surface.
However, the damage was primarily monitored by the AASCC different systems’ pore structure,
which resulted in the leaching of ions from samples to solutions. It was found that maintaining the pH
in the sulfate solutions increased the rate of damage of AASCC mixtures. Furthermore, binary, and
ternary precursor blends partially replacing slag with SF, or FA resulted in decreased porosity, surface
scaling, and AASCC deterioration caused by an expansion in the volume of very small diameter
pores. Finally, in all AASCC systems, gypsum and ettringite were the primary degradation products
of sulfate attack.

Keywords: external sulfate attack; alkali-activated materials; self-consolidating concrete; chemical
attacks; durability; granulated blast-furnace slag

1. Introduction

External sulfate attack (ESA), caused by the invasion of sulfuric ions in soils, under-
ground, marine, or industrial wastewater, is a substantial means of deterioration of concrete
in-service. Even though sulfate typically damages the cement-paste matrix, its adversity
depends on the types of binder, nature, and concentrations of sulfate solutions, concrete
quality, and surrounding conditions. Generally, cement paste pores are filled with a highly
basic solution (i.e., pH > 12.5). Consequently, any medium with a lower pH value would
be an aggressive condition for the cementitious matrix. Concrete exposed to ESA suffers
from expansion, cracking, strength loss, and eventually, disintegration.

Different test methods are utilized to examine the ESA mechanisms and effects, e.g.,
ASTM C1012 “Standard Test Method for Length Change of Hydraulic-Cement Mortars
Exposed to a Sulfate Solution” [1]. This commonly used standard was criticized due to its
limitation (orientation-expansion effect). In 1997, Taylor reclaimed that laboratory research
focuses on expansion and specimen cracking, but field experiences denoted a higher loss of
adhesion and strength as a prevalent sign of deterioration [2]. Additionally, most of the
existent standardized durability testing methods have especially been founded to test the
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long-term durability performance of Portland cement systems. The lack of standardized
testing and evaluation criteria for alkali-activated materials (AAMs) symbolizes one of the
main barriers facing its spread as no reliable long-term durability data are available. Various
testing methods are thus vital to better predict the AAM’s different damage mechanisms
while being exposed to sulfate attacks (i.e., partial immersion exposure tests).

Thus, this research was dedicated to investigating the chemical and physio-chemical
degradation mechanisms (physical or chemical) of alkali-activated self-consolidating con-
crete (AASCCs) partially exposed to aggressive aqueous solutions. This is crucial as the
transport mechanism in partially exposed concrete structures does not appear to cause the
same distress as in entirely exposed concrete components. Diffusion is the main transport
mechanism that triggers a higher deterioration rate under saturated conditions. It is also
known to be slow compared to other mechanisms, as an aqueous ionic transport mecha-
nism, and is not apparent until a thermal or concentration gradient is generated. Hence,
the “sulfate-related deterioration rate defies the expectations of the relevant models” [3].

2. Research Significance

The mechanism of sulfate attack on AAM, particularly AASCC, is complex and con-
tradictory. This could be due to the wide range of precursor and activator materials used
in the production of AASCC mixtures. The physical form of sulfate attack is not evident
when testing a fully saturated specimen, the standard method of exposure recommended
by the ASTM C1012 [1]. In addition, there is no standard test available for the partially
immersed concrete in sulfate solutions. This has called into question the reliability and
validity of existing evaluation procedures and practices [4–6]. This paper presents a system-
atic research effort on AASCC mixtures prone to various sulfate attack scenarios that are
thought necessary to establish a proposed criterion. AASCCs were partially exposed to 10%
single and mixed sulfate solutions in a controlled pH environment as part of accelerated
degradation tests, a step to simulate harsh field conditions. This would result in a better
understanding of the sulfate attack mechanism as well as the development of more reliable
assessment tools for predicting AASCC performance and service life.

3. Experimental Program
3.1. Materials and Mixture Proportion

Ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBFS) was employed as the main precursor to
produce single, binary, and ternary AASCC. Fly ash Class-F (FA) and silica fume (SF) were
added with various proportions replacing GGBFS. The physical and chemical properties
of the precursor materials, along with the X-ray diffraction patterns, were previously
published in a previous work [7]. Two dry-powder activators, MetaNa2SiO3 and Na2CO3
with a 1:1 ratio, were mutually utilized to activate the AASCC mixtures. The used Na2SiO3
had the density of 1.09 g/cm3 and a molar ratio of 1.0. The Na2CO3 powder had ≥99.5%
purity and the density of 2.53 g/cm3. Natural siliceous sand with a fineness modulus of
2.5, a specific gravity value of 2.68, and water absorption of 1.5% was used. Furthermore,
coarse aggregate with a maximum nominal size of 19 mm, a specific gravity value of 2.71,
and water absorption of 0.4% was used. Their volumetric contents were set to 60% and
40%, respectively. The water-to-binder (w/b) ratio was fixed at 0.40 by the mass of the
binder. It is important to note that no superplasticizers were used in the production of
AASCC mixtures. AASCC mixtures were divided into three groups: single-, binary-, and
ternary-precursor groups. The only difference amongst mixtures in the same group is the
activator content (i.e., 16, 20, and 25%). Mixtures with appropriate performance, i.e., the
ability to balance the restricted fresh characteristics, strength gain, and expected durability
performance, were chosen for further long-term investigation. The precise proportions of
the mixtures were disclosed in a previous research paper [7].

Five AASCC mixtures were prepared with different precursor blends and compositions
but the same activator dosage (25%), as indicated in Table 1. The S-25 designation refers
to a single precursor 100% GGBFS AASCC combination activated with 25% dosage. Both
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binary AASCC groups used 90% GGBFS and 10% SF (assigned code B1) or 70% GGBFS
and 30% FA (assigned code B2). The AASCC ternary mixtures contained 60% GGBFS, 33%
FA, and 7% SF (code T1) or 50% GGBFS, 45% FA, and 5% SF (code T2).

Table 1. Summary of mixture’s proportions used for the designed AASCC mixtures (in kg/m3).

Mixture ID Slag FA SF Sand CA

S-25 525 0 0 646 830
B1-25 472.5 0 52.5 652 825
B2-25 367.5 157.5 0 637 840
T1-25 315 173 37 625 840
T2-25 289 210 26 624 840

Along with ASTM C1012 [1], samples were continuously exposed to aggressive solu-
tions of sodium sulfate (Na2SO4) and magnesium sulfate (MgSO4). The selection of the
different cations (Na+ and Mg2+) accompanying SO2−

4 shows not only several attacking and
destruction mechanisms but also various solubilities. Although sodium is not an aggressive
component, it has a significant impact on the solubilization of cement species and the pH
of the pore solution. The effect of magnesium sulfate is far more substantial than either
sodium or calcium sulfate. Magnesium and sodium solubilities were 35.7 g and 28.1 g in
100 g water at 25 ◦C, respectively [8]. These values are significantly higher than that of
calcium (i.e., 0.205 g in 100 g water at 25 ◦C). The sulfate salts used in assessing the sulfate
resistance of AASCC mixtures were Na2SO4 and MgSO4 of purity > 99%. Each solution
was prepared by dissolving either 50 g or 100 g of the solutes in 1 L tap water to obtain (5%
and 10%) of the sulfate solution.

3.2. Testing Program

Several mixtures were tested to evaluate their fresh and mechanical properties, ac-
cording to EFNARC requirements [9]. Mixtures satisfying the limits were considered
for additional investigation targeting a balance of the fresh characteristics, strength gain,
and expected durability performance. A synthesis of AASCC, mixtures with optimum
performance were regarded for further assessment in this paper [10,11]. After the mixing
procedure, the fresh properties were evaluated, and numerous specimens were casted to
study the hardened properties. Cylindrical specimens with dimensions of 100 Ø 200 mm
were cast without any vibration. Instantly after casting, samples were covered to prevent
the evaporation of water and left intact at room temperature (23 ± 2 ◦C). Past 24 ± 4 h, the
samples were demolded and cured in an ambient curing condition until the age of testing.

3.2.1. Single Damage-Factor

In partly exposed sulfate structures, the lower portion may be saturated with seawater,
but the upper remains at ambient temperature and humidity conditions. The deterioration
commonly occurs when the sulfate is drawn into the concrete, permeated upwards, and
then evaporated upon reaching the surface. Accordingly, various types of degradation,
i.e., leaching, microcracking, paste and permeability characteristic alteration, efflorescence,
and surface scaling, may appear. The degradation can be accelerated through the transfer
of larger amounts of sulfate throughout the matrix (Exposure I scenario of the current
work). For instance, Boyd and Mindess [12] partially exposed concrete cylinders to a 5%
Na2SO4 solution and concluded that while scaling implies significant damage, the internal
damage caused by sulfate attacks may be more severe. Up to now, this physical form of
sulfate attack is not evident when testing a fully saturated sample. Additionally, there is no
available standard for the partially immersed concrete in sulfate solutions.

The concrete deterioration scheme proposed for single damage factor tests was divided
into six groups (Figure 1). Sulfate solutions were replenished every 4 weeks with fresh
ones. The importance of monitoring the pH of the sulfate solutions, although not specified
in ASTM C1012 [1], is associated with the real field conditions in which concrete would
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be exposed to a continual supply of sulfate ions [13,14]. Mixtures were evaluated based
on their visual appearance, changes in mass, cross-section variation, and pH values of the
sulfate solutions for 183 d at the end of each 30 d.
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Figure 1. AASCC deterioration scheme.

A step to simulate harsh field conditions, AASCCs were partially exposed to 10%
Na2SO4 and 10% MgSO4 in addition to a mixed solution of 10% Na2SO4 +10% MgSO4 in
laboratory conditions. The attack intensity is well known to be mainly dependent on the pH
of aggressive solutions. Attempting to control the pH is a simulation of field conditions in
which concrete is exposed to an environment that usually contains mobile sulfate. Therefore,
the effect of monitoring the pH of the solution on the leaching mechanisms of the AASCC
mixtures was assessed. Alternatively, the resistance of AASCC mixtures to 5% Na2SO4
and 5% MgSO4 was evaluated for comparative purposes. The initial pH value for sulfate
solutions was kept in the range of 6.0–8.0, as recommended by the ASTM C1012 [1]. The
exposure to the sulfate solutions lasted for 6 months (26 weeks) under ambient laboratory
conditions. For specimens in controlled pH environments, the pH was maintained at the
range of 6.0–8.0 by titration with dilute sulfuric acid solutions at constant time intervals. To
guarantee a homogenous distribution of the solutions, regular stirring was accompanied
by adding a pH regulator (i.e., sulfuric acid solutions).

3.2.2. Multiple Damage-Factor

Field concretes undergo wetting and drying cycles due to fluctuations in water levels
caused by flooding, rainwater runoff, tides, and the cyclic migration of sulfate-containing
groundwater through capillarity. Such activities induce the crystallization of sulfate salts
under the concrete surface layer leading to cracking, scaling, and delamination. Existing
test approaches cannot capture these complicated deterioration mechanisms (i.e., continu-
ous immersion exposure). Besides, standard immersion tests have frequently presented
different performances relative to the observed ones in real-field cases. A mandatory
shift to performance-based specifications demands the elaboration of a performance-based
evaluation that better depicts field conditions.

The question of whether wetting–drying cycles and the underlying mechanisms of
this form of damage are physical or chemical is still controversial among researchers. For
instance, the length change of concrete cylinders exposed to Na2SO4 solutions by 2.1% in
a 20-year long-term research program was investigated [15]. Samples were exposed to
wetting–drying cycles to accelerate the test. In each cycle, the samples were immersed in
sulfate solutions for 16 h at room temperature, then air-dried for 8 h at 54 ◦C. A year after,
it was reported that eight years of continuous immersion exposure triggered comparable
damage to concrete samples under wetting–drying. De Almeida [16] proposed immersing
samples in 16% Na2SO4 solutions for 2 h (wetting) followed by drying at 105 ◦C for 10 to
15 h. It was concluded that specimens failed under physical rather than chemical action.
Likewise, mortar cylinders were partially immersed in 10% sodium and 10% magnesium
sulfate solutions and exposed to 32–95% constant or cyclic relative humidity (RH) for
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up to 151 h [17]. This extensive study reported a thick efflorescence layer on the surface
of partially immersed specimens in 10% Na2SO4 solution only, particularly with cyclic
RH. The resistance of mortars to 5% sulfate solution accompanied with wetting–drying
cycles were investigated [18]. Each cycle consisted of the exposure at room temperature
for 6 d, followed by drying for 1 d at 100 ◦C. The latter exposure was observed to be
more aggressive compared to continuous immersion exposure and has contributed to
the complete disintegration of the samples within 17 weeks. Also, Haynes et al. [19]
experimented on partially immersed concrete cylinders in (5% Na2SO4) and subjected
them to several temperatures and RH. The conclusion was that specimens disintegrated
after the exposure to cycles between 20 ◦C with 82% RH and 40 ◦C with 31% RH in
two-week intervals.

In-depth research is still required on sulfate attack assessments, including wetting–
drying cycles. Several questions remain unanswered, e.g., the real mechanisms of dete-
rioration after these cycles and the degree and time of drying that can simulate the real
field conditions. Variations in these parameters remain a challenge for researchers and stan-
dardization agencies. Besides, like partial immersion exposure tests, there is no available
standard for concrete exposed to drying and wetting cycles. Further, the properties of AAM
in various exposure conditions simulating field-like conditions need to be tackled. This
section would provide an adequate understanding of the mechanisms of deterioration of
AASCC mixes in the evaporation zones, resembling partially buried concrete elements, to
develop reliable data on their durability. For multiple damage factor, mixes were evaluated
while the exposure to different sulfate attack environments was considered with other
concurrent damage mechanisms (i.e., cyclic environmental conditions).
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The effect of interacting deterioration parameters, partial immersion in sulfate so-
lutions under cyclic environmental conditions could depict the seasonal variations of
atmospheric temperature (T) and RH found in many geographic locations, i.e., south of the
USA. These unfavorable exposure conditions, an exposed portion of specimens to cycles of
varied ambient temperature and RH, resembled a repeated crystallization deliquescence
and hydration–dehydration processes that can cause rapid decay of AASCC mixtures. The
repetitive crystal growth of sodium and magnesium sulfate from anhydrous to hydrous
states was associated with a significant volume increase due to phase changes. Based on the
stability phase diagram of the Na2SO4 solution, the direct precipitation of thenardite (above
~32.4 ◦C) and the rapid crystallization of mirabilite after thenardite dissolution causes
a higher deterioration level in porous mixtures than mirabilite crystallization only [21].
Based on the available thermodynamic data and close to room ambient temperature, the
crystalline phase of MgSO4 (epsomite) would be stable. However, under dry conditions,
epsomite would tend to dehydrate to form a monohydrate kieserite phase [22].

In this study, cylindrical specimens were subjected to alternating temperature and
RH cycles for 183 d incessantly. Each cycle (24 h) includes two consecutive stages; an
8 h hot/dry stage (40 ± 2 ◦C and 35 ± 5% RH) followed by a 16 h temperate/humid
stage (20 ± 2 ◦C and 90 ± 5% RH). The loss in the sulfate solutions was due to the
continuous uptake, mainly during the dehydration (drying) cycles. They were frequently
refilled up to one third of the cylinder’s height. Moreover, sulfate solutions were renewed
every 30 cycles. A conceptual framework is presented that considers four main visible
deteriorating phenomena by ESA, i.e., spalling, delamination, cracking, and loss of cohesion
(mass and strength loss). These complex physicochemical processes were monitored at two
levels: macroscopic and integrated microscopic.

3.2.3. Mass Monitoring

To study the performance of AASCC mixtures in sulfate environments, specimens
were partially immersed in sulfate solutions after a 90-d curing age. The masses of the
samples were recorded monthly for 183 d. For mass change measurements, samples were
weighed before the exposure to sulfate solutions at age 90 d and were taken as initial masses
(Mi). After a specified time interval, samples were removed from the sulfate solutions and
were brushed using a nylon brush to remove the attached debris. Under ambient laboratory
conditions, samples were left to dry for 30 min before visual inspection, and measurements
of masses. The change in weight (MC, %) was calculated as follows:

MC (%) =
Mi − Mj

Mi
× 100 (1)

where Mi (g) is the average weight of two cylindrical samples; and Mj (g) is the average
weight of two cylindrical samples exposed to sulfate solutions.

3.2.4. Cross-Section Variations Monitoring

During the sulfate attack, cross-sectional variations of samples can be monitored
by certain geometrical parameters, such as sample volume, longitudinal expansion, and
lateral variations of transverse sections (radius). The longitudinal expansion is the most
questioned geometrical parameter under the ASTM C1012 [1]. Expansion and swelling
of the cementitious matrix under sulfate attacks are frequently related to the formation of
ettringite and gypsum due to crystal growth pressure [3]. Gypsum and ettringite formations
require a calcium source that can be supplied from the leaching of portlandite and C-S-H.
Portlandite leaching and progressive C-S-H decalcification led to a softened cement matrix
and reduced strength. The formation of calcium sulfate-containing degradation products
is related to Portland cement behavior. Expansion, however, does not capture certain
degradation-induced changes, while volume and sample monitoring for the radius enables
the evaluation of leaching activities and geometrical variations accordingly. The extent
of leaching of elements is affected by the pH level, binder microstructure, permeability,
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and porosity of the material considered. The behavior of various AASCC mixture systems
under sulfate attack is associated with the existence of C-S-H and C-A-S-H hydrotalcite gel;
the former phase maybe highly resilient to sulfate attack.

The cylindrical samples’ longitudinal and volume variations were directly evaluated
from experimental data where the proposed lateral vs. longitudinal deformation pattern
corresponds to the deformation path. This allows various binder materials to be classified
according to the magnitude of the deformation in concrete mixtures. The lateral deforma-
tion is more sensitive to sulfate attacks than longitudinal expansion, making this approach
useful in testing low expansion materials (i.e., AAMs). Equation (2) refers to the relative
variation in the cross-sectional radius derived from the relative variation of the elongation
x and the relative variation in volume z monitored during the test.

y =

√
1 + z
1 + x

− 1 (2)

where x is ∆L/Li, y is ∆R/Ri, and z is ∆V/Vi with Vi initial global volume, Li initial sample
length, and Ri initial radius of a cross-section.

3.2.5. Microstructural Observations

After the visual inspection of test specimens, their degradation mechanisms were
analyzed using X-ray diffraction (XRD), ICP-OES (inductively coupled plasma-optical
emission spectrometry), ion chromatography, and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
at a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was conducted employing a Bruker
D8 Advance diffractometer (CuKα radiation, 1.5406 Å) with an imaging plate detector
to collect data in a range of 10–90◦ 2θ. XRD measurements were performed on powder
samples, passing #200 sieve (75 µm), extracted from the superficial surfaces of the exposed
samples (0–15 mm) after each exposure interval. For further medium analysis with the
ICP and ion chromatography, the solutions’ pH measurements and ion concentrations, i.e.,
Ca2+, Na+, SO2−

4 , and Mg2+, was performed after the immersion of AASCC specimens.

4. Results and Discussions
4.1. Exposure I: Controlled pH

Sulfate penetration is often governed by diffusion through the pore structure and
is consequently slow in the early stages of exposure. While exposed to a 10% sulfate
solution in step 1, gypsum precipitation and ettringite production may reduce and offset
the sulfate concentration in the pore solution. The presence of microcracks after a period of
exposure raises the sulfate concentration in the pore solution in step 2 as sulfate can pass
through the open cracks unhindered. For AASCC cylinders partially exposed to various
concentrations of sulfate solutions, it was found that the crystallization pressure does not
increase comparably with the supersaturation of the pore solution. Instead, changes in
solution concentration due to the dual interactions between the paste and sulfate solutions
may affect the crystallization pressure less in the Exposure I (high supersaturation) scenario
than in the Exposure III (low supersaturation) environment. Then again, due to kinetic
effects, the lower the concentration of sulfate in solutions, the slower the formation of
expansive products, such as ettringite, resulting in lower crystallization pressure [23]. The
sulfate concentration has a significant effect considering different exposure scenarios. The
difference in crystallization pressure in AASCC cylinders have different causes. Using 10%
sulfate solutions (Exposure I) and 5% solutions (Exposure III), the sulfate concentrations
inside the cylinders were expected to be alike despite the variation in sulfate concentration
between the container solution and samples. Still, the higher stress could be due to higher
sulfate concentration (Exposure I), promoting cylinder supersaturation.

4.1.1. Visual Appearance

Single-precursor mixtures. The Malhotra et al. [24] rating system was used to assess
the visual situation of each concrete cylinder after six months of partial immersion in sulfate
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solutions. The visual examination of AASCC single-precursor mixtures (S-25) revealed no
signs of deterioration at the samples surface in the 10% Na2SO4 (Table 2) and 10% Na2SO4
+ 10% MgSO4 mixed solutions in a controlled pH environment. An exception was noticed
when the concrete cylinders were exposed to a 10% MgSO4 solution. The exposed areas
were cracked, and surface delamination was observed.

Table 2. AASCC mixtures exposed to 10% sulfate solutions at a controlled pH environment.

Sulfate
Solution

Exposure I

S-25 B1-25 B2-25 T1-25 T2-25

MgSO4
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Binary-precursor mixtures. The samples of binary-1 mixes using 10% SF replacing
slag and subjected to 10% sulfate solutions showed that magnesium sulfate greatly affected
the concretes properties. The AASCC binary-1 mixture showed an expansion and cracking
after exposure to 10% MgSO4. The exposed area of the concrete mixture also suffered a
massive loss (Table 2). Samples in mixed solutions exhibited a significant surface spalling
above the exposed area to sulfate solution. While in Na2SO4 solution (Table 2), cracking
along the length of the sample was more distinct. For binary-2 mixtures using 30% FA
replacing slag, no visible signs of deterioration were detected after exposure to different
sulfate solutions after 6 months. However, cracks were noticeable in the surface of samples
exposed to 10% MgSO4 and 10% mixed sulfate solutions.

Ternary-precursor mixtures. No visible signs emerged of deterioration while exposing
the ternary mixtures to different sulfate solutions in a controlled pH environment. However,
the ternary-1 set of mixtures yielded a greater surface scaling at the exposed area in the
10% MgSO4 (Table 2) than in 10% Na2SO4 sulfate solution.

4.1.2. Mass and Cross-Section Variations

Single-precursor mixtures. Figure 3a shows the mass variation of single-precursor
AASCC cylinders after the partial immersion in 10% MgSO4, 10% Na2SO4, and 10% mixed
controlled pH sulfate solutions. While Figure 3b shows the cross-section variation of these
specimens after the partial immersion for 182 d. When exposed to a 10% MgSO4, 10%
mixed, and 10% Na2SO4 sulfate solutions, the cross-section decreases (0.5%, 1%, and 1.4%)
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were negligible, while the mass remained to decrease but below 1%, probably due to alkalis
and calcium leaching. The absence of significant damage in AASCC single-precursor
specimens using 100% slag in the 10% sulfate solutions suggests the scarce formation of
expansive products, such as ettringite and gypsum. The presence of aluminum in C-A-
S-H and hydrotalcite gels, combined with the absence of portlandite, can result in high
resistance to sulfate attack in single-precursor mixtures containing 100% slag [25]. The
XRD analysis suggests that the supply of calcium and/or aluminum in single-precursor
mixtures is insufficient to allow ettringite formation, as shown in Figure 4. However, traces
of gypsum were detected in the samples exposed to 10% MgSO4 solutions.
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Figure 3. Single-precursor AASCC mixtures exposed to controlled pH environment: (a) Time-
dependent mass change; (b) Time-dependent cross-section change.
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Figure 4. XRD spectra of AASCC single-precursor specimens exposed to sulfate attack: (a) In 10%
Na2SO4 solution; (b) In 10% MgSO4 solution.

Binary-precursor mixtures. The mass and cross-section variations of binary-precursor
specimens after 6 months of partial immersion in 10% different sulfate solutions were
presented in Figure 5. It can be adhered that the results in binary mixtures vary depending
on the precursor type used, either SF in binary-1 or FA in binary-2. In the controlled 10%
MgSO4 solution, the binary-1 AASCC mixture made with 10% SF replacing slag yielded
a maximum mass and cross-section loss of ~6.6% and 11.5%, respectively. This expected
behavior can be attributed to the two-way ion diffusion between the MgSO4 sulfate solution
and mixtures. The high concentrations of Ca, Mg, and Na in the binary-1 AASCC mixture
have been observed in ion chromatography data in Table 3, resembling the sulfate resistance
performance of the binary-1 mixture. The binary-2 mixture made with 30% FA, on the other
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hand, had a mass and cross-section loss that was ~86% lower than the binary-1 mixture.
When exposed to 10% Na2SO4 and mixed sulfate solutions, the mass loss was limited to
1% in binary-1 and 1.5% in binary-2 mixtures. For both binary sets, the minimal mass and
cross-section variation was observed in 10% Na2SO4 due to the C-(N)-A-S-H gel changes,
leading to the formation of microcracks within the binary network structure. However, the
MgSO4 attack mechanism can cause decalcification of calcium-containing systems such as
C-(N)-A-S-H gels with high calcium content. This can lead to the formation of gypsum
(CaSO4·2H2O) gels that lack cementing properties [4–6,26].
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Table 3. Ion chromatography analysis and pH after 182 d in 10% sulfate solutions.

Sulfate Solution Mixture ID pH
Element Concentration (mg/L)

Na Ca Mg SiO3

10% MgSO4

Single 10.1 3515 756 87 26
Binary-1 9.40 32,485 34,820 581 48
Binary-2 10.1 6468 604 257 396
Ternary-1 9.90 6920 836 999 25
Ternary-2 10.1 3516 13,679 1368 135

10% Na2SO4

Single 13.6 5739 42 247 22
Binary-1 9.80 98,134 25,322 436 64
Binary-2 11.3 4070 112 262 320
Ternary-1 12.8 4439 202 25 16
Ternary-2 12.8 5190 614 3 81

10% MgSO4 + 10% Na2SO4

Single 10.9 6299 522 145 20
Binary-1 9.80 88,184 22,405 1266 53
Binary-2 10.3 5886 460 794 638
Ternary-1 10.2 5800 1348 1678 25
Ternary-2 10.3 6783 5846 1109 84

In the AASCC binary-1 mixtures with 10% SF substituting slag, XRD analysis revealed
various degradation products in different sulfate solutions (Figure 6). Gypsum was the
predominant expansive product freebie in MgSO4 solution samples after 6 months of
immersion. It is important to note that gypsum formation can result in softening and a
loss of mass and strength over time. However, a trace of ettringite was found in samples
subjected to Na2SO4 solution due to the interactions between sulfate ions and AASCC
paste components. Likewise, ettringite was present in the samples exposed to a 10%
MgSO4 + 10% Na2SO4 mixed solution, and a significant amount of thenardite precipitates
were identified. The damage above the solution level can be explained through the salt
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crystallization pressure theory. A supersaturated solution can create salt crystals, which
exert pressure on the concrete pore walls, potentially damaging the matrix [27].
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Figure 6. XRD spectra (2θ◦) of binary-1 AASCC specimens exposed to sulfate attack: (a) In 10%
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Overall, the average pore diameter determines the permeability, which affects the
ion exchange rate after exposure to a sulfate environment. Therefore, increasing the
densification level of the forming pore structure appears to enhance the performance of
concrete exposed to aggressive environments. The positive substitution of slag with SF in
binary-1 mixtures reduced their durability when exposed to external sulfate environments.
This could be due to an increase in the small-diameter pores percentage in binary-1 mixtures
and an increase in capillary suction. As a result, the specimen’s upper surface area for
evaporation increased, making the cylinder more vulnerable to physical attacks.

The only main component responsible for sulfate attack detected in the degraded
sections above the solution level in all AASCC samples was gypsum (Figure 7). However,
there was evidence of physical sulfate attack damage in the form of surface scaling above
the solution level, notably in the samples subjected to 10% mixed solution. Thus, chemical
sulfate attack resulting from dual interactions between sulfate solutions and samples is
more likely to be the dominating mechanism.

Ternary-precursor mixtures. The mass and cross-section variations of the ternary-
precursor mixtures were almost identical. Both sets lost ~2.3% of their mass but remained
constant until the end of the test (Figure 8). At the same time, ternary-1 specimens resulted
in ~2% and 4% cross-section loss in 10% MgSO4 + 10% Na2SO4 and 10% Na2SO4 solutions,
respectively. The mass loss in ternary blends can be credited to the occurrence of C-A-
S-H gels in calcium-rich mixtures due to the inclusion of Al2O3 in their structure, which
resembles the sulfate attack mechanism in OPC mixtures. Incorporating low or free-
calcium precursors, on the other hand, increased the ion exchange reactions between the
various sulfate solutions and the ternary-precursor matrix. However, because of the high
competition between carbonate and sulfate ions, extensive ettringite formation may be
overlooked and kept under control when a sodium carbonate activator is used.
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Figure 7. XRD spectra of binary-2 AASCC specimens exposed to sulfate attack: (a) In 10% Na2SO4

solution; (b) In 10% mixed solution; (c) In 10% MgSO4 solution.
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Figure 8. Time dependent (a) mass change and (b) cross-section change of ternary-precursor AASCC
mixtures exposed to 10% sulfate solutions at a controlled pH environment.

XRD analyses (Figure 9) verified the structural changes in ternary-precursor blends,
revealing thenardite in the damaged regions of samples exposed to a 10% Na2SO4 solution;
gypsum was formed in specimens immersed in a 10% MgSO4 solution. Overall, the
formation of expansive gypsum and ettringite crystals is associated with exposure to
external sources of sulfate attack. These crystals can colonize and accumulate in the concrete
mixture’s pores. Once filled, these crystals can initiate significant volumetric strain, leading
to microcracking and concrete deterioration. Thus, crystallization of sulfate in macroscopic
pores and cracks is desired. This is related to the formation of large-size expansive crystals,
i.e., ettringite, which cannot exert a high crystallization pressure and thus are unlikely to
be the source of the destruction. Since small crystals are prone to dissolution due to their
unstable state, they are in equilibrium with higher sulfate concentrations.
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4.1.3. Ion Chromatography

Table 3 shows the ion chromatography analysis of different AASCC systems in con-
trolled 10% sulfate solutions after 182 d of exposure. Na+, Ca2+, and Mg2+ concentrations
in 10% MgSO4, 10% Na2SO4, and 10% Na2SO4 + 10% MgSO4 sulfate solutions were sig-
nificantly increased during the testing period. For single-precursor mixtures, concrete
cylinders with 100% slag showed high concentration levels of leached Ca when exposed to
10% MgSO4 (756 mg/L) and 10% MgSO4 + 10% Na2SO4 (522 mg/L) than in 10% Na2SO4
(42 mg/L) sulfate solutions. In contrast, the concentrations of Na and Ca in all sulfate
solutions were extremely high, especially in binary-1 mixtures with 10% SF replacing slag,
indicating that these elements were leached from the mixtures into solutions, which was in
accord with the literature [4,28]. The decrease in pH of sulfate solutions ≤ 9.8 resulted in
the decalcification of C-(A)-S-H gel, which was revealed by the increased Ca concentration
in the sulfate solutions. For example, in MgSO4 and mixed sulfate solutions, the Ca concen-
tration was 34,820 mg/L and 25,322 mg/L, respectively compared with 22,405 mg/L in
Na2SO4 solutions.

Exposure of binary-2 silicon-rich mixtures to various sulfate solutions resulted in
extensive leaching of Si, Na, and Ca into the solutions. For instance, in 10% MgSO4 and 10%
Na2SO4 solutions, the concentration of SiO3 was ~396 and 320 mg/L, respectively. While
in 10% mixed sulfate solution, the concentration of SiO3 recorded was 638 mg/L after 182
d. This can be caused by the leaching of the unreacted sodium silicate content present in
the pore solution or the gel structure. However, due to the continuous monitoring of pH
and the depletion of silicon sources present in the AASCC binary FA-slag mixtures, the
amount of leached Si decreased over time. The high pH value of the sulfate solutions used
to make binary-2 mixtures have been identified as a contributing factor to the Si leaching,
which was shown earlier [29–31].

The Na+, Ca2+, and Mg2+ concentrations in ternary-precursor mixtures also increased
over time, proving a more distinct impact of aggressive sulfate solutions on calcium-
containing compounds, such as C-(N)-A-S-H gel in MgSO4 and hybrid solutions. The test
results of both ternary sets showed that higher pH values between 10 and 13 after 182 d
of testing due to pore solution alkalis leaching or Ca release into the solutions due to the
system’s reaction with different sulfate compounds and ion exchange [4,28,32]. Ternary-2
and ternary-1, e.g., had Ca concentrations of 13,679 and 836 mg/L, 614 and 202 mg/L, and
5846 and 1348 mg/L in 10% MgSO4, 10% Na2SO4, and mixed sulfate solutions, respectively.

4.2. Exposure II: NonControlled pH
4.2.1. Visual Appearance

Single-precursor mixtures. Table 4 shows the visual appearance of AASCC single-
precursor mixtures exposed partially to an uncontrolled pH environment. It revealed
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no signs of deterioration in 10% MgSO4 solution, few spalls of concrete at the exposed
areas of specimens immersed in 10% Na2SO4, cracking and mass loss of concrete over the
sulfate solution level of specimens immersed in 10% mixed solution. All specimens were
surrounded with whitish precipitates, which indicated that the concrete had been affected.

Table 4. AASCC mixtures exposed to 10% sulfate solutions at uncontrolled pH environment.

Sulfate
Solution

Exposure II

S-25 B1-25 B2-25 T1-25 T2-25

MgSO4
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Binary-precursor mixtures. The uncontrolled pH exposure condition of binary-1

specimens to sulfate solutions for 6 months resulted in a higher level of deterioration,
unexpectedly (Table 4). The severe loss of the concrete matrix at the bottom edge and
above the exposed area was caused by the exposure to the MgSO4 solution. In 10% Na2SO4
solution, broken portions above the partially exposed areas were noticeable, while white
deposits were observed in 10% mixed solutions. For the binary-2 set of mixtures, in an
uncontrolled pH sulfate environment, the surface erosion was minimal in all samples above
the exposed area; however, it was significantly greater in 10% MgSO4 (Table 4) and 10%
MgSO4 + 10% Na2SO4 sulfate solutions.

Ternary-precursor mixtures. After 6 months of exposure to sulfate in an uncontrolled
pH environment, the scaling of ternary-2 (Table 4) concrete surfaces appeared higher than
that of ternary-1 mixes, which appeared above the sulfate solution level.

4.2.2. Mass and Cross-Section Variations

Single-precursor mixtures. Figure 10 shows the time-dependent mass and cross-section
variations of AASCC 100% slag specimens during the partial immersion in 10% MgSO4,
10% Na2SO4, and 10% MgSO4 + 10% Na2SO4 non-controlled pH sulfate solutions. White
deposits were observed for all mixtures when exposed to all sulfate solutions, although
mass loss remained constant ≤1%, most likely due to alkalis leaching in a near-neutral
pH environment.
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Figure 10. Single-precursor AASCC mixtures exposed to an uncontrolled pH environment time-
dependent: (a) mass change; (b) cross-section change.

On the other hand, the reaction between sulfate and AASCC slag mixtures caused a
change in the cross-section of specimens, especially before the renewal of solutions ~100 d.
Exposure to 10% MgSO4 solutions for 30 d produced a 2% change in cross-section, which
is about double the increase in the other sulfate solutions, yet the change was minimal
till the end of the test. In 10% Na2SO4 and mixed sulfate solutions, a progressive increase
in cross-section loss was noticed until the end of the test, indicating the little possible
development of expansive ettringite or gypsum.

Binary-precursor mixtures. The mass change of binary-precursor samples exposed to
10% MgSO4, 10% Na2SO4, and 10% mixed solutions in an uncontrolled pH environment
is illustrated in Figure 11. The mass loss noted for binary-1 samples subjected to MgSO4
solution was 0.4% after 30 d of exposure, declining until the sulfate solution was renewed,
yielding a mass gain of nearly 0.1% after 90 d. Samples continued to lose mass when the
pH dropped between 6–8 at the end of the exposure period (2.1%) during the solution
renewal. A different trend is observed for binary-2 samples in MgSO4 solutions, where a
marginal mass gain (0.1%) was noticed after 30 d, followed by a gradual mass loss reaching
~1%. However, neither the binary set of samples exposed to Na2SO4 and mixed sulfate
solutions were significantly affected, with mass losses of (0.8% and 0.7%) for binary-1 and
(1.1% and 0.9%) for binary-2, respectively. Figure 11b shows the cross-section changes that
occurred due to the degradation and surface scaling of the AASCC two binary-precursor
sets. The highest cross-section change was observed in the MgSO4 solution for the binary-1
specimens (4.4%) made with 10% SF replacing slag, followed by cylinders exposed to
Na2SO4 and mixed sulfate solutions with up to 2.4%. On the other hand, the binary-2
AASCC portion immersed into all sulfate solutions was mostly intact for all cylinders.
Above the solution level, exposure to 10% mixed, 10% Na2SO4, and 10% MgSO4 sulfate
solutions for 182 d resulted in 2%, 1.7%, and 1.4% cross-section variation, respectively.

Ternary-precursor mixtures. After 182 d of exposure to sulfate solutions, the exposed
surface of the specimens had no deposits and mostly showed no visible signs of deterio-
ration in both sets of ternary mixtures. However, there were some mass changes in the
specimens of <4% at the end of the testing period (Figure 12a). The ternary-1 samples
prepared using a higher slag content lost a mass of 3.2% in the mixed sulfate, 2.5% in the
Na2SO4, and 2.2% in the MgSO4 sulfate solutions after 182 d of immersion. The extent of
damage to ternary-1 specimens due to partial uncontrolled sulfate attack was not greatly
associated with the cross-section changes. Ternary-2 cylinders gained 0.1% in the magne-
sium sulfate solution after 90 d of exposure and lost 0.5% at the end of the test. However,
ternary-2 mixtures exposed to mixed and sodium sulfate solutions lost 1.8% and 0.5% at an
uncontrolled pH environment. In the solutions of Na2SO4 + MgSO4 and Na2SO4, ternary-2
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samples had the most cross-section changes: 1.1% and 1.3% loss, while around 1.5% gain in
the MgSO4 solution (Figure 12b).
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Figure 11. Time dependent (a) mass change and (b) cross-section change of binary-precursor AASCC
mixtures exposed to 10% sulfate solutions at an uncontrolled pH environment.
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Figure 12. Time dependent (a) mass change and (b) cross-section change of ternary-precursor AASCC
mixtures exposed to 10% sulfate solutions at an uncontrolled pH environment.

4.3. Exposure III: 5% Sulfate Solution—Controlled pH
4.3.1. Visual Appearance

Single-precursor mixtures. No signs of deterioration were detected after the exposure
of slag-AASCC mixtures to 5% MgSO4, 5% Na2SO4, and 5% mixed sulfate solutions, as
shown in Table 5. Overall, it can be noticed that all single-precursor samples stayed visually
intact with visual integrity, except the ones subjected to 5% MgSO4 solution.

Binary-precursor mixtures. For binary-1 mixtures using 10% SF replacing slag after
6 months of partial immersion in the 5% different sulfate solutions. The deteriorating
conditions were most pronounced in 5% MgSO4 (Table 5) and 5% Na2SO4 sulfate solutions.
Cracks were detected along the length of the samples in all sulfate solutions. The soft
whitish material above the exposed area also showed signs of damage. However, all binary-
2 specimens were visually minimally intact, with some superficial cracks visible above the
sulfate’s solutions level.
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Table 5. AASCC mixtures exposed to 5% sulfate solutions at controlled pH environment.

Sulfate
Solution

Exposure III

S-25 B1-25 B2-25 T1-25 T2-25

MgSO4
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4.3.2. Mass and Cross-Section Variations

Single-precursor mixtures. The mass change of samples made from 100% slag binder
after 182 d of partial immersion in 5% of various sulfate solutions is illustrated in Figure 13.
Exposing specimens to 5% MgSO4 solution resulted in a 1% loss of mass, which is higher
by 11%, and 67% than when exposed to 5% Na2SO4 and mixed sulfate solutions. However,
the cross-section variation of the same set of samples immersed in 5% MgSO4 solution
was approximately 25% lower than that of the specimens exposed to 5% Na2SO4 and
mixed sulfate solutions. The absence of significant deterioration in single-precursor slag
specimens in 5% Na2SO4 and mixed solution could prove that expansive ettringite or
gypsum formation is relatively low. On the other hand, specimen damage in MgSO4
solutions could be related to the decalcification and transformation of C-(N)-A-S-H gels.

Binary-precursor mixtures. Figure 14a shows the mass and cross-section change of
the binary-precursor cylinders in different 5% sulfate solutions. In the sodium sulfate
solution, the binary-1 samples formulated with 10% SF replacing slag performed better
than the binary-2 and had around 1.3% mass increase compared with 0.2% mass loss over
the time of the experiment. Again, a similar trend was observed in the 5% mixed sulfate
environment, with binary-1 gaining 0.2% mass after 182 d of exposure compared to losing
0.7% mass in binary-2. In contrast, in the binary-1 and binary-2 samples exposed to 5%
MgSO4 solutions, masses fluctuated and steadily increased from the initial value, i.e., 0.9%
and 0.8%, respectively. The corresponding cross-section variations after 182 d of partial
exposure are shown in Figure 14b. Some fluctuation of the cross-section was detected in all
binary-precursor samples, especially in the magnesium and mixed sulfate solution. For
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example, the variations of the binary-precursor specimens finally equilibrated with a 5%
and 1.2% decrease compared to the initial value in the binary-1 and binary-2 specimens,
respectively. However, in the sodium sulfate solutions, 2.8% cross-section decline was
measured in the binary-1 samples compared with ~1.7% in binary-2 samples. Almost
similarly in the solution of sodium sulfate + magnesium sulfate, where 2.2% and 1.5%
reduction was found in the binary-1 and binary-2 specimens, respectively.
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Figure 13. Single-precursor AASCC mixtures exposed to 5% sulfate solutions at a controlled pH
environment: (a) Time-dependent mass change; (b) Time-dependent cross-section change.
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Figure 14. Time dependent (a) mass change and (b) cross-section change of binary-precursor AASCC
mixtures exposed to 5% sulfate solutions at a controlled pH environment.

Overall, in binary mixes exposed to 5% solution, the damage was limited to the
microstructural matrix in addition to few traces of damage above the embedded portion of
cylinders, while the portion immersed in the solution was recovered in intact condition.
The physical sulfate attack and leaching of ions were the proposed primary theories of
damage. In contrast, a significant and steady paste transformation was observed after
exposure to a 5% MgSO4 solution, but little damage was observed in a 5% Na2SO4 solution.
These results corroborate the findings of Ismail et al. [4], who discovered that when binary
mixtures are exposed to MgSO4 solution, the C-A (N)-S-H undergoes decalcification and
silicate polymerization, but it remained essentially intact after exposure to Na2SO4.

Ternary-precursor mixtures. For ternary-precursor mixtures exposed to different 5%
sulfate solutions, the mass and cross-section variations are shown in Figure 15. After
182 d of immersion, ternary-1 cylinders with a higher Ca content showed slightly more
damage than ternary-2 cylinders. For example, after immersing ternary-1 samples in
MgSO4, Na2SO4, and mixed solutions, mass losses of 3.3%, 2.5%, and 2.7% were reported,
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respectively. In contrast, the mass variation of all ternary-2 samples decreased as the CaO
amount decreased, resulting in 0.4%, 2.1%, and 2.3% mass loss in MgSO4, Na2SO4, and
mixed solutions, respectively. Contrary to expectations and mass change results of ternary-
1 samples, cross-section variation in Na2SO4 and mixed sulfate solutions for ternary-2
mixtures was high at ~2.1% and 2.3%, respectively, then in MgSO4 solution at ~0.4%.
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Figure 15. Time dependent (a) mass change and (b) cross-section change of ternary-precursor AASCC
mixtures exposed to 5% sulfate solutions at a controlled pH environment.

4.3.3. Ion Chromatography

Table 6 shows the variation in pH and element concentration of solutions containing
the three different series of AASCC samples, single-, binary-, and ternary-precursor samples
and subjected to 5% MgSO4, 5% Na2SO4, and 5% MgSO4 + 5% Na2SO4 sulfate solutions.
The pH of the solutions increased tremendously during the exposure to different sulfate
solutions to maintain electroneutrality due to the migration and counter diffusion of alkali
ions from the specimens to solutions. Prior to the immersion of specimens, the pH of
all sulfate solutions was in range of 6–8, and after 182 d of exposure, the pH increased
considerably. The deterioration levels are due to the concentrations of the elements leached
up to 182 d, after which the damage of the cylinders in 50 g/L solutions takes off, indicating
the onset of significant cracking as found by Ye et al. [33].

Table 6. Ion chromatography analysis and pH after 182 d in 5% sulfate solutions.

Sulfate Solution Mixture ID pH
Element Concentration in Different Sulfate

Solutions (mg/L)
Na Ca Mg SiO3

5% MgSO4

Single 12.1 4205 62 313 24
Binary-1 9.80 51,829 1103 120 72
Binary-2 10.5 1900 62 26 4598
Ternary-1 9.90 1426 876 1441 101
Ternary-2 11.1 18,826 10,123 1271 127

5% Na2SO4

Single 13.6 5081 38 193 23
Binary-1 10.5 124,089 1795 67 72
Binary-2 12.9 6170 50 356 552
Ternary-1 12.8 4730 876 1832 49
Ternary-2 12.7 7769 4596 1111 81

5% MgSO4 + 5%
Na2SO4

Single 13.0 5617 423 105 28
Binary-1 13.0 72,134 7719 371 41
Binary-2 10.9 5325 238 375 25
Ternary-1 10.1 1950 588 933 16
Ternary-2 10.5 8924 8322 4446 58
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Despite the pH rise caused by interactions between sulfate solutions and AASCC
various matrices, all elements were highly soluble at low sulfate concentrations, such as 5%
solutions, as opposed to their status at higher sulfate concentrations as 10% solutions. In
single-precursor systems, the extensive damage of the AASCC matrix was observed during
immersion in 5% MgSO4 + 5% Na2SO4 solutions where the leached Ca concentration
was 423 mg/L compared to 7719 mg/L in binary-1 and 238 mg/L in binary-2 systems.
In contrast, extensive deterioration and Ca leaching were observed when low-calcium
systems, i.e., ternary-precursor systems, especially in ternary-1 samples (10,123 mg/L) in
MgSO4 sulfate solutions.

4.4. Exposure IV: Drying and Wetting Cycles

After 30 d of continuous exposure to daily wetting and drying cycles with drying
for 8 h to a temperature of 40 ± 2 ◦C and RH of 35 ± 5%, followed by a wetting cycle
for 16 h to a temperature of 20 ± 2 ◦C and RH of 90 ± 5%, efflorescence appeared on the
concrete cylinders’ drying surface above the solution level. In addition, salt precipitates
were found on the immersed portion of the samples in sulfate solutions. According to
previous studies [19–21,27,34–36], this exposure condition is favorable for the formation and
precipitation of hydrous mirabilite from anhydrous thenardite and epsomite from kieserite,
which can cause damage. In the Na2SO4-H2O system, thenardite (Na2SO4) transformation
into mirabilite (Na2SO4·10H2O) occurs at 20 ◦C and below 76% RH. This process generates
an increase in the volume of 314% [37]. Meanwhile, three stable crystalline phases exist
in the MgSO4-H2O system: epsomite (MgSO4·7H2O), hexahydrite (MgSO4·6H2O), and
kieserite (MgSO4·H2O). When RH reaches > 80%, kieserite transforms into hexahydrite
and epsomite, with the latter produced by hydration of hexahydrite [38]. The exposure
lasted for six months (183 cycles of wetting and drying), and all samples were examined to
diagnose the rate of damage. Higher surface scaling of concrete surfaces appeared on some
cylinders above the sulfate solution level due to the crystallization of salts. Other samples,
in contrast, revealed that the portion of concrete immersed in the solution was relatively
ruined as the leaching process’s kinetics increased with temperature [39]. It should be noted
that the reduced permeability can be attributed to the denser structure of aluminosilicate
gels, which reduced the manifestation of microcracking due to weathering effect. The
schematic diagram (Figure 2) illustrates the relevant sulfate efflorescence phenomena.

4.4.1. Visual Appearance

Single-precursor mixtures. After six months of exposure, i.e., 183 cycles of wetting and
drying, the specimens exhibited signs of damage. Surface scaling appeared on the surfaces
of single-precursor cylinders exposed to 10% MgSO4 and 10% MgSO4 + 10% Na2SO4 mixed
solutions (Table 7). The concrete mass loss and surface spalling were most pronounced in
the 10% MgSO4 solution. However, exposed cylinders to 10% Na2SO4 solution showed no
signs of degradation. It is worthy to mention that the cyclic conversion of sulfate crystals
can generate stresses in concrete pores. This phenomenon can lead to surface scaling and
substantial deterioration levels [35].

Binary-precursor mixtures. For binary-1 mixtures, the mass loss due to the exposure
to various sulfate solutions was caused in MgSO4 and hybrid solutions. Instead, less
degradation was noted with the Na2SO4 solution (Table 7) with less surface scaling and
concrete damage. A similar tendency was seen in binary-2 mixtures but to a lesser extent.
The binary-2 AASCC cylinders exhibit surface erosion and the manifestation of aggregates
after the exposure to 10% MgSO4 and 10% MgSO4 + 10% Na2SO4 sulfate solutions under
drying and wetting cycles on top of the solution level.
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Ternary-precursor mixtures. Ternary-1 and ternary-2 samples displayed some alter-
ations in appearance, especially in the solution of 10% MgSO4 under drying and wetting
cycles. In the 10% Na2SO4 and 10% mixed sulfate solutions, samples were covered by a
1-mm-thick white cover, and a horizontal cracking in the ternary-2 specimens was found in
the latter solution (Table 7). Ternary-1 samples deteriorated less than ternary-2 samples that
reported the most significant mass and cross-section variations. Significant deterioration
tends to occur when magnesium cation is present in the sulfate solution. For instance,
ternary-2 samples in 10% MgSO4 and 10% MgSO4 +10% Na2SO4 lost ~5.4% and 5% of their
weights, respectively.

4.4.2. Mass and Cross-Section Variations

Single-precursor mixtures. Figure 16 reports the time-dependent mass and cross-
section changes made from 100% slag after 182 d of exposure to sulfate solutions partially
and under 183 drying and wetting cycles. In all sulfate solutions, atypical surface scaling
of the immersed portion of concrete cylinders was observed (Table 7), in contrast to the
expected damage in part above the level of the solution. After 60 d in MgSO4 solution,
single-precursor cylinders lost ~8% of their mass, which dropped sharply to 2.4% at the
end of the exposure time. Single-precursor samples exposed to 10% Na2SO4 solution lost
33% less mass than those exposed to 10% MgSO4 solution, although the cross-section
varied by roughly 2%. On the other hand, cylinders immersed in mixed sulfate solutions
demonstrated an overall mass gain (0.8%) at 182 d, indicating that porosity decreased with
immersion time. It should be noted that all single AASCC cylinders were intact above the
solution level, indicating that the high sulfate concentration combined with drying and
wetting cycles did not accelerate the damage mechanism.
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Figure 16. Single-precursor AASCC mixtures exposed to 10% sulfate solutions under drying and
wetting cycles: (a) Time-dependent mass change; (b) Time-dependent cross-section change.

Binary-precursor mixtures. Figure 17 shows the mass and cross-section results of
binary-precursor specimens immersed in various sulfate solutions and subjected to 183
drying–wetting cycles. For all binary samples exposed to different sulfate solutions, the
mass loss and physical degradation arose due to spalling of the concrete surface above
the solution level. This could be due to the nucleation and growth of sulfate crystals in
the supersaturated solution, i.e., thenardite, which exerts stresses on the binary-precursor
AASCC, causing damage and mass loss above the solution level and drying and wetting
cycles. For example, the mass variations of binary-1 mixtures immersed in MgSO4 solutions
resulted in roughly 2% mass loss and cross-section variations compared with 1.4% mass
loss and 2.2% cross-section variations in mixed sulfate solutions after 182 d. After 6 months
of drying and wetting cycles, thenardite and ettringite were detected in binary-1 samples
exposed to 10% Na2SO4 solution (Figure 18), even though a significant amount of gypsum
was found in samples subjected to 10% MgSO4 solution. This suggests that the drying and
wetting cycles had a considerable effect on the rate of AASCC degradation.
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Figure 17. Time dependent (a) mass change and (b) cross section change of binary-precursor AASCC
mixtures exposed to 10% sulfate solutions under drying and wetting cycles.
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Figure 18. XRD spectra of binary-1 AASCC specimens exposed to sulfate attack under drying and
wetting cycles: (a) In 10% Na2SO4 solution; (b) In 10% MgSO4 solution.

Similarly, surface scaling (Table 7) began on the drying surfaces of the binary-2 cylin-
ders immersed in both MgSO4 and mixed sulfate solutions, i.e., 1.2% and 0.7% mass loss,
respectively. Noteworthy is the fact that the crystalline phase of MgSO4 (epsomite) would
be stable close to room ambient temperature based on the thermodynamic data, but in dry
conditions, epsomite would tend to dehydrate and produce the monohydrate kieserite
phase; this process would develop a high crystallization pressure. However, after 60 d,
binary-1 samples exposed to Na2SO4 showed a 1% mass gain, which reversed to a 1%
mass loss after the testing time is over. This can be attributed to the direct precipitation of
thenardite (above ~32.4 ◦C) and the quick crystallization of mirabilite following thenardite
dissolution, which causes a higher degradation level in porous mixtures mirabilite crystal-
lization alone [40].

Ternary-precursor mixtures. Figure 19a,b illustrates the ternary-precursor mixture
mass fluctuations and their related specimen’s cross-section variations after six months
of physical sulfate exposure. After one month of exposure, i.e., 30 cycles of drying and
wetting, both ternary-precursor cylinders lost around 5% of their mass, while the exposure
to all sulfate solutions was most probably due to the crystallization pressure on pores
walls. These values continued to increase till the end of the testing period. All ternary-1
samples with a higher CaO content had similar cross-section variations ranging from 1.4 to
1.9% when exposed to all sulfate solutions. However, cross-section results of low-calcium
ternary-2 samples revealed higher variability in MgSO4 (2%), Na2SO4 + MgSO4 (1.2%),
and Na2SO4 (0.3%) sulfate solutions. The dissolution and crystallization of soluble salts in
porous materials like concrete due to the variations in temperature and RH can cause phase
changes between thenardite (Na2SO4) and mirabilite (Na2SO4·10H2O) as well as kieserite
(MgSO4) and epsomite (MgSO4·7H2O).
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Figure 19. Time dependent (a) mass change and (b) cross-section change of ternary-precursor AASCC
mixtures exposed to 10% sulfate solutions under drying and wetting cycles.

4.5. Thermogravimetry (TGA/DTG)

The TGA/DTG profiles for all AASCC mixtures are shown in Figure 20, with mass
loss ranging from 18 to 24% during the period of observation. The differential thermograms
(DTG) of various mixtures exhibited peaks at various temperatures. Differential thermo-
grams (DTG) of single-, binary-, and ternary-precursor mixtures showed distinct peaks at
different temperatures, designated as A–C. The first two peaks (A and B) were observed
at temperatures ranging from 70 ◦C to 120 ◦C for all AASCC mixtures exposed to various
sulfate solutions due to the elimination of free water in the pores and the dehydration of
the C-A (N)-S-H, ettringite, or gypsum gel products, these phases were detected by XRD
in all specimens. Weak endothermic peaks in the range of 375–485 ◦C were detected in all
samples designated to the dehydration of hydrotalcite at the spot labeled with C [41]. The
decomposition of carbonate minerals, notable calcite, was explained with the weight loss
observed in all samples within a temperature range of 675–735 ◦C (spot D). The existence
of various structural forms of carbonates, particularly weakly crystalline or amorphous
forms, in the matrix may be indicated by the elevated decomposition temperature, which
ranges between 820–930 ◦C (spot E).
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Figure 20. Cont.
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4.6. Proposed Deterioration Mechanisms

The suggested mechanism for magnesium sulfate attack, sodium sulfate, or a mixture
of both sulfate solutions is shown in Figure 21. Step 1 entails exposing AASCC specimens
to different sulfate solutions: (a) Na2SO4 and (b) MgSO4 with a pH range of 6–8. After one
month of exposure to sulfate solutions, the pH of the solution changes to 11–12. Therefore,
sulfate solutions were renewed, and the pH of the solution was kept low during Step 2
to maintain a consistent rate of attack; thus, the attack was expected to proceed. In Step
3, expansive gypsum and ettringite were anticipated to form in the surface regions of the
AASCC cylinders near the sulfate solutions. However, the core beneath tries to resist the
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sulfate attack or decalcify the strength-giving products, resulting in a complete breakdown
and disintegration of the specimen.
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The reaction mechanisms between the AASCC matrix and different sulfate solutions
differ depending on the type of sulfate and hydration products in AASCC, as shown in
Figure 21. In Na2SO4 solution, ettringite formation, alkali leaching, slight decalcification,
and dealumination from C-A-S-H phases (Figure 21a) are assumed to occur in AASCC
cylinders, as noticed from the analytical results. Nevertheless, it is believed that the presence
of carbonate ions from the sodium carbonate activator inhibits ettringite formation because
of the presence and competition mechanisms of carbonate ions and sulfate ions.

Experience with magnesium sulfate has frequently revealed that regular concrete
can suffer from the formation of a layer of brucite Mg(OH)2 in the pore solution due to
reactions between Mg2+ and OH− ions. This can disrupt further attacks since brucite
precipitation is known to be rapid at pH ~10.5 [42]. A direct decalcification of C-S-H may
occur due to prolonged pH monitoring, which may later react with Mg2+ and SO2−

4 to
form M-S-H. The potential degradation mechanisms of AASCC cylinders subjected to
MgSO4 sulfate solutions are shown in Figure 21b. The anticipated attack by magnesium
sulfate prompted the development of a “gypsum-layer”. Gypsum precipitates may form
because of the reaction between available Ca2+ in the pore solution and SO2−

4 , as well as
carbonate-bearing phases because of the presence of carbonates in the pore solution.

Cross-section variations of AASCC specimens in all sulfate solutions were followed by
a two-stage procedure. During Stage 1, the primary stage, the cross-section of the specimens
gradually increased up to 60 d of exposure. A very modest increase followed this gradual
change in the cross-section results (Stage 2), where the level of change was nearly constant.
Instead, cross-section variations fluctuated at a continuously increasing rate until the end of
the testing phase, considering the multi-damaging effect of a monitored pH environment,
high sulfate concentration, and 183 cycles of drying and wetting.

5. Conclusions

Considering the synergistic effect of various parameters in various sulfate solutions,
this paper provided a thorough understanding of the resistance of different AASCC mixture
designs, activated with 1:1 two dry-powder activators, i.e., anhydrous sodium metasilicate
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(Na2SiO3) and sodium carbonate (Na2CO3). The findings of this investigation allow for the
following inferences:

1. The consequences of continuous immersion in 10% sodium, 10% magnesium, and 10%
mixed sulfate solutions indicate that, except for binary-1 mixtures with SF replacing
slag, all the tested AASCC mixtures were resilient to sulfate for up to 6 months. This
could be due to these materials’ impermeability when different precursor blend ratios
and compositions are used.

2. In all AASCC cylinders, the main product of degradation in 10% MgSO4 and 10%
MgSO4 + 10% Na2SO4 sulfate solutions is gypsum, whereas ettringite was produced
in 10% Na2SO4 sulfate solutions.

3. The ion chromatography analysis of the sulfate solutions revealed that, during sample
exposure, there was severe leaching of Na, Ca, and Si from the structure of AASCC
blends, particularly in MgSO4 and mixed solutions.

4. The exposure of singles, binary-2, and ternary-precursor mixtures resulted in pastes
rich in C-(N)-A-S-H gels, other carbonate products, and mesopores rather than micro-
pores, which delayed or inhibited the crystal growth of expansive products.

5. To increase the hostility of the exposure environment, high sulfate concentrations, pH
control, fractional immersion, and wetting–drying cycles were used; however, the
synergistic action of all parameters increased the sulfate crystallization.

6. Compared to the 10% continuous partial immersion (Exposure I), the continuous
partial immersion with an uncontrolled pH condition (Exposure II), the 5% continuous
partial immersion (Exposure III), and the 10% continuous partial immersion with
wetting–drying cycles (Exposure IV). Exposure IV and I had nearly identical damage
mechanisms, with the latter being the most severe.
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Abstract: In this research work, two types of recycled aggregates were used: (1) the recycled concrete
aggregate, RCA, obtained by crushing the parent concrete produced using limestone cement and
(2) the recycled concrete aggregate RCA-FA produced by crushing parent concrete made with FA
blended cement. After the carbonation treatment process, the carbonated RCA-C and RCA-FA-C
recycled aggregates were produced. The recycled concrete mixtures were prepared using the four
types of recycled aggregates (RCA, RCA-FA, RCA-C, and RCA-FA-C) in 50% (by volume) to replace
natural coarse aggregates. The physical and mechanical properties and durability (sorptivity, chloride
ion penetration, and carbonation resistance) were determined and analysed. The obtained results
were also compared with those of conventional concrete (CC). It was concluded that the physical
and mechanical properties of recycled concrete improved when RCA-C were employed in concrete
production. In contrast, the recycled concrete produced with RCA-FA-C was found to have the worst
property values. According to durability properties, the concrete made with RCA-C and RCA-FA
aggregates achieved the highest chloride resistance, similar to CC concrete. Nevertheless, the concrete
produced with uncarbonated RCA acquired carbonation resistance equivalent to CC concrete.

Keywords: carbonation treatment; parent concrete with FA; recycled aggregate concrete; mechanical
properties; MIP; durability; carbonation; sorptivity; chloride

1. Introduction

Demolition of concrete buildings generates a considerable amount of waste that fin-
ishes in landfills. For example, in 2018, approximately 806 million tons of construction
and demolition waste were generated in the European Union, of which only 54.2% were
recycled [1]. Consequently, with respect to concrete production, the use of recycled concrete
aggregates (RCA) obtained by crushing concrete structures can help reduce the environ-
mental impact caused by concrete waste [2,3].

The employment of recycled aggregate concrete (RAC) as a structural material has
been widely analysed and validated in many applications [3–6]. In addition, it has been
determined that the use of 50% of RCA as a substitute for coarse natural aggregates
had no effect on the lowering of compressive strength [7,8]. However, the durability of
RAC is usually lower than that of natural aggregate concrete (NAC) because durability is
influenced by the connectivity of the porous network and water content [4,9–12].

According to chloride ion diffusion resistance, it was found that the RAC had lower resistance
than the NAC when concretes were produced with ordinary Portland cement (OPC) [9,12–14].

The studies’ conclusions tend to be inconsistent with the carbonation resistance of
RAC. Several researchers [12,14] concluded that the RAC prepared with a high proportion
of RCA had a lower carbonation resistance than the NAC. In contrast, several researchers [9]
determined that the RAC mixes had similar or higher carbonation resistance than the NAC
because of the old attached mortar. Leemann and Loser [15] determined that the impact
on the carbonation coefficient of RAC, independent of the replacement levels of RCA
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and if they are already carbonated, is low (around 10%) at a given compressive strength.
According to Zeng [8], using up to 50% of the RCA in place of natural coarse aggregates
avoided a decrease in carbonation resistance. However, Pedro et al. [16] documented that
when the quality of the RCA’s attached mortar was lower than that of the new paste, the
RAC carbonation coefficient increased when higher percentages of RCA were employed in
place of natural aggregates.

Over the last decade, many studies have been conducted based on RCA quality
improvement via the carbonation process [17,18]. Natural or accelerated carbonation using
gas in contact with RCA is a possible way to improve the properties of RCA [19–21]. Indeed,
hydrates such as portlandite or C–S–H, which are contained in the cement paste adhered
to the natural aggregates, could react with CO2. The reaction has slow kinetics in natural
conditions. Still, it could be accelerated using a gas with a higher CO2 content, such as
flue gas from cement factories, and a higher temperature or gas pressure. Accelerated
carbonation increases the density of the attached cement paste and decreases the water
absorption of the RCAs thanks to the formation of CaCO3 [19,22]. Portlandite carbonation
usually reduces pore size and meso- and macropore volume due to CaCO3 precipitation [23].
In addition, the capillary porosity decreases due to the clogging of the pores.

The performance of mortars and concrete made with carbonated RCA improved [18].
According to Liang et al. [17], concrete with carbonated RCA has better workability, me-
chanical properties and durability than untreated RCA. Xuan et al. [24] found that concrete
achieved lower water absorption and permeability when RAC was prepared with car-
bonated RCAs as well as improved the extent of the durability of RAC. They found that
concrete prepared with 100% carbonated RCAs reduced chloride ion permeability by 36.4%
for concrete produced with uncarbonated RCA.

More recently, in the trend of CO2 emission reduction, fly ash (FA) has been used
more widely to reduce cement consumption in building materials. In addition, using FA
can result in concrete with better durability [25]. However, due to the reduced portlandite
content in supplementary cementitious material (SCM)-containing systems, carbonation
will occur more rapidly in the main CO2-binding phases. When using blast furnace slag
and FA as SCM, the C-A-S-H phases can induce coarsening of the pore structure upon
carbonation [23]. Consequently, it is believed that when the structures produced using FA
are demolished, the carbonation treatment will not be satisfied with the improvement of
the RCA properties due to the results of coarsening of the pores of the attached mortar,
resulting in the increased permeability of RCA.

This study aimed to determine how the properties of concrete are affected by the
carbonation treatment on different compositions of recycled aggregates. The recycled
aggregates were obtained by crushing two types of parent concretes. Firstly, the recycled
concrete aggregates named RCA were obtained by crushing the parent concrete produced
using cement type CEM IIAL. Secondly, the recycled concrete aggregates named RCA-FA
were produced by crushing parent concrete produced with FA blended cement (50% OPC
and 50% FA). After the carbonation treatment process, the RCA-C (carbonated aggregates)
and RCA-FA-C (carbonated FA aggregates) were produced, respectively. Finally, the
recycled concrete mixtures were prepared using the four types of recycled aggregates
(RCA, RCA-FA, RCA-C, and RCA-FA-C) in 50% (by volume) to replace natural coarse
aggregates. The physical, mechanical, and durability (sorptivity, chloride ion penetration,
and carbonation resistance) properties of the concrete produced using the four recycled
aggregates were determined and analysed. The consequent results were also compared
with those obtained by conventional concrete (CC).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
2.1.1. Cement and Admixture

The cement CEM II A-L 42.5R (88% clinker, 10% limestone, and 2% set regulator,
gypsum) was used in all the concrete production. The composition and physical properties
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(loss of ignition, LOI; Blaine specific surface, Blaine; and density) of the cement are given in
Table 1. In addition, a superplasticiser (S) that is polymer-based on PAE compound was
used for concrete production.

Table 1. Chemical composition of cement.

SiO2 Fe2O3 Al2O3 CaO MgO SO3 Na2O K2O LOI Blaine
(cm2/g)

Density
(g/cm3)

CEM II A-L 18.27 3.29 4.09 61.82 1.35 2.9 0.10 0.77 5.07 3900 3.16

FA 58.4 7.3 21.6 2.3 1.9 0.2 0.9 2.1 3.1 3400 2.16

CEM I 52.5R 19.4 3.4 4.2 63.5 1.4 3.0 0.12 0.53 3.7 4900 3.15

2.1.2. Natural Aggregates

Three fractions of crushed limestone aggregates (gravel 10–20 mm, gravel 4–10 mm,
and sand 0–4 mm) were used as raw aggregates (NA) to produce conventional concrete
(CC) (see Figure 1). The fineness modulus of sand was 2.9. Figure 2 shows their grading
distribution. It was determined following EN 933-1 specifications and complied with EN
12620 specifications.
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The physical properties of dry density (ρrd) and water absorption value (WA24) were
determined according to EN 1097-6 specifications (see Table 2).

Table 2. Physical properties of raw, recycled aggregates and carbonated recycled aggregates.

Raw Aggregates, NA Recycled Aggregates, RA Carbonated RA

0/4
mm

4/10
mm

10/20
mm

RCA RCA-FA
Process 1 Process 2

RCA-C RCA-FA-C RCA-C RCA-FA-C

ρrd
(kg/m3) 2590 2640 2650 2310 2240 2360 2310 2370 2310

WA24 (%) 1.79 0.75 0.57 5.8 6.8 4.85 5.64 4.8 5.68

2.1.3. Recycled Aggregates

RCA and RCA-FA recycled aggregates (see Figure 1) were produced by crushing
two different parent concretes. The RCA aggregate was produced by crushing the parent
concrete made with CEM II A-L cement (see Table 1), and it had 30 MPa of compressive
strength at 28 days. In addition, the RCA-FA aggregate was obtained by crushing concrete
made using a blended cement: 50% of CEM I 52.5R and 50% of FA (equivalent to ASTM
class F) (see Table 1 for their composition). The concrete had a compressive strength of
32 MPa after 28 days. Both parent concretes were produced with limestone aggregates, and
they were approximately nine months old when they were crushed.

The RCA and RCA-FA aggregates were sieved to achieve a particle size distribution
similar to that of coarse natural aggregates. Figure 2 and Table 2 describe the particle size
distribution and the physical properties (ρrd and WA24) of RCA and RCA-FA, respectively.

The recycled aggregates (RA) obtained a lower density and a higher absorption
coefficient than NA due to the attached mortar presented in RA, which was found to
provide more pores, causing a decrease in density and an increased absorption capacity.

Carbonated Recycled Aggregates

The carbonation treatment of the RCA and the RCA-FA aggregates was carried out in
two processes (process 1 and 2). In process 1, the RCA and the RCA-FA were subjected to a
carbonation process using an automatic carbonation control chamber with a concentration
of 3% CO2, 57% relative humidity (RH), and 20 ◦C for 24 days until they were fully carbon-
ated. It was carried out following the conditions defined by UNE-EN 12390-12 specification.
On the other hand, in process 2, the RCA and RCA-FA were submitted to a carbonation
process in 20% CO2, 57% RH, and 20 ◦C conditions for four days to achieve a complete
carbonation. Process 2 was carried out following the GB T50082-2009 [26] standards. The
physical properties (ρrd and WA24 were determined following EN 1097-6 [27] specifications)
of the carbonated RA in both processes are described in Table 2.

Table 2 shows that the RCA-C and the RCA-FA-C achieved similar ρrd and WA24
values after they were submitted to carbonation processes 1 and 2. Consequently, due
to the findings of carbonation process 2, using a reduced period (4 days), it was decided
that all the RA volume required for concrete production would be carbonated under this
process. As described by Liang et al. [17], an excessive concentration of CO2 gas does not
result in an evident increase in the carbonation percentage of RCA. However, the increased
concentration of CO2 gas also leads to the decalcification of C–S–H and even the complete
disappearance of C–S–H under the condition of a 100% CO2 concentration [28], resulting
in an adverse effect on the properties of RCA.

According to Table 2, the ρrd increased and WA24 decreased when the recycled ag-
gregates were submitted to carbonation process treatment. Table 2 shows that RCA and
RCA-FA (uncarbonated) aggregates achieved a 5.8% and 6.8% absorption capacity, re-
spectively. Once the aggregates were carbonated, the RCA-C and RCA-FA-C achieved
absorption capacities of 4.8% and 5.7% with 17% and 16% reductions, respectively.
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The Pore Structure of Recycled Aggregates

Porosity and pore structure were tested by mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) using
a “Micromeritics Poresize 9320” mercury intrusion porosimeter following BS7591 Part 1.
This test was performed on small RA samples weighing approximately 5.5 g. The samples
were first soaked in acetone for four days to stop the hydration of the cement and then
placed in a vacuum drier for 2 h to remove the remaining acetone. Before testing, the
samples were dried in an oven at 50 ◦C for four days. The total porosities were 13.5% for
RCA, 10.7% for RCA-C, 11.8% for RCA-FA, and 9.6% for RCA-FA-C.

Figure 3a shows the pore size distribution development of the RA before and after
carbonation. As shown in Figure 3b, the pore size diameter can be divided into four pore
size ranges following the Mindess [29] classification: >10 µm (air), 10–0.05 µm (macropores),
0.05–0.01 µm (mesopores), and <0.01 µm (micropores). Certain researchers [30,31] empha-
sised that concrete’s mechanical and permeability properties depend on the mesopores and
macropores. The RCA aggregate reduced the porosity from 13.5% to 10.7% upon carbona-
tion. In addition, no increase in the pore volume of any size was appreciated. Xiao et al. [32]
concluded that carbonated RAs (when OPC was the constituent of the attached mortar)
decreased pore volume and pore amount. Although RCA-FA aggregates suffered a porosity
reduction from 11.8% to 9.6%, after the carbonation process, the pore size distribution of
carbonated RCA-FA-C aggregates was also found to have changed with respect to that of
RCA-FA. An increase in mesopores and macropores from 0.05 to 0.2 µm was appreciated in
the RCA-FA-C aggregate. In addition, the RCA-C and RCA-FA-C aggregates achieved very
similar pore distributions.
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Figure 3. (a) Development of pore size distribution, (b) distribution of pore diameters, (c) total pore
surface area before and after the carbonation process, and (d) average pore diameter before and after
the carbonation process.

Figure 3c,d show the pore structure parameters of RA before and after carbonation.
The pore structure of the RA improved when carbonated. The total pore surface area
decreased by approximately 30% in the case of RCA and 14% in the case of RCA-FA.
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Liang et al. [33] reached a similar conclusion regarding the pore surface area of RA (when
the OPC was a composition of the attached mortar) after carbonation, which decreased by
approximately 36%.

2.2. Concrete Production

All concrete mixes were prepared and manufactured in the laboratory. A total of five
types of concrete mixes were prepared (see Table 3). Firstly, the CC concrete was produced
with 100% raw fine and coarse aggregates. In addition, four recycled concretes (RAC50,
RAC50-C, RAC50-FA, and RAC50-FA-C) were produced, replacing 50% (by volume) of
both raw coarse aggregate fractions by the RCA, the RCA-C (carbonated), the RCA-FA, and
the RCA-FA-C (carbonated) aggregates, respectively.

Table 3. Mix proportions of produced concretes (kg of material/m3). Superplasticizer (S) is given in
% with respect to cement weight.

Concrete
Reference CEM

Raw Aggregates
RA Total

Water
S (%) SLUMP

(mm)
DENSITY

(kg/m3)0–4 mm 4–10 mm 10–20 mm

CC 350 900 275.2 644.6 - 192.5 0.5 170 2420

RAC50 350 900 137.6 322.3 399.6 211.1 0.5 150 2310

RAC50-C 350 900 137.6 322.3 411.8 208.9 0.5 170 2340

RAC50-FA 350 900 137.6 322.3 389.2 217 0.5 170 2310

RAC50-FA-C 350 900 137.6 322.3 401.3 211.8 0.6 190 2360

The concrete mix proportions were defined according to their maximum volumetric
compaction. This mix proportion for the CC was 50% fine aggregates and 50% coarse
aggregates. The distribution of coarse aggregate was 30% coarse 4–10 mm and 70% coarse
10–20 mm. The recycled concretes were produced using 50% of RA in substitution of
coarse NA aggregates. All concrete production was subjected to a constant effective
water–cement ratio (effect w/c) of 0.50 and a cement content of 350 kg/m3. They were
defined following the Spanish structural code [34] in order to guarantee the compressive
strength of 44 MPa in cubic specimens and durability properties for reinforced concrete to
be exposed to XC4 and XS 1 environment conditions. (A characteristic compressive strength
of 30 MPa was required in cylindrical specimens.) Following Neville’s [35] definition of
the effective amount of water in the mixture occupying the space outside the aggregate
particles, the effect w/c ratio was kept constant in all concretes. This was in order to
achieve the same conditions with respect to the hydration of the cement paste caused by
the high absorption of RA. As a result of the high absorption capacity of RA, all four types
of RA were used with a humidity of up to 70–80%, thus reducing their water absorption
value [36]. However, the most important aspect was that the aggregates employed were
moist to reduce their absorption capacity [37]. Due to the moderate initial moisture content,
the recycled aggregate absorbed some amount of free water, which lowered the initial
w/c ratio in the interfacial transition zone (ITZ) and thus improved the interfacial bond
between the aggregates and cement [38]. Table 3 describes the mix proportions used
for concrete production. The weight of the aggregates is expressed as dry weight. In
addition, the total amount of water was considered, including the effective water, the water
absorbed by aggregates, and the humidity of RA at concrete production. Finally, 0.5 to
0.6% of superplasticisers were used relative to cement weight of all concretes to achieve the
desired workability.

The consistency (slump test) of the concretes was determined in the fresh state fol-
lowing the standard UNE-EN 12350-2:2020 [39]. All the concretes achieved a slump value
between 150–170 mm employing 0.5% of superplasticiser. The use of 0.6% of S in the
RAC50-FA-C concrete increased the slump value to 190 mm. Although the total water
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content of the RAC was higher than that of the CC concrete, it did not affect the workability
of concretes, as the RA were used with high humidity.

The fresh density was determined following UNE-EN 12350-6 [40] specification.
Table 3 shows that the use of RA, carbonated or not, did not affect the properties of the con-
crete in the fresh state. Although the density of RAC was reduced by 100 kg/m3 compared
to CC concrete, all the concretes reached adequate density for structural concrete [35].

All the concrete mixtures were produced in a vertical axle mixer. The materials were
always added manually in the same order. First was the aggregates (from coarser to finer);
after they were mixed for 30 s, the cement was added. While the solid components were
mixed for 1 min, water was added, followed by a superplasticiser. The complete mixture
was then mixed for 1 min more. Once the concrete was produced, concrete specimens were
produced after the slump test, and fresh density was determined. The concrete specimens
were produced and cured according to the UNE-EN 12390-2: 2020 [39] standard and were
manually compacted using a metal bar, then covered with a plastic sheet, and left to cure in
the air for 24 h. The concrete specimens were kept in moulds for 24 h. After demoulding,
they were stored in a humidity room with an RH of ≥95% and a constant temperature
of 20 ± 2 ◦C until one hour before testing. All test elements were subjected to the same
conditions before testing.

Three types of specimens were produced. Three cubic samples of 100 × 100 × 100 mm
for each test were used to determine the physical properties, compressive strength, and
sorptivity. Two cylinders with a 100 mm diameter and 200 mm height were employed to
determine the properties of splitting tensile strength, modulus of elasticity, and chloride
ion penetrability. In addition, two prismatic specimens of 100 × 100 × 400 mm were used
in each concrete to determine carbonation resistance.

2.3. Test Procedure
2.3.1. Physical Properties

The density, absorption and voids were measured following the ASTM C 642-21
“Standard Test Method for Density, Absorption, and Voids in Hardened Concrete” [41]
at 28 days. Three cube specimens of 100 × 100 × 100 mm were used for each type of
concrete produced.

2.3.2. Mechanical Properties

The compressive strength, splitting tensile strength, and modulus of elasticity (E) were
determined for each concrete. The compressive strength of concrete was determined using
a 3000 kN loading capacity machine. The compressive strength was determined at 7, 28,
and 56 days following UNE-EN 12390-3 [42] specifications. Three 100 × 100 × 100 mm
cubic specimens were used for each age. The elastic modulus (E) and tensile strength were
tested at 28 days following UNE 12390-13 [43] and UNE-EN 12390-6 [44] specifications,
respectively. Two specimens (cylinders of 100 mm in diameter and 200 mm in height) were
used in each test for each type of concrete produced.

2.3.3. Durability

The sorptivity value, the chloride ion penetration test, and the accelerated carbonation
resistance of each concrete were determined. The capillary water absorption of concrete
was assessed at 28 days using two of the 100 × 100 × 100 mm cubic specimens according
to ISO 15148:2002(E) [45]. To determine the amount of capillary water absorption content,
the bottom face of the specimens was submerged in water 5 mm. (The lateral surfaces were
impregnated with an impermeable resin.) The cumulative water absorbed was recorded at
different time intervals up to 48 h by weighing the specimen after removing the surface
water using a dampened cloth. Sorptivity is the slope of the regression curve of the quantity
of water absorbed by a unit surface area versus the square root of the elapsed time from
the initial instant to 120 min. The capillary water absorption results are the average of the
three measurements.
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The chloride penetrability of concrete was measured according to ASTM C1202-22e1 [46]
using a 100Ø mm concrete disc of 50 mm thickness cut from the 100∅/200 mm concrete
sample. According to Ghanem et al. [47], this test could represent the true long-term chloride
penetration when the concrete was produced with the cement employed in this study. The
resistance of concrete to chloride ion penetration is described by the total charge (in Coulombs)
passed during a test period of 6 h. In this study, the chloride ion penetrability test was
performed on the concrete specimens at 28 and 56 days of age, and each result was the average
of the two measurements taken.

The accelerated carbonation coefficients were determined according to the UNE-
EN 12390-12 [48] specification. Two prismatic specimens of 100 × 100 × 400 mm were
used for each produced concrete. The specimens subjected to an accelerated carbonation
process were removed from the humidity chamber after 28 days and preconditioned in the
laboratory for 14 days. Pre-conditioning was performed at a CO2 concentration of 400 ppm,
21 ± 1◦C, and 50–55% RH before placing them in the CO2 chamber. After pre-conditioning
for 14 days, the samples were placed in a chamber at 3% CO2 and 57% RH at 20 ◦C. The
carbonation depth of each sample was determined after 0, 14, 28, 56, and 91 days of exposure
to the chamber environment. To determine the carbonation depth, a phenolphthalein
indicator with a solution of 1 g phenolphthalein in 70 g ethanol and 30 g water was applied
to the fractured concrete surface, following UNE-EN 14630 [49] specification.

3. Results
3.1. Physical Properties

Table 4 shows the physical properties obtained from the produced concretes. In
addition, the dispersion of the results is described between brackets. All the concretes
produced with RA had a higher absorption capacity than the CC concrete due to the high
porosity of the adhered mortar. As a result, the RAC50 concrete achieved a 6.5% higher
absorption capacity than that of the RAC50-C concrete, in which the carbonated RCA-C
aggregates were employed. However, the absorption capacity of the RCA50-FA was 8%
lower than that of the RCA50-FA-C concrete, in which the carbonated RCA-FA-C recycled
aggregates were used. Thus, the CC concrete achieved the lowest absorption capacity,
followed by RAC50-FA, RAC50-C, RAC50-FA-C, and RAC50 concrete. The RAC50 concrete
achieved the highest percentage of accessible voids. It was noted that the standard deviation
of all the properties was low.

Table 4. Physical properties of concretes (Standard deviation in brackets).

Concrete Reference Water Absorption (%) Dry Density (Kg/m3) Accessible Voids (%) Sorptivity (mm/min0.5)

CC 4.86 (0.13) 2290 (20) 11.13 (0.23) 0.035
RAC50 5.75 (0.14) 2240 (10) 12.85 (0.23) 0.039

RAC50-C 5.38 (0.14) 2240 (10) 12.06 (0.27) 0.036
RAC50-FA 5.2 (0.07) 2240 (10) 11.66 (0.13) 0.032

RAC50-FA-C 5.62 (0.05) 2230 (10) 12.53 (0.09) 0.048

3.2. Mechanical Properties

Table 5 shows the mechanical properties obtained for each type of concrete. In addition,
the standard deviation value of the results is given in parenthesis. Regarding compressive
strength, the RAC50-FA-C concrete reached the lowest strength at any age: 12% lower
than the CC concrete at seven days. At 28 days, RAC50-C reached the strength of the CC
concrete, and tests on the other three recycled concretes determined a 5% lower value than
CC concrete. In addition, all the concretes achieved the compressive strength required by
Spanish structural code [34]. At 56 days, RA concrete reached a similar strength: 7–9% lower
than CC concrete. The standard deviation value obtained by all the concretes’ properties
was acceptable.
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Table 5. Mechanical properties of the produced concretes.

Test Time (Days) CC RAC50 RAC50-C RAC50-FA RAC50-FA-C

Compressive strength (MPa)

7 44.63 (0.31) 42.23 (0.19) 42.76 (0.52) 42.26 (0.33) 39.19 (2.76)

28 45.92 (0.21) 44.10 (1.83) 45.71(1.48) 45.09 (1.22) 43.82 (2.22)

56 54.0 (1.52) 50.29 (0.38) 50.65(1.30) 49.90 (1.22) 49.07 (1.76)

Splitting tensile (MPa) 28 3.19 (0.08) 2.89 (0.25) 3.36 (0.16) 3.14 (0.17) 3.02 (0.44)

E (GPa) 28 34.1 (0.87) 30.9 (0.35) 31.9 (0.33) 31.9 (0.71) 30.6 (0.19)

Regarding splitting tensile strength, the RAC50-C concrete achieved the highest
strength: 18% higher than the RAC50. In contrast, while the RAC50-FA concrete achieved
a similar strength to the CC concrete, the RAC50-FA-C concrete achieved a 5% lower
strength value. However, all the recycled concrete achieved an adequate strength value
for structural concrete [35]. Kou et al. [50] determined that the splitting tensile strength at
28 days and 90 days of concrete produced with carbonated recycled aggregates (when the
recycled aggregates’ attached mortar was composed with OPC) increased by 6% and 12%,
respectively, compared to concrete produced with uncarbonated RA. In addition, the tensile
strength with carbonated RA at 90 days was even higher than that of the reference concrete.
Moreover, Liang et al. [17] determined that the effect of CO2 treatment of RA on the increase
in splitting tensile strength was more significant than that of compressive strength. Table 5
also shows that the standard deviation of the obtained values was low for all the produced
concretes. Figure 4 describes the relationship between compressive strength and splitting
tensile strength of each concrete at 28 days. The findings described indicate that a higher
compressive strength value also resulted in an increase the splitting strength value. It is
clear that the use of RCA-C aggregates improved the mechanical properties of concrete
and, more considerably, the splitting tensile strength. However, the concrete produced with
carbonated RCA-FA-C aggregates, the RAC50-FA-C, achieved lower values than those of
the RAC50-FA concrete.
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Figure 4. Compressive strength vs. splitting tensile strength and sorptivity.

Consistent with the modulus of elasticity test, all the concrete produced using the
RA suffered a reduction in the values obtained for the CC concrete. However, while the
RAC50-C and the RAC50-FA concrete mixtures values decreased by 6%, the values of the
RAC50 and the RAC50-FA-C decreased by 10% compared to that of CC concrete. Table 5
also described that the standard deviation obtained in all the values was low.

Consequently, it can be concluded that the RAC50-C concrete achieved better me-
chanical properties than the RAC50. Furthermore, other researchers also found that in the
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concrete produced with carbonated RCA (when OPC is a component of attached mortar),
the mechanical properties of concrete improved compared to those of the recycled concrete
produced with uncarbonated recycled aggregates [17,24,50]. In contrast, the RAC50-FA-C
concrete achieved lower mechanical properties than the RAC50-FA. When the composition
of the attached mortar of RA included FA, the carbonation process worsened the properties
of the RCA-FA-C with respect to those of the RCA-FA aggregates and, consequently, the
mechanical properties of the RAC50-FA-C concrete with respect to the RAC50-FA, too.

3.3. Durability
3.3.1. Capillary Water Absorption—Sorptivity

Figure 5 shows the capillary absorption capacity of all the produced concretes. All
the obtained data are described with error bars. While the RAC50-FA concrete proved to
achieve the lowest absorption capacity value, the RAC50-FA-C achieved the highest. In
addition, RAC50-FA reached a lower capillary absorption capacity than the CC concrete.
Moreover, RAC50-C concrete achieved lower capillary absorption capacity than RAC50
concrete. Similarly, Table 4 shows that the RAC50-FA concrete achieved the lowest sorp-
tivity value of 0.032 mm/min0.5, followed by the CC concrete with 0.035 mm/min0.5 and
the RAC50-C with 0.036 mm/min0.5. The concretes RAC50 and RAC50-FA-C achieved
the highest values, with 0.039 and 0.048 mm/min0.5, respectively. Similar to previously
analysed properties, the RAC50-FA-C concrete produced using RCA-FA-C aggregates
(carbonated aggregates with FA in attached mortar) achieved 50% higher sorptivity than
the concrete produced with the RCA-FA aggregate.
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Figure 4 shows the relation between compressive strength and sorptivity at 28 days of
age. While the RAC50-FA-C concrete achieved 2% lower compressive strength than that
of the RAC50-FA concrete, the sorptivity of the RAC50-FA-C was 50% higher than that
of the RCA50-FA. In contrast, the RAC50-C concrete improved compressive strength and
sorptivity values compared to those of the RAC50. While the RAC50-C concrete achieved
a 4% higher compressive strength than the RAC50, the sorptivity of the RAC50-C was
reduced by 8% with respect to that of the RAC50.

According to several researchers [51], concrete with a sorptivity value lower than
0.10 mm/min0.5 is considered durable. However, other researchers [52] proposed lowering
that value to 0.05 mm/min0.5 for safety reasons. Pedro and Brito [53] found that the quality
of concrete is low if the sorptivity value is higher than 0.2 mm/min0.5, medium if the
coefficient is between 0.2 mm/min0.5 and 0.1 mm/min0.5, and good if the coefficient is
lower than 0.1 mm/min0.5. Based on those criteria, all the concretes produced with 50%
RA achieved a durable category according to the sorptivity property.
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3.3.2. Chloride Ion Penetration

Table 6 shows the chloride ion penetration resistance value of the produced concretes
at 28 days and 56 days of curing. According to the results of the ASTMC1202 test, every
concrete had a high chloride ion penetrability, as the obtained electrical conductance values
were higher than 4000 coulombs, which is the maximum admitted value to categorise as
moderate resistance to the penetration of chloride ion concretes. In addition, resistance
was reduced when RA was employed. However, the RAC50-FA concrete obtained only a
4% higher value than the CC concrete. Therefore, the use of RAC-FA aggregates (uncar-
bonated and FA in attached mortar) improved the property of recycled aggregate concrete.
As known, the resistance to chloride ion penetration is higher when FA is used [54,55].
Consequently, the presence of FA in RA’s attached mortar improved the concrete’s property.

Table 6. Penetration of chloride ion resistance coulombs.

Concrete Reference
28 Days

(Coulombs)
56 Days

(Coulombs)

Increase of
Resistance

(%)

CC 6731 (49.2) 5180 (821.1) 23
RAC50 8799 (582.2) 6377 (810.2) 27

RAC50-C 7407 (411.0) 6166 (319.7) 17
RAC50-FA 7006 (352.5) 5412 (300.1) 23

RAC50-FA-C 9296 (1088.2) 7221 (270.2) 22

However, the RAC50-FA-C concrete achieved the lowest value to chloride penetration
resistance. The carbonation process of the RCA-FA-C aggregate caused the coarsening
of the pore structure of the C-A-S-H phase [23] presented in FA attached mortar. Table 6
shows that the RAC50-FA-C and RAC50-FA concretes achieved 38% and 4% higher values
than the CC concrete, respectively. In contrast, the RAC50-C concrete reached higher
chloride resistance than the RAC50 concrete. The RAC50-C and RAC50 achieved 10%
and 30% higher values, respectively, than the CC concrete. At 56 days, the chloride ion
penetration resistance of all the concretes increased compared to the values obtained at
28 days. The RAC50 achieved the highest increase with 27% and the RAC50-C the lowest
with 16%. However, at 56 days, the CC concrete achieved the lowest chloride penetration
resistance, followed firstly by the RAC50-FA, then the RAC50-C, the RAC50, and lastly
the RAC50-FA-C concrete with the lowest resistance. Moreover, the RAC50-FA and the
RAC50-FA-C achieved 4% and 39% higher values, respectively, than that of the CC concrete.
However, it must be mentioned that the standard deviation of each of the properties was
relatively high, requiring as a consequence more than two specimens to determine the
average value.

3.3.3. Carbonation Resistance

Table 7 depicts the accelerated carbonation coefficient (kacc) obtained in the testing
of all the concretes. The standard deviation of each average carbonation depth value is
also described. The kacc was calculated assuming a steady-state condition (i.e., a constant
carbonation coefficient) defined by Fick’s first law of diffusion, as shown in Equation (1).

Xc(t) = kacc·(t)0.5 (1)

where Xc is the carbonation depth (mm) determined experimentally, kacc is the carbonation
coefficient, and t is the time (day).
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Table 7. Carbonation depth and carbonation coefficient of the various concretes.

Concrete
Reference

Carbonation Depth (mm) at Exposure Time Carbonation Coefficient

0 Days 14 Days 28 Days 56 Days 91 Days kacc
(mm/day0.5)

KnatTHEO
(mm/year0.5)

CC 0 (0.00) 3.5 (0.29) 5.2 (0.77) 7.0 (0.82) 8.8 (0.27) 0.926 2.105

RAC50 0 (0.00) 4.4 (0.18) 5.4 (0.53) 7.0 (0.00) 9.5 (0.35) 0.958 2.180

RAC50-C 0 (0.00) 5.1 (0.62) 7.4 (0.44) 9.9 (0.32) 12.9 (1.18) 1.338 3.043

RAC50-FA 0 (0.00) 4.5 (0.53) 6.9 (0.29) 9.9 (0.74) 11.8 (1.41) 1.269 2.886

RAC50-FA-C 0 (0.00) 5.0 (0.06) 8.7 (1.36) 10.0 (0.18) 13.9 (1.97) 1.432 3.257

After 91 days of CO2 exposure, the CC concrete reached the lowest carbonation depth,
with an 8.8 mm value, followed by the RAC50 concrete, which achieved a carbonation
depth of 9.5 mm. As several researchers have determined, the concrete produced with
50% of uncarbonated RCA, i.e., the RAC50 concrete, achieved a similar carbonation rate
to that of the CC concrete [7,8,15]. In contrast, the RAC50-C concrete (produced with
carbonated RCA-C) achieved 12.9 mm of carbonation, reaching an accelerated carbonation
rate, kacc, of 1.35 mm/day0.5. The RAC50-C concrete achieved a 35.5% higher carbonation
rate than that of the RAC50 concrete. In addition, the recycled concrete produced with
RCA-FA (obtained from FA parent concrete), i.e., the RAC50-FA and RAC50-FA-C concretes,
achieved a carbonation rate of 1.27 and 1.44 mm/day0.5, respectively. As expected, the
concretes produced with the RCA-FA aggregates (composed with FA) achieved a higher
carbonation rate than those produced with the RCA aggregates. In addition, the concrete
made with uncarbonated RCA-FA aggregates achieved a lower carbonation rate than the
carbonated aggregates. The CO2- treated recycled aggregates worsened the carbonation
resistance of recycled concrete.

The total porosity of the carbonated (nominated as CO2) and uncarbonated area (No)
of the five produced concretes mixtures after being submitted to the 91 days of accelerated
carbonation attack were measured using a porosimetry mercury intrusion (MIP) tester (see
Table 8). The porosity of the RAC50-FA concrete increased from 9.36 to 12.67%, probably
due to the coarsening pore diameter of the attached mortar of recycled aggregates, which
was composed of FA. In contrast, the total porosity of the RAC50-FA-C decreased after
the carbonation process (RA were already carbonated) was concluded. Consequently, the
new cement paste was only carbonated. All the concrete mixtures were produced using
CEM IIAL cement, which did not have SCM; therefore, the carbonation of the new cement
paste caused the decrease in pore size and the total volume of meso- and macropores due
to CaCO3 precipitation [23]. Thus, the porosity and average pore diameter of the CC, the
RAC50, and the RAC50-C concretes also decreased after the carbonation process. Figure 6
shows that the RAC50-FA concrete was the only concrete that increased its cumulative
volume due to the coarsening of the macro- and mesopores of the attached mortar composed
of FA.

Table 8. Total porosity and average pore diameter of produced concrete submitted to the carbonation
process.

CC RAC50 RAC50-C RAC50-FA RAC50-FA-C

No CO2 No CO2 No CO2 No CO2 No CO2

Porosity
(%)

11.12
(1.6)

8.95
(0.98)

13.18
(1.3)

11.64
(2.01)

12.05
(1.1)

11.84
(1.45) 9.36 (0.8) 12.67

(1.6)
14.93
(2.2)

12.92
(1.9)

Average
pore D
(nm)

35.61
(1.1)

32.74
(0.7)

46.29
(2.3)

32.57
(1.5)

38.48
(1.8)

34.25
(1.4)

47.67
(1.9)

34.45
(1.7)

61.92
(2.6)

35.35
(0.7)
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The kacc can be used to estimate the theoretical natural carbonation coefficient
(knatTHEO)) [56,57] process of each produced concrete using Equation (2).

kacc/knatTHEO = (∅acc)0.5/(∅natTHEO)0.5 (2)

where ∅acc and ∅natTHEO are the CO2 concentrations in the accelerated carbonation (3%)
and natural carbonation processes (425 ppm, in Barcelona), respectively. Table 7 describes
the knatTHEO of each concrete.

According to the Spanish concrete structural code (SC) [34], a concrete structure
exposed to XC3 and XC4 environments (corrosion by carbonation) with a useful life of
50 and 100 years has limited the minimum cover depth. Therefore, in XC3 conditions, a
minimum cover of 20 mm and 30 mm would be required. In addition, a minimum cover
depth of 25 and 35 mm, respectively, would be required for concrete exposed to the XC4
environment conditions. Table 9 describes the carbonation depth achieved by each concrete
according to the knatTHEO rate after a lifespan of 50 and 100 years.

Table 9. Carbonation depth after a lifespan of 50 and 100 years.

CC RAC50 RAC50-C RAC50-FA RAC50-FA-C XC3 XC4

Carbonation Depth (mm) Min. Cover (mm)

50 years
(knatTHEO) 14.9 15.5 21.6 20.5 23.1 20 25

100 years
(knatTHEO) 21.1 21.9 30.5 28.9 32.6 30 35

The obtained results from this study concluded that all the concretes achieved a lower
carbonation depth value than the minimum cover depth value required for the defined
useful lifespan expected in XC4 environment conditions. However, for exposure in XC3
environment conditions, the CC and RCA50 concretes would only be adequate for a lifespan
of 50 years, and the CC, the RCA50, and the RCA50-FA would be adequate for exposure
in XC4 environmental conditions. Thus, none of the recycled concrete produced with
CO2-treated recycled aggregates would achieve the governmental minimum requirements.

3.3.4. Chloride Ion Penetration vs. Carbonation Resistance

Figure 7 describes the chloride ion penetration (in coulombs) at 28 days (Table 7)
and carbonation resistance (Kacc, Table 8) of recycled aggregate concretes with respect to
the CC concrete. Figure 7 shows that the treatment and composition of recycled aggre-
gates influenced the concrete’s chloride and carbonation resistance in a different form.
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While the RAC50-C concrete (concrete produced with carbonated RCA-C) and RAC50-FA
concrete (concrete produced with uncarbonated RCA-FA) achieved the highest chloride re-
sistance and similar values to the CC concrete, the RAC50 concrete (concrete produced with
uncarbonated RCA) achieved carbonation resistance equivalent to that of the CC concrete.
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Figure 7. Influence of recycled aggregate concrete in Chloride ion penetration and carbonation
resistance with respect to CC concrete.

4. Conclusions

The following conclusions can be deduced from the results obtained by testing how the
properties of concrete are affected by the carbonation treatment on different compositions
of recycled aggregates:

- The CO2 treatment increased the density and reduced the absorption capacity of
recycled aggregates. However, when the attached mortar of the recycled aggregates
was composed with FA (RCA-FA), after carbonation, the pore size distribution was
transformed, increasing in the mesopores and macropores. Consequently, the RCA-
FA-C (carbonated) aggregate achieved higher permeability than the RCA-FA;

- Therefore, according to the properties of recycled aggregates, the carbonate treatment
was effective when the attached mortar of the recycled aggregates was composed of
OPC. In contrast, the RCA-FA-C (carbonated) aggregates achieved higher permeability
than those of the RCA-FA aggregates;

- According to physical and mechanical properties, the following is true:

# All the recycled concretes achieved adequate properties as structural concrete.
They reached the compressive strength of the CC concrete at 28 days and a
lower modulus elasticity than that of the CC concrete;

# The recycled concrete produced with 50% of the RCA-C and RCA-FA aggre-
gates achieved the most efficient properties of all the recycled concretes:

� They only achieved a 7% higher absorption capacity than that of the
CC concrete;

� The concrete produced with RCA-C achieved the highest strength;
� The recycled concrete produced with RCA-C and RCA-FA reached

similar or higher splitting tensile strength to that of the CC concrete;
� The recycled concrete produced with RCA-C and RCA-FA suffered a

lower decrease of 6% in modulus elasticity compared to the CC concrete.

According to durability, the following is true:

- All the recycled concrete produced with 50% of RA achieved the durable category
defined with a sorptivity value lower than 0.05 mm/min0.5. The concrete made with
50% of the RCA-FA achieved the lowest sorptivity value of 0.032 mm/min0.5, followed
by the CC concrete with 0.035 mm/min0.5 and the recycled concrete produced with
50% of the RCA-C with 0.036 mm/min0.5;
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- The recycled concrete achieved higher chloride ion penetration than that of the CC
concrete. However, the concrete produced with the RCA-FA aggregates achieved the
best value with only 4% higher penetration than the CC concrete, followed by the
concrete produced with the RCA-C aggregates. In contrast, the concrete produced
with the RCA-FA-C aggregates achieved the highest penetration: 38% higher than that
of the CC concrete;

- The CC concrete achieved the lowest carbonation rate, followed by the concretes
produced with 50% RCA and 50% RCA-FA. The CO2-treated recycled aggregates
worsened the carbonation resistance of the recycled concrete, with this worsening
condition increasing when the RCA-FA-C aggregates were used;

- It was found that the CC and RAC50 concretes were the only concretes adequate for
both XC3 and XC4 environment expositions.

It can be concluded that carbonation treatment was inefficient when the recycled
aggregates were obtained by crushing a parent concrete composed of FA blended cement.
The concretes made with the RCA-FA-C aggregates obtained the worst physical, mechanical,
and durability property values. In contrast, the concrete produced with 50% of the RCA-C
aggregates obtained the best property values except for carbonation resistance, which was
higher in concrete produced with the RCA aggregate. In addition, the concrete properties
made with the RCA-FA aggregates achieved better sorptivity and chloride ion penetration
resistance than those produced with the RCA-C aggregates.
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Abstract: The granulometric distribution of the aggregates used in pervious concrete can significantly
impact its mechanical and hydraulic properties by modifying granular skeleton and pore distribution.
The unit weight increases when single-sized aggregates are combined, which results in improved
mechanical properties. In this study, the maximum density methodology was applied to enhance
pervious concrete’s mechanical strength by using three narrow-sized basaltic aggregates and their
combination. The experimental results showed that the mechanical performance of the samples
created with packed aggregates improved compressive strength by up to 81.2% and the energy
support impact was higher than 225 J (50% higher than the reference sample) after curing for 28 days.
Although the densification of packing aggregates increased, the greatest reduction in porosity was
24.3%. The lowest infiltration rate was 0.43 cm/s, a satisfactory value according to the literature.
These findings suggest that the aggregates packing methodology is effective in producing optimized
and sustainable pervious concretes.

Keywords: compressive strength; impact resistance; infiltration rate; physical properties;
pore characterization

1. Introduction

As the world’s population and urbanization rates grow, more materials are used for
building construction purposes, which has reduced permeable areas and consequent soil
sealing [1–3]. This phenomenon can cause social, economic and environmental problems,
including flooding caused by stormwater [1,4–6]. To address this issue, environmental
protection agencies worldwide have proposed various alternative solutions. One promis-
ing solution is to use pervious concrete (PC) in pavements, which can help to mitigate
the negative impacts of heat islands and flooding in urban areas. Infiltrating rainwater
facilitates groundwater recharge while minimizing the pollution of water bodies [3,5–9].

PC is a type of concrete made up of cementitious materials (i.e., Portland cement),
water, open-graded coarse aggregates, and sometimes small amounts of fine aggregates [10].
Its mechanical and hydraulic properties are strongly influenced by the presence of inter-
connected pores, which typically range from 15% to 35% [4,5,10,11]. PC has an infiltration
rate that normally ranges from 0.2 to 2.64 cm/s [7,12,13] and its compressive strength falls
within the 2–30 MPa range [7,9,14,15].

PC’s mechanical and hydraulic properties are affected by various factors, such as the
amount of Portland cement, the water-to-binder ratio (w/b), the use of supplementary ce-
mentitious materials, the compaction process, and the type and grading of
aggregates [5,10,16,17]. Aggregate size can impact PC’s mechanical properties because
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it influences both pore formation and the thickness of the paste that interconnects aggre-
gates [18–21].

Granulometric aggregates distribution also plays a crucial role in determining the bal-
ance between porosity and the solid phase, which directly affect PC’s physical, mechanical,
and hydraulic properties [7,15]. The effect of combining different aggregates in PC can
depend on aggregates’ characteristics, such as their type, size, granulometric range and an-
gularity. Most studies have found that blended coarse aggregates can reduce porosity and
improve mechanical properties in PC [21]. Table 1 summarizes various mixtures designed
in the literature using combined aggregates. The results have shown that depending on
the employed aggregates, PC’s mechanical properties can be improved by up to 150.8%,
porosity can be reduced by 48% and the infiltration rate can be lowered by up to 94%.

Table 1. Summary of the influence of aggregate combinations on the properties of pervious concrete.

Author/Year Aggregate Size Use of Aggregates Main Findings

Yahia & Kabagire,
2014 [22]

2.5–10 mm
5–14 mm

10–20 mm

Three mixtures with single-sized aggregates and
three mixtures composed of 50/50% 2.5–10 mm
with 5–14 mm; 75/25% 5–14 mm with 10–20 mm

and 25/75% 5–14 mm with 10–20 mm.

The combination of aggregates improved
mechanical properties due to increased

packing density.

Meddah et al.,
2017 [23]

20 mm
10 mm

Four combinations of 10 mm and 20 mm
limestone aggregate mixtures: 50/50%, 25/75%,

75/25%, 60/40%.

Granular combinations of aggregates are one of
the main factors that affect strength

development and porosity.

Huang et al.,
2020 [24]

5–10 mm
10–15 mm

Two mixtures with single-sized granite
aggregates and one mixture made with 50% of

each single-sized aggregate.

The combination of aggregates resulted in up to
98% improved compressive strength and up to a

53% lower infiltration rate.

Hung et al.,
2021 [2]

2–5 mm
5–10 mm

Three mixtures. Mix 1: 100% aggregate 5–10 mm;
Mix 2: 80% (5–10 mm) + 15% (2–5 mm) + 5%
sand; Mix 3: 50% aggregate (5–10 mm) + 45%

aggregate (2–5 mm) + 5% sand.

The combination of aggregates resulted in up to
67% improved compressive strength, and

reductions of up to 48% and 94% in porosity and
the infiltration rate, respectively.

Wu F., Yu. Q.,
Brouwers, H.J.H.,

2022 [25]

1–2 mm
2–5 mm

Control mix made with 2–5 mm basalt and four
combinations by replacing the aggregate with

1–2 mm steel slag of 0% to 50% ratio replacement
with an increment of 12.5%.

The combination of aggregates resulted in up to
150.8% improved compressive strength, and

reductions of up to 35.7% and 63.4% in porosity
and the infiltration rate, respectively.

Neithalath, Sumanasooriya and Deo (2010) [26] report an increase in PC porosity when
employing blended single-sized aggregates. This increase is attributed to loss of larger
aggregates packing, caused by a different size particle being incorporated.

All of the above-mentioned studies were performed using empirical approaches to
combine aggregates, and not all the aggregate combinations resulted in improvements in
PC’s granular skeleton, as demonstrated.

This study aims to improve PC’s efficiency and sustainability by utilizing O’Reilly’s
maximum density methodology for aggregate packing [27]. This approach is preferred
to the empirical method for combining aggregates because it is more efficient. This study
specifically, compares the physical (density, porosity), mechanical (compressive strength,
drop-weight impact resistance) and hydraulic (infiltration rate) properties of PC prepared
using packed aggregates to those employing narrow-sized aggregates. In addition, a digital
image analysis was applied to characterize the pore structure, and a multiple regression
statistical model was used to establish correlations between mechanical and physical
properties. These findings can provide valuable insights to develop high-performance PC
that is both efficient and sustainable.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

PC was prepared using the Brazilian Portland cement classified by ABNT NBR
16697 [28] as type V (equivalent to type III in Standard ASTM C150 [29]). This cement has a
density of 3.0 g/cm3 and its composition can present up to 10 wt.% of calcareous filler [28].
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Table 2 shows the chemical Portland cement composition, determined thorugh X-ray fluo-
rescence (XRF-7000 from Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). Local available natural basaltic coarse
aggregates (supplied by Mineração Grandes Lagos, Itapura, Brazil) were used to produce
PC. Three narrow-sized aggregates (A, B, and C) were combined in this study.

Table 2. Chemical Portland cement composition determined by X-ray fluorescence (wt.%).

SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO Na2O K2O SO3 MgO Others LOI

19.9 4.4 4.6 62.8 0.1 1.0 1.6 1.1 0.2 4.3

2.2. Experimental Procedure
2.2.1. Aggregates Characterization and Packing Procedure

The physical characterization of each basaltic aggregate (named A, B and C) was
performed following the instructions of ASTM C127 [30] and ASTM C29 [31]. To determine
both the unit weight and % of voids, the same compaction procedure used during the
production of PC samples was followed: compaction was carried out on a vibration table
in two layers (10 s per layer); simultaneously, 10 blows (approx. 1 per second) were made
with a steel rod to accommodate aggregates in the cylindrical mold (100 mm × 200 mm).
Finally, five more seconds were spent on the vibration table. The procedure was repeated
three times. This modification in relation to ASTM C29 [31] in the compaction procedure
was performed to guarantee the same conditions to accommodate aggregate particles while
producing PC.

The packing procedure, which applied the maximum density methodology proposed
by O’Reilly [27], was performed by combining two near narrow-sized aggregates (A and B
or B and C). The maximum density methodology is based on the refinement of pores and,
consequently, the increase in unit weight from optimizing the packing of the employed
aggregates (see Figure 1).
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According to O’Reilly, the unit weight (kg/m3) of the largest aggregate should be
first determined. Then, a small amount of the larger aggregate (usually around 10% per
weight) is replaced with a smaller aggregate, and the unit weight is measured again. The
replacement percentage should be incrementally increased to observe its effect on unit
weight. The unit weight was obtained using the compaction procedure described above and
calculated according to ASTM C29 [31]. By graphing the replacement percentage versus
unit weight, a maximum value can be determined to indicate the optimal arrangement
of aggregates.
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This procedure was run by combining narrow-sized aggregates A–B and B–C. The
A–B–C combination was performed using the previous results obtained via the above-
mentioned combinations (A–B and B–C).

2.2.2. Pervious Concrete Production

A cement:aggregate mass ratio of 1:5 and an effective water/cement ratio of 0.26 were
set for all the PC mixtures. Six PC mixtures were assessed, as previously mentioned, with
three selected different narrow-sized aggregates (named A, B, and C), and three combi-
nations of packed aggregates (named AB, BC, and ABC) designed using the maximum
density methodology for aggregates packing. The nomenclature adopted for the different
PC is related to the employed aggregate: PC-Z, where “Z” is the used aggregate size (A,
B, C, AB, BC, or ABC). For all the mixtures, aggregates were utilized by considering the
saturated surface dry (SSD) condition. The PC mix proportions are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Mix proportions of the prepared PC.

Mixture ID
Aggregate (kg/m3) Cement

(kg/m3)
Water

(kg/m3) Water/Cement Cement/Aggregate
A B C

PC-A 1581.25 - - 316.25 82.23

0.26 1:5

PC-B - 1530.79 - 306.16 79.60
PC-C - - 1523.96 304.79 79.25

PC-AB 841.78 841.78 - 336.71 87.54
PC-BC - 633.10 949.65 316.55 82.30

PC-ABC 333.73 333.73 1001.20 333.73 86.77

The PC mixtures were prepared in a mechanical drum mixer following these steps:
first, the aggregate was added to the mixer along with 50% of the water, and the mixture
was stirred for 30 s. Next, 100% Portland cement was added, and the mixture was stirred
for another 30-s period. Finally, the remaining water was added, and the mixture was
stirred for 60 s. Cylindrical specimens (100 × 200 mm) were then molded for compressive
strength tests (five specimens), and also for density, porosity, infiltration rate and pore
characterization by an image analysis (three specimens). Specimens were molded in two
layers by following the same compaction process to measure the unit weight for aggregates
(see Section 2.2.1).

To conduct the drop-weight impact resistance test, hexagonal samples were molded
with a side length of 145 mm and a height of 60 mm (5 samples for each mixture). The
molding process of the hexagonal specimens involved the following steps: first, the mold
was filled to the top and placed on a vibrating table for 15 s, while 20 blows were applied
simultaneously with a steel rod to accommodate concrete. Next, 5 s on the vibrating table
were applied to finish compaction.

All the specimens were demolded after 24 h and transferred to a curing room with a
relative humidity of approximately 95% for 28 days until the age test. After this period,
physical, hydraulic and mechanical tests were run.

2.2.3. Porosity and Density of Pervious Concrete

The PC samples’ porosity and density were tested in accordance with ISO 17785-2 [32].
Three samples from each mixture were tested. Samples were dried in an oven until their
mass was constant. The samples’ dry mass (kg), denoted as “md”, was then recorded. Next,
the samples were immersed in water at a temperature of 20 ◦C ± 2 ◦C and left for 30 min.
To eliminate entrapped air in voids, samples were tapped 10 times around the specimen’s
circumference with a rubber mallet. Finally, the immersed mass (kg) of samples, denoted
as “ms”, was recorded.
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Porosity was calculated using Equation (1), where “ρw” is the density of water at
the water bath temperature and “Vd” is the specimen’s volume. Density (kg/m3) can be
calculated using Equation (2).

Porosity (%) =

{
1 − (md − ms)/ρw

Vd

}
× 100% (1)

Density (%) =
md
Vd

(2)

2.2.4. Infiltration Rate

The infiltration rate test was conducted in the laboratory following the recommenda-
tions proposed by ISO 17785-1 [33] (see Figure 2). Three samples of each mix proportion
were analyzed, and infiltration rate “k” was determined via Equation (3).
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the infiltration rate test.

Specimens were wrapped along their length with three layers of plastic film, and a
50 mm lip was left above the top surface. To prevent water percolation on the sides and to
adjust shrink wrap to sample surfaces, shrink wrap was heated with a heat gun. Specimens
were then placed in a funnel to leave the bottom face free.

Infiltration rate “k” was calculated based on the time “t” required for the percolation
of 2000 mL of water “V”, poured while maintaining a head of water of approximately
20 mm at the top of the specimen with a known cross-sectional area “A”.

k =
V

A × t
(3)
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2.2.5. Compressive Strength

Compressive strength was evaluated by testing five samples for each mix proportion
using a universal testing machine (EMIC) with a maximum capacity of 200 tons at a load
rate of 0.45 MPa/s, as described in NBR 5739 [34].

2.2.6. Drop-Weight Impact Resistance Test

The drop-weight impact resistance test is quantified by the number of blows required
to cause a certain level of damage. This test provides an estimate of the energy absorbed
by a sample at various load levels. To perform the test, a hexagonal sample is supported
by a bed of sand, and a steel ball (63 mm diameter, 1.06 kg mass) is dropped onto the
sample from a height of 1.0 m (see Figure 3). The test is repeated several times until the
sample fractures. The energy of each impact is calculated using Equation (4), which takes
into account the height of the drop, the steel ball’s mass and the gravitational constant.
This test was used to evaluate the drop-weight impact resistance of the samples in this
study. According to the literature [35,36], the energy absorbed by each sample during the
drop-weight impact resistance test can be calculated using Equation (4), where “IE” is the
impact energy (J), “h” is the drop height (m), “m” is the steel ball’s mass (kg) and “g” is the
gravity constant (9.81 m/s2).

IE = h × m × g (4)
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2.2.7. Pore Structure Characterization

A digital image analysis is a powerful tool for obtaining detailed information about
materials’ internal pore structure. The procedure described in Figure 4 involves half-
sectioning specimens and painting each PC face to improve contrast. High-quality two-
dimensional optical images are captured and then analyzed with the ImageJ software to
determine parameters such as total porosity, total number of pores, average pore diameter
and average pore area. This approach provides a more detailed understanding of the pore
structure than traditional methods such as method ISO 17785-2 [32].
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2.2.8. Correlations among Pervious Concrete Properties

Multiple regression is a statistical method used to explore the relation between a
dependent variable and two independent variables or more by determining the coefficients
that best fit the data [37]. In this study, a multiple regression analysis with a 95% confi-
dence level was performed to investigate the relation between the compressive strength
and impact resistance of PC and its physical properties, including density, porosity and
aggregate size.

The model is expressed by Equation (5), where y represents the predicted values
(compressive strength or impact resistance), x1, x2, x3, and xn denote the independent
variables (density, porosity, aggregate size), and a1, a2, a3 refer to the regression coefficients.
The model’s accuracy can be assessed by calculating the coefficient of determination (R-
squared value), which measures the proportion of total variation in the dependent variable
that can be explained by the independent variables. A higher R-squared value indicates
the model’s better data fit.

y(x1, x2, x3, xn) = β0 + a1 × x1 + a2 × x2 + a3 × x3 + . . . + an × xn (5)

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Aggregates Characterization and Packing Results

Three different narrow-sized aggregates, as well as their combination, were utilized
in the study. Figure 5a,b depicts the morphological characteristics and the single-sized
particle distributions, respectively. Table 4 outlines their physical properties. According
to previous studies [38,39], a coefficient of uniformity below 2.0 is desirable for achieving
higher porosity in PC. Of the tested aggregates, “B” and “C”, respectively, demonstrated
coefficients of uniformity of 1.5 and 1.4, which indicate a narrow particles range. However,
aggregate “A” displayed a coefficient of 2.4, which suggests a slightly wider particle
size range.

The results obtained from the maximum density methodology for the evaluated
aggregates are presented in Figure 5c. The maximum unit weight was achieved when 50%
of aggregate “A” was substituted for “B”, which resulted in a 10.7% increase in unit weight
compared to employing aggregate “B” alone. This outcome can be explained by the smaller
particle size and higher coefficient of uniformity exhibited by aggregate “A”, which can
significantly broaden particle size distribution when combined with “B”.
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Figure 5. (a) Morphological aspect of the narrow-sized and combined aggregates; (b) Gradation
curves of basaltic aggregates; (c) Unit weight for combined aggregates AB and BC at different
replacement percentages.

Table 4. Physical properties of basaltic aggregates.

Properties A B C AB BC ABC Standard

Water absorption (%) 4.45 2.31 1.97 3.38 2.11 2.53 ASTM C127 [30]
Specific gravity 2.97 3.04 3.03 3.01 3.03 3.02 ASTM C127 [30]

Specific gravity OD * 2.62 2.84 2.86 2.73 2.85 2.81 ASTM C127 [30]
Specific gravity SSD ** 2.74 2.91 2.92 2.83 2.92 2.88 ASTM C127 [30]
Unit weight (g/cm3) 1.75 1.68 1.69 1.86 1.76 1.84 ASTM C29 [31]

% Voids 40.96 44.63 44.11 38.22 41.72 39.09 ASTM C29 [31]
* OD—oven-dry; ** SSD—saturated-surface-dry.

With the packed aggregate “BC”, optimal replacement was determined as 40% of
aggregate “B”. This resulted in a density of 1762.2 kg/m3, which corresponds to a 4.1%
increase in unit weight compared to using aggregate “C” alone. To produce the packed
aggregate “ABC”, 60% of aggregate “C”, 20% of “B”, and 20% of “A” were mixed in line
with the results previously obtained for “BC” and “AB”. This combination gave a density
of 1835.8 kg/m3, which represents an 8.9% increase in the unit weight compared to using
aggregate “C” alone. Table 4 presents the physical parameters for the packed aggregates.

3.2. Pervious Concrete Properties
3.2.1. Porosity and Density

Figure 6a,b displays the porosity and density of all the produced PCs. An increase in
porosity and a decrease in density took place in the PCs containing only a narrow-sized
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aggregate (A, B, or C) when aggregate size was increased. In contrast, PC-A, which was
prepared with aggregate “A”, had lower porosity and higher density, likely because its
unit weight and coefficient of uniformity values were, respectively, higher. Additionally,
previous research has indicated that smaller coarse aggregates generally lead to denser and
less porous PCs [21].
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Despite having different size range distributions, PC-B and PC-C obtained similar
porosity and density values (roughly 34% and 1830 kg/m3, respectively). This result can be
attributed to the presence of the comparable voids content and unit weight of aggregates,
which are the predominant factors that influence PCs’ porosity and density [40].

The maximum density methodology was applied to combine aggregates, and resulted
in PC’s decreased total porosity and increased density. The incorporation of aggregate
A with aggregate B (PC-AB) reduced total porosity by 24.3% and increased density by
9.0% compared to the mixture created solely with aggregate B. Similarly, the combination
of aggregate B with C (PC-BC) reduced porosity by 9.2% and increased density by 3.9%
compared to the concretes created only with aggregate C. The inclusion of aggregate A
(PC-ABC) further enhanced the particles packing of aggregate C, reduced porosity by 20.5%
and increased density by 8.3% compared to PC-C. These findings are consistent with the
literature, which reports porosity ranging from 25.6% to 31.9% and density falling within
the 1903.2 kg/m3 to 1998.0 kg/m3 range [7,12,35]. Wu [25] obtained similar results, with
a reduction in porosity from 13.9% to 35.7% by combining basalt aggregates (2–5 mm)
with steel slag aggregates (1–2 mm). Figure 7 presents the correlation between density and
porosity, where a good correlation was obtained (R2 = 0.78).
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3.2.2. Infiltration Rate

The results of the hydraulic conductivity tests for the infiltration rate are presented in
Figure 8. Standard NBR 16416 [41] states that the minimum infiltration rate for PC should
be 0.1 cm/s if used for paving. The infiltration rate for the PC created with narrow-sized
aggregates (PC-A, PC-B, and PC-C) ranged from 0.46 to 2.62 cm/s. Coarser narrow-sized
aggregates led to higher infiltration rates due to the presence of larger interconnected
pores [9,42]. Conversely, smaller coarse aggregates tend to decrease PC’s drainage capacity
by creating smaller pores, which impede water flow [20,43]. Yu et al. [43] found that the
number of seepage flow paths lowered and became thinner in a PC created with smaller
aggregates, which led to reduced hydraulic efficiency.
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As expected, the narrow-sized aggregates combination resulted in a lower infiltration
rate. PC-AB had the lowest infiltration rate (0.43 cm/s) of all the assessed PCs, which is
a reduction of 67.6% compared to PC-B. The reduction of PC-BC was 36.3% compared to
PC-C. It is interesting to note that the PCs created with two packed aggregates had a similar
infiltration rate to those prepared with smaller sized aggregates. Only PC-ABC had a
higher infiltration rate compared to the PC created with the smallest aggregate (PC-A). The
decrease observed in the infiltration rate was similar to that reported by other authors, who
combined smaller sized aggregates (10–94%) [2,26,28]. In all cases, however, the observed
reduction in the infiltration rate did not block the seepage flow. Samples met the minimum
requirements set out by the standard and the data found in the literature [14,44].

3.2.3. Compressive Strength and Drop-Weight Impact Resistance

The results of the 28-day compressive strength tests of the PC made with different
aggregate sizes are presented in Figure 9a. Of the mixtures prepared with narrow-sized
aggregates, PC-A exhibited the highest compressive strength. In contrast, PC-B and PC-C
mixtures obtained a reduction of 23.8% and 32.6%, respectively, compared to PC-A. The
heavier unit weight and the lower aggregate A porosity likely contributed to better com-
pressive strength. It is noteworthy that using a coarser aggregate led to lower compressive
strength, as reported by previous studies [9,15]. This trend could be attributed to smaller
aggregates’ larger surface area, which creates more binder bonds in the internal structure,
thus improving compressive strength [20].
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Employing combined aggregates in PC resulted in a significantly improved com-
pressive strength compared to the PCs made solely with narrow-sized coarse aggregates.
Specifically, a 74.4% increase was observed for the PC-AB mix compared to PC-B. A slight
increase of 16.4% was also recorded for the PC-BC mix compared to PC-C. When the small-
est particle size aggregate was combined in the PC-ABC mix, the increase in compressive
strength was 81.2%, and the resulting compressive strength was 16.76 MPa, which came
very close to that of the PC-AB mix. Increased compressive strength can be attributed to
greater aggregates packing, which densifies concrete. Although the literature reports that
combinations of aggregates can either reduce or increase compressive strength depending
on the amount of each aggregate to be incorporated, the increase herein observed is consis-
tent with other reported values that range from 14.3 to 18.4 MPa (yielding increments up to
150%) [2,24,25]. It is important to note that no harmful reduction in the infiltration rate took
place, which suggests that enhanced PC could be produced by combining narrow-sized
aggregates with the maximum density methodology.

Figure 9b illustrates the influence of aggregate size on PC’s impact energy for hexagonal-
shaped samples. For narrow-sized aggregates, an increase in aggregate size is associated
with a slight decrease in impact energy: PC-A, PC-B and PC-C required 144.7 J, 141.2 J, and
117.1 J, respectively. However, the combination of two narrow-sized aggregates significantly
increased impact resistance. The PC-AB mix required 227.3 J for rupture, which represents
a 61.0% increase compared to PC-B. Similarly the PC-BC mix required 141.2 J, a 20.6%
increase compared to the PC-C mix. The incorporation of the finer narrow-sized aggregate
“A” resulted in a more significant increment in impact resistance with energy rising to
189.4 J in the PC-ABC mixture, which is the equivalent to a 61.8% increase compared to the
PC-C mix. This may be due to the presence of finer aggregates, which promote enhanced
bridging connections and support greater impact energy. Although there is a gap in the
literature about applying impact resistance tests in PC, the results of this study came close
to those obtained by Mastali and Dalvad [45] in self-compacting concrete reinforced with
1.25% recycled carbon fiber-reinforced polymer, with maximum absorbed energy to the
first and ultimate crack impact resistance of 223 J and 293 J, respectively.

The combination of aggregates in PC leads to a significant increase in both compressive
strength and impact resistance. The smallest aggregate’s packing ability is more efficient in
improving mechanical properties by being more effective in filling pores [25]. Therefore, the
packaging methodology can be a useful tool for optimizing aggregate mixtures to obtain
more resistant PC mixes without having to resort to trial-and-error testing.

3.2.4. Pore Structure Characterization by Digital Image Analyses

In addition to total porosity, analyzing the pore structure can provide valuable in-
sights into the behavior of the materials used in mixtures and how they influence PC
properties [17,46]. In this study, two-dimensional optical images were used to determine
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the total porosity, average diameter and pore area for the various evaluated mix proportions.
The digitized and thresholded images of samples appear in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Scanned and binary (threshold) images of different PC sample surfaces and their respective
total porosity.

The total porosity obtained through the digital image analysis can be compared to the
value calculated according to ISO 17785-2 [32]. Both results are presented in Figure 11, and a
similar trend and a linear fit with an R2 of 0.85 were obtained. These findings are consistent
with previous research by Chandrappa and Biligiri [11], who reported similar results.
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Table 5 presents the pore structure analysis results obtained with image analysis
software. Employing coarser aggregates in PC resulted in a small number of total pores in
a slice section compared to the finer aggregate, which ranged from 61 to 263 pores. This
trend is consistent with the findings of Sumanasooriya and Neithalath [47] for recycled
aggregates. Furthermore, the average pore diameter and pore area also reduced when finer
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aggregates were used, and PC-A obtained values of 2.52 mm and 7.39 mm2, respectively,
which represent 61.7% and 18.4% of the values for PC-C. The smaller pore diameters in
PC-A and their lesser connectivity were responsible for the lower infiltration rate compared
to PC-C [20,47].

Table 5. No. of pores, average pore diameter and average pore area for all the mixtures.

Mixture ID Number of Pores Average Pore
Diameter (mm)

Average Pore Area
(mm2)

PC-A 263 2.52 7.39
PC-B 89 3.45 25.79
PC-C 61 4.08 40.22

PC-AB 144 3.03 13.45
PC-BC 61 4.09 33.56

PC-ABC 77 3.61 26.56

The packing methodology had a notable impact on the PC pore structure. PC-AB
showed an increased number of pores compared to PC-B, which ranged from 89 to 144.
However, the average pore diameter and pore area decreased from 3.45 to 3.03 mm and
from 25.79 to 13.45 mm2, respectively. These results represent a reduction of 12.2% and
47.8% in the average pore diameter and average pore area, respectively.

When comparing PC-BC to PC-C, no difference in the total number of pores and
average pore diameter was seen. However, the average pore area showed a reduction of
16.6% due to the fine aggregates filling the voids of coarser aggregates during the packing
process. This reduction in pore area is supported by the lower total porosity obtained for
PC-BC vs. PC-C using ISO 17785-2 (see Figure 11) [32].

PC-ABC had a larger total number of pores than PC-C (77 vs. 61). However, the
reductions in the average pore diameter and average pore area were 11.5% and 34.0%,
respectively, which indicate pore structure refinement. This result explains the lower
infiltration rate and the increase in the mechanical properties of the PCs with a combination
of aggregates. The packing process provided by the finer aggregate combined with the
larger particles reduced pores, as herein observed and by other authors [20,43].

3.3. Correlations among Pervious Concrete Properties

The relation among PCs’ density, porosity, infiltration rate and mechanical properties
is generally linear or exponential [16,18,22]. Figure 12 illustrates the relation among com-
pressive strength, impact energy and infiltration rate concerning the density and porosity
of the PC mixtures for which different sized aggregates were used.

The compressive strength showed a linear increase with rising density and a de-
crease with increasing porosity (R2 = 0.66 and R2 = 0.93, respectively). The impact energy
for rupture exhibited similar behavior when related to density (R2 = 0.82) and porosity
(R2 = 0.78). Conversely for the infiltration rate, an increase in density and a decrease in
porosity gave a lower infiltration rate (R2 = 0.53 and R2 = 0.89, respectively). These findings
agree with the literature [9,15,19,48], and suggest a close relation between the infiltration
rate and porosity.

A multiple regression model (using 18 experimental data) was conducted using a
statistical program (Statgraphics Centurion) to establish the correlation among compressive
strength, impact energy, density, porosity and aggregate size. With the linear regression
model (Equation (5)), this analysis identified the parameters (density, porosity, aggregate
size) that most significantly affected the assessed PC mixtures’ compressive strength and
impact energy.
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Figure 12. Relation of compressive strength, impact energy and infiltration rate with density and
porosity for pervious concrete.

Table 6 summarizes the coefficients obtained for a1 (density), a2 (porosity), a3 (ag-
gregate size) and β0 (interception), the p-values significance, and an analysis of variance
(ANOVA) at the 95% confidence level. According to the ANOVA, there was a statistically
significant relation between the assessed parameters (p-value < 0.05). The multiple regres-
sion model for compressive strength showed that density was the most crucial parameter
to affect PC’s compressive strength (p-value 0.014). However, aggregate size was also
a variable with a strong influence in the regression model (p-value 0.056). For impact
energy, all the variables strongly impacted the regression model with p-values below 0.05.
Although all the variables were influential, density and aggregate size were the prominent
influencers. For both compressive strength and impact resistance, density was the main
influencing variable, followed by aggregate size.

The predicted compressive strength and impact resistance values were compared to
the obtained experimental data. The results are shown in Figure 13. Both models exhibited
a strong linear correlation between the predicted and experimental values, with R2 = 0.95
for compressive strength and R2 = 0.86 for impact strength, which indicate a good fit.

The conducted tests and the statistical analysis confirmed that aggregate size signifi-
cantly impacted PC samples’ mechanical properties. Optimizing the aggregate combination
is, thus, an effective way to enhance PC’s mechanical properties. The proposed method-
ology provides a simple approach for combining aggregates, which reduces both time
consumption and consumed resources. Therefore, its application can be an efficient and
effective means to obtain desired mechanical PC properties.
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Table 6. Summary of the multiple regression model results that considers the dependence of com-
pressive strength and impact energy vs. density, porosity and aggregate size.

Coefficients p-Value

Compressive
Strength Impact Energy Compressive

Strength Impact Energy

ANOVA - - 0.000 0.000
R2 0.95 0.86 - -

Intercept (β0) −118.831 −4299.440 0.058 0.003
Density (a1) 0.071 2.095 0.014 0.001
Porosity (a2) 0.043 19.981 0.910 0.022

Aggregate size (a3) −0.987 −38.692 0.056 0.001
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4. Conclusions

By following the maximum density methodology, this study aimed to investigate
how packing aggregates could improve PC’s properties by making it more efficient and
sustainable. The experimental results led to the following conclusions:

- Aggregate size directly impacts PC’s properties. Packing smaller aggregates makes
concrete denser by reducing its porosity by up to 24.3%.

- Aggregate size and porosity both affect the infiltration rate, with smaller aggregates
leading to lower infiltration rates due to narrower seepage flow paths and more
efficient pore filling when packed with larger aggregates. However, even the lowest
infiltration rate (0.43 cm/s) meets the recommendations that appear in the literature.

- Employing smaller aggregates tends to increase mechanical PC properties. Both com-
pressive strength and impact resistance improve with smaller packed aggregates. The
statistical analysis shows that density and aggregate size are the primary parameters
that influence mechanical properties.

- Using smaller aggregates increases the total number of pores, but reduces both the
average pore diameter and the average pore area, as observed with the image analysis.

The proposed methodology can be beneficial for designing denser PC by efficiently
combining aggregates. This can be useful in certain applications, such as pavement design,
which requires improved mechanical properties, or in adsorptive processes for pollutant
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removal via slow drainage in PC. Moreover, this methodology simplifies the mix design
process by reducing the need for trial-and-error methods to achieve efficient PC mix-
tures. As a result, fewer resources are consumed, which makes PC more sustainable and
environment-friendly.
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Notations

PC pervious concrete
SSD saturated-surface-dry
OD oven-dry
md mass of oven-dried samples (kg)
MS mass of samples submerged in bath (kg)
ρw density of water at the water bath temperature (kg/m3)
Vd specimen’s volume (m3)
k infiltration rate (cm/s)
t time required for the water percolation (s)
V volume of water poured (cm3)
A specimen’s cross-sectional area (cm2)
IE impact energy (J)
h drop height (m)
m steel ball’s mass (kg)
g gravity constant (9.81 m/s2)
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Abstract: There is a lack of effective disposal methods for the increasing amount of textile waste
that is being generated worldwide. This is creating environmental concerns and burdening waste
management facilities. In this study, we propose that cotton fibres that have been recycled from textile
waste could be used as fibre reinforcement in cement mortar. Seven mix designs were prepared, which
were based on the quantity (0.4%, 0.8%, 1.6% and 2.0% by the weight of the cement) and length (20 mm,
30 mm and 40 mm) of the cotton fibres. The physical properties, including workability, compressive
strength, flexural strength, density and water absorption, were investigated. The workability of the
cement mortar was reduced with the addition of the cotton fibres. The flexural strength of the cement
mortar with the added cotton fibres was improved by up to 9%, compared to the flexural strength of
the control samples. The compressive strengths of the samples generally decreased with the increase
in the fibre content and length. However, the C0.8 mix showed a comparable compressive strength
to the control mix at all curing ages, with a slight decrease of 2.5% on day 56 of curing. The results
were further clarified using SEM images. The improvement in the flexural properties showed that
the cotton fibres could be implemented as fibre reinforcement in cementitious composites.

Keywords: cotton fibre; cement mortar; waste management; natural fibre; cement composites

1. Introduction

Textile waste is an increasingly common issue for waste management facilities. There
have been extensive investigations, globally, to find the most effective way to reduce, reuse
and recycle textile waste materials; however, there is still an overwhelming amount of
excess textile waste ending up in landfill. In Australia alone, on average, 27 kg of new
clothing is acquired per person annually, of which 23 kg ends up in landfill [1,2]. In total,
more than 800,000 tonnes of leather, rubber and textiles were discarded in 2018–2019, with
a recycling rate of just 7% [3].

To reduce the environmental impact and relieve the pressure on waste management
facilities [4], the cotton fibres extracted from textile waste could be recycled for use in con-
struction applications. The current methods used for the fibre reinforcement of cementitious
materials typically use synthetic fibres to improve their mechanical properties. However,
the cost and environmental impacts associated with the manufacturing of synthetic fibres
are unsustainable and comparatively worse than processing natural fibres such as cotton [5].
The use of waste/recycled material will lead to sustainable development in the construction
industry [6,7]. Saleh et al. [8] used waste fibres to improve the properties of mortar and
recommended the use of waste fibres for various construction applications.

Cement-based composites are widely utilised materials in civil engineering practices.
Though, due to their brittle nature and poor resistance to crack formation, there have been
significant studies exploring the potential use of natural fibres in cement composites to
prevent these mechanical defects [9–12]. In addition, the fibre reinforcement could enhance
the durability of cementitious composites. Jiang et al. [13] concluded that the inclusion of
fibres improved the energy dissipation characteristics of cementitious composites. Due to
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the relatively high tensile strength and complex orientation of natural fibres, they have
the ability to reinforce brittle cementitious composites [14]. Some recent studies have
indicated that the implementation of natural fibre reinforcement in cement composites
can significantly improve their physical, mechanical and microstructural properties [15].
Furthermore, Eskander and Saleh [16] used natural fibres to reinforce cement mortar and
concluded that the addition of fibres showed resistance against radioactive waste and
freeze–thaw cycles. However, there has been inconclusive research regarding the influence
of fibre quantity and fibre length on specific mechanical properties.

The mechanical properties of individual cotton fibres depend on a fibre’s dimensions,
density and orientation. In general, increasing a fibre’s length tends to decrease its tensile
strength. Studies have shown that increasing the lengths of fibres can lead to a higher
probability of kink banding and fibre entanglement, compared to shorter fibre lengths.
This leads to a reduced mechanical response from individual fibres [10]. Kink banding is
another phenomenon that can occur. It involves the dislocation of fibres on the surface
when under axial loads [17]. The fibre entanglement can cause multiple fibres to interlock,
forming complex fibrous structures that can alter the bonding between the cement matrix
and the fibres [18].

Previous studies have compared the use of synthetic fibres with natural fibre rein-
forcement and have found comparable improvements in the flexural properties of natural-
fibre-reinforced cement composites [12,19]. Pichardo et al. [12] reported a 40% and 7%
improvement in the compressive and flexural strengths, respectively, of concrete by incor-
porating cotton fibres. Some studies have demonstrated the feasibility of using recycled
cotton fibres as a renewable alternative to inorganic fibre reinforcement. Alomayri et al. [20]
reported improvements of up to 50% in the flexural strength of composites with the addition
of 2.1% of cotton fibres. Several studies [21–24] have been conducted on the use of various
types of natural fibres that can be used; however, very few studies have focused on the
cotton fibres extracted from textile waste. Therefore, further investigations are required to
determine the effect of different percentages of cotton fibres to obtain an optimum quantity
for improving the properties of mortar. In addition, there is a limited amount of literature
available on the effect of the length of cotton fibres on the properties of mortar. The use of
cotton fibres, unlike synthetic fibres, will reduce the carbon footprint of the construction
industry.

In this research, to enhance textile recycling and to promote sustainability in the
construction industry, cotton-derived fibres were incorporated in cement-based mortar.
This was carried out by shredding recycled cotton sheets down to a fibrous state for
use in the reinforcement of cement composites, and to assess the fresh, hardened and
microstructural properties. Primarily, four mixes were prepared based on the addition of
cotton fibres by the weight of the cement, in quantities ranging from 0.4%, 0.8%, 1.6% and
2.0%. The influence of the fibre content on the mechanical properties were then investigated.
Moreover, to assess the influence of fibre length on the properties of mortar, cotton fibres
with lengths of 20 mm, 30 mm and 40 mm were studied.

To determine the effects of fibre length and fibre quantity on the cement composites
in this study, the physical and mechanical properties were assessed through workability,
density, absorption, compressive strength and flexural strength tests. The microstructural
properties were analysed through scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging, to assess
the morphology of each mixture and to identify the interfacial bonding between the cotton
fibres and the cement matrix.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

The materials used to prepare mortar samples included cement, fine aggregates, cotton
fibres and superplasticizer. In this research, Boral general-purpose cement, complying
with Australian Standard AS 3972-2010 [25], was used. The fine aggregates, with particle
sizes ranging from 0.075 mm to 4.75 mm and a bulk density of 2800 kg/m3, were used.
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The bed sheet and extracted cotton fibres are shown in Figure 1. To maintain a consistent
water-to-cement ratio, MasterGlenium SKY 8100 [26] superplasticiser was added to all
mixtures.
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Figure 1. Raw materials: (a) bed sheet and (b) extracted cotton fibres.

The cotton fibres used in this research were extracted from recycled, white bed sheets,
obtained from Lifeline Newcastle (Newcastle, Australia)—a textile recycling facility. The
white sheet was utilized as it did not contain any dye material. The sheets were cleaned
and then cut into strips. Each strip was then cut to the desired width and then further
cut into squares, according to the required length. The individual fibres were collected
from these square sheets to obtain the required amount of cotton fibres. The process for
obtaining the required fibres is summarised in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Recycled cotton fibre extraction process: (a) recycled bed sheet, (b) cut into strips, (c) cut
into square of required lengths and (d) cotton fibres.

The SEM image of cotton fibres is shown in Figure 3, below. The diameter of cotton
fibres ranged from 5 µm to 20 µm.
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2.2. Mix Design

The mix design for the preparation of mortar samples is presented in Table 1. The
mix design was based on the trial mixes used to obtain high-strength mortar samples. The
amounts of cement and fine aggregates were kept constant in all mixes. The quantity of
water used in each mix was maintained to account for the absorption of water by cotton
fibres and fine aggregates. Seven mixes were prepared, and the mixes were based on the
quantity and length of the cotton fibres. The four mortar mixes were prepared with the
addition of 0.4%, 0.8%, 1.6% and 2.0% of cotton fibres, by weight of cement in each mix.
Cotton fibres of 30 mm in length were used for these four mixes. Two mixes were prepared
with cotton fibres of 20 mm and 40 mm in length and the percentage of cotton fibres added
to these two mixes were kept 0.8% of the weight of the cement. One control mix was
prepared without the addition of cotton fibres to compare the effect of different amounts
and lengths of cotton fibres on the properties of mortar. The percentage of cotton fibres
added was based on previous studies [14,27].

Table 1. Designed mix proportions.

Mix Label Fine Aggregates
(kg)

Cement
(kg) Water (kg) Cotton Fibre

(wt%)
Cotton Fibre

(kg)
Superplasticiser

(L)

C0.0 1750 525 233 0.0 0.0 3.75

C0.4 1750 525 233 0.4 2.1 3.75

C0.8 1750 525 233 0.8 4.2 6.25

C1.6 1750 525 233 1.6 8.4 11.25

C2.0 1750 525 233 2.0 10.5 15.00

C0.8-S 1750 525 233 0.8 4.2 6.25

C0.8-L 1750 525 233 0.8 4.2 6.25

To identify each mix, a symbolic naming convention was adopted. For example, the
letter ‘C’ at the start of each mixture indicates the presence of cotton fibres in each mix, and
the amount of cotton fibres in that mix is then indicated by the decimal number following
the letter ‘C’. Where symbols ‘S’ and ‘L’ are present, this indicates that the smaller (20 mm)
and larger (40 mm) cotton fibres were used. For example, C0.8-S indicates the mix contains
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0.8% cotton fibre, relative to the cement weight, and that the smaller (20 mm) fibres were
used. A water-to-cement ratio of 0.5 was maintained for all mixes, and superplasticiser was
added to maintain comparable workability.

2.3. Preparation of Samples

All mixes were prepared in the engineering department’s laboratory at the University
of Newcastle and followed AS 2350.12-2006 [28] for the preparation of standard mortar and
the moulding of samples for testing.

After all ingredients had been weighed and prepared, half of the fine aggregate was
poured into the mortar mixer, followed by the entire cement bucket. The remaining fine
aggregate was then added and the machine was turned on and mixed for 2 min. After
2 min, the dry materials were inspected to ensure adequate mixing. After inspection, the
mortar mixer was then turned back on, and cotton fibres were added incrementally to
reduce clumping phenomena between fibres. Fibres were mixed for 2 min, then the mixing
machine was stopped for an additional inspection to observe the dispersion of cotton fibres,
as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Dry mixture with cotton fibres.

If fibres were well-dispersed in dry materials, the mortar mixer was then turned on
and the water (with superplasticiser) was added slowly. The wet mixture was blended for
an additional 2 min before stopping to check the homogeneity of the mix and dispersion
of cotton fibres. The workability of the mix was determined using a flow table test, in
accordance with ASTM C1437 [21]. After mixing, the fresh mortar was placed in different
moulds for mechanical tests. The samples were removed from the moulds after 24 h and
cured in the climate-controlled fog room.

2.4. Physical and Mechanical Testing
2.4.1. Water Absorption of Cotton Fibres

To estimate the 24 h water absorption of the cotton fibres, a test was conducted before
the mortar mixing. To do this, 1 gram of cotton fibres was weighed in a precision, vacuum-
chambered scale. The fibres were then submerged in water for 24 h. After 24 h, the fibres
were removed from the water and placed on a drying rack to be air-dried for 1 h, ensuring
the fibres were well dispersed.
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After an hour, the fibres were transferred to a clean aluminium dish and placed in
an oven at 50 ◦C, for 24 h. After 24 h, the fibres were re-weighed and the change in water
content was measured using Equations (1)–(3), as follows:

24 h Absorption % =
MDry f inal − MDry Initial

MDry Initial
× 100 (1)

MDry Final = Mass o f Cotton Fibres a f ter 24 h in Oven (2)

MDry Initial = Mass o f Cotton Fibres be f ore being submerged in water (3)

2.4.2. Workability and Density

The workability of the fresh mortar was assessed using the flow table test, in accor-
dance with ASTM C1437 [29]. Two readings were taken and the average was reported. The
densities of hardened mortar samples at 7, 28 and 56 days were determined in accordance
with AS 1012.12.1-1998 (R2014) [30]. Three cube samples of each mix were used and the
average was reported.

2.4.3. Mechanical Tests

For this research study, mechanical tests involved compressive and flexural strength.
These tests were performed to observe the effect of cotton fibres on the mechanical proper-
ties of mortar. The compressive strength test was carried out following the method outlined
in AS 1012.9:2014 [31]. The tests were performed on cube samples with dimensions of
70 mm, using a universal testing machine and keeping a loading rate of 0.5 N/mm2/s.
They were tested on days 7, 28 and 56 of curing.

The flexural strength tests of the cement mortar prisms were conducted using a three-
point bending test in accordance with ASTM C348 [32]. The flexural tests were performed
on the prisms of 40 × 40 × 160 mm, using a Geo-con 10 kN loading frame, at a displacement
rate of 0.05 mm/min. Tests were carried out on day 28 of curing.

2.4.4. Water Absorption

The water absorption test involved the preparation of 3 samples on day 56 of curing.
The samples followed AS1012.21-1999 (R2014) [33] for the water absorption of hardened con-
crete. The mass of each sample was recorded before being submerged in room-temperature
water for 48 h. After 48 h, the samples were removed and re-weighed at surface-dry
conditions (M1). The samples were then moved to a 100 ◦C oven for a further 24 h. After
24 h, the samples were removed and re-weighed (M2). The total absorption for each sample
was calculated using Equation (4), as follows:

absorption (%) =
M1 − M2

M2
× 100 (4)

2.4.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Analysis

To observe the microstructure of each mix, a trimming of a sample from each mix was
prepared for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis. The SEM used to complete this
analysis was a Zeiss Sigma VP, with low-vacuum conditions for very porous materials.
To obtain clear images of the microstructure, backscattered detection was used at 15 kV
acceleration voltage. To confirm the chemical composition and location of cotton fibres
throughout each mix, energy dispersion X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was also used.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Water Absorption of Cotton Fibres

A water absorption test on the cotton fibres indicated that their 24 h absorption was
approximately 2 grams per 1 gram of cotton fibre. Therefore, the additional water added
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to each mix was two times the quantity of the cotton fibres. While there is insufficient
literature to support the exact absorption rate of cotton fibres, this 24 h approximation
should be sufficient for the low quantity of fibres added in this research study.

3.2. Workability

As the cotton fibre content increased, a steady decrease in the workability of the
mixture was observed, and the added superplasticiser began to have a minimal effect on
the flow diameter. The results are shown in Table 2. There were minimal improvements
to the workability of the mix as the amounts of superplasticiser were increased. This was
likely to be because the cotton fibres absorbed some of the superplasticiser while in the wet
mixture; therefore, it was not well dispersed considering the cement particles [11]. Similar
results were reported in [34]: the addition of fibres absorbed the superplasticizer and
nullified its effect in cementitious composites. It is believed that the absorbing phenomenon
is generalized for every type of superplasticizer and must be considered while working
on the mix design of cement composites with cotton fibres. The dosage of superplasticizer
used was similar to the dosage used for the optimum mix, C0.8, and the flow diameter of
mixes with 20 mm and 40 mm fibres was 170 mm. It seems that the fibre length showed
no significant effect on the workability of the mortar, compared to the flow diameter of
mix C0.8. Similar results were reported by Banfill et al. [35]: increasing the fibre length and
fibre content increased the workability of the cement mortar.

Table 2. Flow table workability measurements.

Mix Average Flow Diameter (mm) Superplasticiser Used (mL)

C0.0 170 15

C0.4 170 15

C0.8 160 25

C1.6 140 45

C2.0 130 60

C0.8-S 170 25

C0.8-L 170 25

3.3. Density

The density of the mortar samples in their hardened states on days 7, 28 and 56
of curing are demonstrated in Figure 5. The reported densities were the average of the
three samples for each mix at the specific curing intervals. The density of the control
mix increased on days 28 and 56, compared to the density on day 7. The densities of
the mixes with cotton fibres showed irregular patterns; however, there was not much
difference among the densities of the mixes with cotton fibres on days 28 and 56. The C0.8
sample had the highest density—2401 kg/m3—on day 7 of curing, but this reduced by
8.45% and 10.58% on day 28 and 56, respectively. The slight change in the densities may
have been because of the amount of superplasticizer used in each mix. The presence of
superplasticizer affected the workability and compaction of the samples and had a relative
effect on the densities of the mixes with cotton fibres. The presence of superplasticizer
induced air entrainment in the mixes and caused slight variations in the densities of the
mortar samples [36].

When we analysed the influence of the length of the cotton fibres on the density of the
mortar mixes, as shown in Figure 5, we observed a slight difference among the densities of
the mortar samples. The samples with 30 mm fibre lengths showed the highest densities
on days 7, 28, and 56 of curing. The densities of all the mortar samples, with varying fibre
lengths, showed a similar trend, with decreases in their densities on days 28 and 56 of
curing. The density of the samples with 20 mm cotton fibres on day 28 of curing were
exceptions to this trend; a slight increase in density was observed on these 28-day mortar
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samples, with 20 mm cotton fibres. Primarily, this was because of the lower rate of water
loss compared to the other samples. These density results indicate that the presence of
cotton fibres produces additional pores in the microstructure, causing a reduction in density.
This aligns with the results in a previous study [37].
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3.4. Compressive Strength

The compressive strength tests were performed for all of the mixes on days 7, 28 and 56
of curing. Three samples per curing age were tested to determine the average compressive
strengths. The failure pattern in the samples with and without cotton fibres are shown in
Figure 6. The control samples without cotton fibres typically failed in a brittle and explosive
manner, while the samples with cotton fibres showed ductile failure. The ductile failure
pattern indicated the bridging effect provided by the cotton fibres.
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When comparing the compressive strengths at all of the curing ages, the incorporation
of cotton fibres showed an overall reduction in compressive strength, as shown in Figure 7.
The mixes containing lower cotton fibre quantities showed better compressive strength
than the mixes with a higher cotton fibre content at all curing ages.
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The control mix demonstrated the highest compressive strengths: 55.6 MPa, 63.7 MPa
and 69 MPa on days 7, 28 and 56, respectively. When comparing the 7-day compressive
strength of the control mix with the compressive strength of the mixes containing cotton
fibres, there was a noticeable decline, with mixes C0.4, C0.8, C1.6 and C2.0 reducing by
17.4%, 8.1%, 17.6% and 29%, respectively. A similar trend was observed on both days 28
and 56 of curing.

The C0.8 mix had the highest compressive strength of all mixes containing cotton
fibres and was the most comparable to the control mix at all curing ages. The decrease in
the compressive strength of mix C0.8 compared to the control mix were only 8.1%, 8.5%
and 2.5% on days 7, 28 and 56 of curing, respectively.

When comparing the influence of the fibre content on the compressive strength of
cement mortar, an optimal quantity (C0.8) was found. At this quantity, we observed im-
provements in compressive strength, and a decrease in the samples’ compressive strengths
were observed as the quantity of cotton fibres were increased [12,38]. The decrease in
the compressive strength of the mixes containing cotton fibres was due to the complex
structure of the cotton fibres, which occupied additional space in the matrix in a highly
variable orientation. The orientational variability that was interfering with the interfacial
bonding between the cement and aggregate led to a reduction in the compressive strength
of the mortar mixes containing cotton fibres. Vailati et al. [38] reported that the orientation
of fibres played an important role in the strength mechanism of mortar. In addition, the
evaporation of the initially absorbed water by the cotton fibres led to a decrease in the com-
pressive strength of the mixes containing cotton fibres. Kubica and Galman [39] reported
that the retention of the initially absorbed water has a significant influence on the strength
of the mortar. When observing the effects of the fibre length on the compressive strengths
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of the mixes, the 30 mm fibre length had the highest compressive strengths at all curing
ages, as shown in Figure 7.

There was a significant decrease in the compressive strength of the mixes containing
20 mm and 40 mm fibres—29.3% and 24.2%, respectively—compared to the 7-day com-
pressive strength of the mix containing 30 mm fibres. Similarly, the 28-day compressive
strengths of the mixes with 20 mm and 40 mm fibre lengths were 27.7% and 21.6% lower,
respectively, than the 28-day compressive strength of the mixes with 30 mm fibre lengths.
Furthermore, the 56-day compressive strengths for the 20 mm and 40 mm fibre lengths
were 24.5% and 23.5% lower, respectively, than the 56-day compressive strength of the
mixes with 30 mm fibre lengths. As all the mixes were based on the C0.8 mix design, it
can be concluded that fibre length does affect the compressive strength of mortar. The
lower compressive strength for the samples containing 20 mm and 40 mm fibres could
be attributed to the quantity and dimensions of the fibres in the matrix. As found in the
literature, the dimensions of the fibre correlate to a higher probability of defects such as
kink banding and fibre entanglement [10]. While fibre entanglement would be the reason
for the reduced compressive strength in the samples containing 20 mm fibres, kink banding
could be the reason in samples containing 40 mm cotton fibres. This is because an increased
fibre length is more likely to develop kink banding in individual fibres, thus reducing the
compressive strength of the mortar.

3.5. Flexural Strength

The flexural strength of each mix was determined using the three-point bending test,
after 28 days of curing. All the mixes containing cotton fibres displayed a brittle failure
mechanism, with some fibres visibly bridging between the failure surface. When comparing
the cotton fibre content of all of the mixes to the control mix, there was a general decrease in
flexural strength with the addition of cotton fibres, as shown in Figure 8. Mixes C0.4, C1.6
and C2.0 had an average flexural strength of 8.94 MPa, 9.1 Mpa and 8.95 Mpa, respectively,
which were approximately 13.5% lower than the control mix. However, the C0.8 mix
displayed an improved flexural strength of 11.35 MPa, which was a 9% improvement on
the control mix.
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When observing the influence of cotton fibre lengths on the flexural strength of the
samples, the mix containing 30 mm fibres had the highest flexural strength, at 11.35 MPa,
as shown in Figure 8. This improvement might be due to a combination of fibre-bridging
in the microstructure and of a reduction in the crack propagation, as discussed above
(see Figure 6). Furthermore, sufficient fibre bonding might occur in the interfacial transition
zone (ITZ). A further discussion on microstructure can be found in Section 3.7, where the
microstructure is discussed in detail, alongside microscopy images. Ozerkan et al. [40]
also reported similar findings: the addition of fibres improved the flexural performance
of the mortars but decreased their compressive strength. This could be attributed to the
orientation of the cotton fibres in the matrix [41]. The orientation of the fibres in the cement
composites played a vital role. The fibres that were oriented perpendicular to the crack
may have helped in delaying or reducing the crack opening through a bridging effect [42].

The mix containing 20 mm and 40 mm fibres showed a reduction in flexural strength.
The flexural strength of the mixes containing 20 mm and 40 mm fibres were 31.5% and
22.7% lower, respectively, than in the mix containing 30 mm fibres. This suggested that
the geometry of the 20 mm fibres could be too small to cause the flexural improvements
needed for the cotton fibres to bond effectively with the cement matrix. However, the
30 mm fibres were of sufficient dimensions to influence the microstructure and to develop
a fibre-bridging effect. The reduced flexural strength of the mix containing 40 mm fibres
could be a result of fibre entanglement throughout the sample, which could have led to a
weaker bonding with the matrix.

3.6. Water Absorption

The water absorption test was performed for all mixes on day 56 of curing. Given the
hydrophilic properties of cotton fibres, it was expected that the mixes with an increased
fibre content would retain additional water. When comparing all of the mixes to the control
mix, a steady increase in absorption could be observed, as shown in Figure 9. Mixes C0.4,
C0.8, C1.6, C2.0, C0.8-S and C0.8-L showed an increase of 16.5%, 9.0%, 49.5%, 55.1%, 58.6%
and 64.0%, respectively. The mix containing 40 mm fibres had the greatest increase in water
absorption. By comparing the average 56-day densities to the 56-day water absorption of
all the mixes, a strong correlation was observed between the absorption and density of all
in them.
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As shown in Figure 9, the mixes with higher densities had a lower absorption rate. This
suggests that mix C0.0 and mix C0.8 contained less voids than C0.4, C1.6, C2.0, C0.8-S or
C0.8-L. When comparing the effects of fibre length, the mix containing 30 mm fibres had the
highest density and lowest absorption, whereas the 40 mm mix had the highest absorption
and lowest density. This further confirmed that the increased presence of fibres generated
more pores in the microstructure. Similar results were reported by Ziada et al. [43]: the
addition of fibres increased the water absorption of cementitious composites. In other
studies, natural fibres have been pre-treated using various techniques to reduce the water
absorption [44]. In this study, the cotton fibres were pre-soaked and dried for this reason.
Although the synthetic fibres might have lower water absorption, the use of natural fibres
enhances the sustainability of the building materials [45].

3.7. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Results

The microstructural formation of the mortar mixes with cotton fibres were observed
through scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The SEM analysis was conducted on each of
the mixes containing 30 mm cotton fibres. To validate the SEM findings, an additional en-
ergy dispersion X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used to determine the chemical composition
corresponding to each SEM image. The morphologies of all of the samples are shown in
Figure 10. It was confirmed that the microstructure was uniform in the cement regions of
all of the mixes and that, overall, it was very dense, with some porous regions present.
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Figure 10. SEM images: (a) without fibres and (b) with cotton fibres (C1.6).

When comparing the SEM images for all the mixes, the C0.0 mix (Figure 10a) displayed
very dense cement regions and minor cracking between the ITZ, in a mostly linear orienta-
tion. Some dark spots could be observed, but very minimal voids were present. Figure 10b
shows a sample with cotton fibres, which showed higher porosity and significant dark spots
throughout the matrix. In Figure 10b, two fibres appeared to intersect with one another,
causing some fibre entanglement. The close-up image appears to capture an agglomeration
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of cotton fibres, causing fibre entanglement. These fibres did not bond effectively with the
matrix, and there was significant micro-cracking spalling from the edges of the fibres.

When comparing these SEM images to the mechanical properties of each sample,
Figure 10b confirmed that the increased cotton fibre content caused agglomerations of
fibres throughout the matrix, increasing the probability of fibre entanglement and kink
banding. When cracking propagates at sharp angles it indicates a poor interfacial bonding
between the cement and the aggregate, or the presence of aggregates embedded beneath
the surface of the matrix. When analysing the microstructural images for the C1.6 mix, we
observed improvements in the cotton fibre and cement bonding, as shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Fibre bridging in sample C1.6: (a) cement-coated fibre and (b) poorly-coated fibre.

Figure 11a shows a single, cement-coated cotton fibre bridging a void, with fine
aggregate embedded within the void. The cotton fibre was well coated with cement
particles, hence, the strong bonding between the void boundaries. Similarly, Figure 11b
shows a cotton fibre bridging between two different cement regions. This fibre was poorly
coated with cement particles and was most likely only fixed at the ends of the fibres. The
flexural improvements in all the samples could have been because of the fibre bridging
effect. However, due to the increased quantity of fibres in the matrix, kink banding and fibre
entanglement was most likely the reason for the variability in the flexural strengths [10].

This suggested that the cotton fibre distribution was likely to be the most influential
reason for the flexural improvements shown in mix C0.8, rather than the quantity of
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the fibres. The use of the proper type and quantity of superplasticizer also helps in the
distribution of fibres. In addition, care must be taken while adding the fibres into the matrix
to reduce the chances of the agglomeration of fibres in the cement matrix [14].

To confirm the chemical composition of the mixes, an EDS analysis was used to
confirm the location of the cotton fibres in the SEM images and to investigate the dark spots
throughout the cementitious regions. The EDS analysis was conducted at two locations to
compare the atomic differences, and to confirm the darker regions in all of the SEM images
where cotton fibres were present.

Provided that the cellulosic chemical composition of cellulose is C6H10O5 [46], it was
expected that a carbon to oxygen ratio of 1.2:1 would be observed in the spectroscopy
results. As shown in Table 3, the quantitative analysis of both points showed significant
traces of carbon and oxygen, with residual quantities of silicon and calcium.

Table 3. EDS chemical composition of points 1–6.

Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 Point 6

Element Atom
(%) Element Atom

(%) Element Atom
(%) Element Atom

(%) Element Atom
(%) Element Atom

(%)

O 44.68 C 61.45 C 62.69 C 60.68 O 44.80 O 64.78
C 43.48 O 33.26 O 33.33 O 36.03 C 40.53 C 13.15

Ca 7.19 Ca 2.36 Ca 1.76 Ca 1.75 Ca 8.25 Ca 12.33
Si 2.94 Si 1.88 Si 1.44 Si 1.02 Si 4.02 Si 5.97
Al 0.75 Al 0.48 Al 0.38 Al 0.26 Al 1.01 Al 1.79
Mg 0.30 Na 0.23 Na 0.13 Na 0.11 Na 0.040 Na 0.61
Na 0.22 K 0.14 Fe 0.11 K 0.08 Mg 0.33 Mg 0.44
Fe 0.19 Fe 0.13 K 0.11 Mg 0.06 Fe 0.28 Fe 0.41
K 0.17 Mg 0.07 Mg 0.06 K 0.24 K 0.34
S 0.08 S 0.14 S 0.17

When quantifying the atomic distribution for both point one and two, approximately
66% of the chemical composition was carbon and 30% was oxygen. Calcium and silicon
only represented 1% of the chemical composition, and the trace amounts of aluminium,
sodium and potassium were 0.45%, 0.24% and 0.31%, respectively. The EDS results at
points one and two suggested that the carbon to oxygen content of 2:1 was not expected for
a cellulosic fibre. Therefore, additional EDS locations were selected, as shown in Figure 12.
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Points one and two were chosen to investigate the dark spots that recurred in all the
mixes. Points 3, 4 and 5 were selected as these were expected to display cotton fibres. The
area at point six was selected as a control point, to determine the chemical composition of
the cementitious region.

As shown in Table 3, the EDS concluded that points one and five contained comparable
chemical distributions, with carbon to oxygen ratios of 1.1:1, indicating the expected cotton
fibre properties. Points two, three and four showed an increased carbon content, similar to
the early cotton fibre findings, where the carbon to oxygen ratio was 1.6:1. The high content
of carbon might be due to the presence of superplasticizer, as reported by Ma et al. [47], who
suggested that the polycarboxylate-based superplasticizer caused significant concentrations
of carbon in cement paste. The cement region at point six contained a typical cement–mortar
chemical composition, where higher amounts of oxygen, calcium and silicon were present
compared to points one to five [48].

After analysing the spectroscopy for the points shown in Figure 12, we concluded that
the superplasticiser was most likely being absorbed by the cotton fibres, which increases
the carbon content and leads to a carbon to oxygen ratio of 1.6:1.

When comparing the SEM analysis to the mechanical properties of each sample, we
concluded that the inclusion of cotton fibres introduced additional voids in the matrix,
therefore, reducing its density. This supports the results obtained through absorption tests,
where the samples with higher quantities of fibres increased the voids, and where the water
was likely to have been retained. This caused a higher absorption than in the samples with
less fibres.

When justifying why the C0.8 mix displayed the best mechanical properties compared
to other samples, it was likely that the dispersion of the fibres was more consistent through-
out the sample, allowing cement particles to bond more effectively with the fibres. When
the fibres were more evenly distributed in the cement matrix, there were less observable
void areas and better interfacial bonding between the cement, aggregate and fibres. The
microstructural analysis concluded that the dispersion of fibres was more influential on the
mechanical properties than the quantity and length of the fibres. In general, the efficiency
of the cotton fibres in cementitious composites greatly depends upon the dispersion, orien-
tation, quantity and absorption capacity of the fibres. These factors can be minimized by
implementing proper techniques and using a suitable mix design. The impact of the disper-
sion of cotton fibres on the durability properties of cement mortar could be considered in
further investigations.

4. Conclusions

This research investigated the properties of cement mortar that incorporates waste
cotton fibres. A total of seven mixes were prepared to determine the effects of the quantity
and length of cotton fibres on the physical properties of cement mortar. The percentages
of the cotton fibres that were added were 0.4%, 0.8%, 1.6% and 2.0% of the weight of the
cement. The lengths of cotton fibres that were used were 20 mm, 30 mm and 40 mm. The
addition of the cotton fibres reduced the workability and density of the cement mortar.
The flexural strength of the cement mortar containing cotton fibres was enhanced by up to
9%, compared to the flexural strength of the control samples. The compressive strength of
the mortar samples generally decreased with the increase in the fibre content and length.
However, the C0.8 mix showed comparable compressive strengths to the control mix at all
curing ages, with a slight decrease of 2.5% on day 56 of curing. SEM images showed the
voids in the mortar samples with high percentages of cotton fibres. Overall, 0.8% by the
weight of the cement is the optimum quantity of cotton fibres for improving the flexural
performance of cementitious composites. This could enhance the recycling of textile waste
and would promote the use of natural fibres rather than synthetic fibres. In future studies,
the effect of the addition of cotton fibres on the durability of cementitious composites could
be investigated.
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Abstract: Self-compacting concrete (SCC) has been developed as a type of concrete capable of filling
narrow gaps in highly reinforced areas of a mold without internal or external vibration. Bleeding
and segregation in SCC can be prevented by the addition of superplasticizers. Due to these favorable
properties, SCC has been adopted worldwide. The workability of SCC is closely related to its yield
stress and plastic viscosity levels. Therefore, the accurate prediction of yield stress and plastic
viscosity of SCC has certain advantages. Predictions of the shear stress and plastic viscosity of SCC
is presented in the current study using four different ensemble machine learning techniques: Light
Gradient Boosting Machine (LightGBM), Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost), random forest, and
Categorical Gradient Boosting (CatBoost). A new database containing the results of slump flow,
V-funnel, and L-Box tests with the corresponding shear stress and plastic viscosity values was curated
from the literature to develop these ensemble learning models. The performances of these algorithms
were compared using state-of-the-art statistical measures of accuracy. Afterward, the output of
these ensemble learning algorithms was interpreted with the help of SHapley Additive exPlanations
(SHAP) analysis and individual conditional expectation (ICE) plots. Each input variable’s effect on
the predictions of the model and their interdependencies have been illustrated. Highly accurate
predictions could be achieved with a coefficient of determination greater than 0.96 for both shear
stress and plastic viscosity.

Keywords: plastic viscosity; self-compacting concrete; yield stress; V-funnel flow; slump flow; L-Box;
XGBoost; LightGBM; CatBoost; SHAP

1. Introduction

Self-compacting concrete (SCC) is broadly used in the construction industry due to
its good mechanical properties, high fluidity, and ability to pass through and fill the gaps
between reinforcing bars without vibrations [1,2]. Self-compactibility and resistance to
segregation can be achieved by using superplasticizers, lowering the water-cement ratio,
and reducing coarse aggregate content [3]. The flowability of SCC is correlated with the
plastic viscosity, yield stress, and the outcome of empirical test procedures. The workability
of concrete can be defined as its ability to properly fill its molding while having sufficient
strength in its final hardened form [4]. To have good workability, a balance must be
maintained between the mechanical properties of concrete and its fluidity. Therefore, it is
important to have accurate procedures for the prediction of yield stress and plastic viscosity
as these properties determine the workability of concrete. The rheological properties of
fresh concrete can be investigated using various test procedures, including slump-flow,
L-box, and V-funnel tests. Past studies have aimed at finding correlations between the
properties, such as the correlation of slump flow diameter and V-funnel flow time with
the yield stress and plastic viscosity of fresh concrete. The yield stress of fresh concrete
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is defined as the minimum amount of stress that causes permanent deformation and
flows [5]. In addition to yield stress, another property of fresh concrete that determines its
workability is the plastic viscosity, which is defined as the resistance of concrete to flow
when the shear stress is higher than yield stress. Due to the practical significance of these
rheological properties, there have been studies aimed at developing models that predict
these properties. Neophytou et al. [6] proposed an empirical model that related the yield
stress of SCC to the non-dimensional final spread of concrete obtained from a slump flow
test. A linear relationship between the non-dimensional final spread and yield stress was
demonstrated. Schowalter and Christensen [7] developed an analytical equation that related
the slump of fresh concrete to its yield stress. Pashias et al. [4] investigated the relationship
between slump height and yield stress in flocculated materials. An approximating equation
that related yield stress to slump height was proposed. Le et al. [8] showed that the
yield stress of self-consolidating concrete could be predicted by considering concrete as an
aggregate suspension in cement paste. Based on excess paste theory and percolation theory,
it was shown that the yield stress could be predicted as a function of the excess paste layer
thickness, volume fraction of the aggregates, and percolation.

In recent years, machine learning techniques have been applied in various areas of en-
gineering such as bridge construction [9–13], reinforced concrete and steel frames [14–16],
modeling of concrete and masonry structures [17–20], modeling of pavement founda-
tions [21], and design of columns [22–24]. Machine learning models have also been applied
to plastic viscosity and yield stress prediction for concrete. Different predictive models
have been proposed that relates the yield stress and plastic viscosity of concrete to its
rheological properties. Benaicha et al. [25] developed an artificial neural network and
multi-variable regression models that predicted the yield stress and plastic viscosity of
concrete. The predictive models were developed using a dataset of 59 samples. The slump
flow diameter, V-funnel flow time, and L-Box ratio were the input variables in these models.
The increase in the slump flow diameter and V-funnel flow time was found to positively
impact yield stress and plastic viscosity. Alyamac and Ince [26] carried out an experimental
study including slump-flow, L-box, and V-funnel tests on SCC with the addition of three
different types of marble powder. Compression strength and split tension tests were con-
ducted on hardened concrete specimens. Based on these experiments, a concrete mix design
monogram was created that described the relationships between compressive strength,
water-cement ratio, aggregate-cement ratio, and cement content.

Data-driven prediction methodologies have also been applied to estimating the chlo-
ride permeability and mechanical properties of SCC. Carbon dioxide and chloride pene-
tration is a major factor leading to corrosion in reinforced concrete structures [27]. Yuan
et al. [28] investigated the chloride penetration in SCC using single and hybrid regression
methods. Cement content, fly ash, silica fume, fine and coarse aggregate percentages, and
temperature were the input variables in this study. The predictive model accuracies were
measured using the root mean square error, mean absolute error, mean absolute percentage
error, and performance index. Kumar et al. [29] demonstrated the applicability of the multi-
variate adaptive regression spline and minimax probability machine regression models to
predict the results of rapid chloride penetration tests. The effects of fly ash and silica fume
contents and temperature on the test results were investigated. Ge et al. [30] presented
optimized random forest models developed using particle swarm optimization, whale
optimization algorithm, and Harris hawks optimization. Input features included cement,
fly ash, silica fume, fine and soft aggregate contents, water-to-cement ratio, and tempera-
ture. Amin et al. [31] used a gene expression programming algorithm to investigate the
effects of fine and coarse aggregate contents, water-to-binder ratio, compressive strength,
and metakaolin content on rapid chloride penetration. Aggarwal et al. [32] developed
predictive models using random forest, random tree, multilayer perceptron, M5P, and
support vector regression algorithms, based on the contents of cement, fine and coarse
aggregates, metakaolin, rice husk ash, water, and superplasticizers as input features to
predict the 28-day compressive strength of SCC. The models were trained using a dataset
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of 159 samples. Farooq et al. [33] applied artificial neural network, support vector machine,
and gene expression programming techniques to predict the mechanical properties of
SCC. The coefficient of determination was used as the metric for accuracy. Zhu et al. [34]
developed hybrid predictive models by combining random forest, support vector regres-
sion, and multi-layer perceptron techniques with the grey wolf optimization algorithm.
The splitting tensile strength of concrete was predicted based on a dataset of 168 samples.
De-Prado-Gil et al. [35] compared the performances of extra trees regression, gradient
boosting, CatBoost, and XGBoost algorithms in predicting the splitting tensile strength of
SCC. The performances of these algorithms were compared on a database consisting of
381 samples using coefficient of determination, root mean square error, and mean absolute
error as the metrics for accuracy. The XGBoost algorithm was reported to perform best
according to all error metrics.

The current study presents the application of four different ensemble machine learning
models to predict the yield stress and plastic viscosity of SCC. The ensemble ML models
have been trained on a newly curated database that combines different experimental results
from past literature. Furthermore, the SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) methodology
has been utilized to make the ensemble learning models explainable. The impact of each
rheological property on the predicted yield stress and viscosity was visualized according
to the SHAP algorithm. Finally, the effect of changing individual input variables on the
output of the ML models were shown using individual conditional expectation (ICE) plots.

2. Materials and Methods

The procedures for developing explainable predictive ensemble learning models for
the rheological properties of SCC are presented in this section. After a summary of the
test techniques used for generating the machine learning dataset, the applied ensemble
learning methods are described.

2.1. Test Procedures

This section briefly describes the experiments for the measurement of the rheological
properties of SCC.

2.1.1. Slump Flow Test

The slump flow test quantifies the filling ability of SCC. The test procedure followed
the EFNARC guidelines for SCC [36]. A mold with the shape of a truncated cone was
placed on a flow table, as shown in Figure 1, and filled with SCC. The mold had a top and
bottom diameter of 100 mm and 200 mm, respectively. The height of the cone was 300 mm.
A circle of 500 mm diameter with the cone was drawn on the flow table. After the mold
was lifted, SCC started to spread. The time needed for concrete to reach 500 mm diameter
was recorded as T500. Once SCC reached its final shape, the diameter of the spread was
measured in two perpendicular directions (D1 and D2, shown in Figure 1), and the average
value of these two measurements was recorded as the slump flow diameter.

Figure 1. Slump flow test setup.
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2.1.2. V-Funnel Test

The V-funnel test quantifies the ability of SCC to pass through narrow openings. The
test was carried out using a V-shaped funnel (Figure 2), through which SCC passed under
its weight. The standard dimensions of the equipment, shown in Figure 2, were adopted
from the JSCE guidelines [37].

Figure 2. V-funnel test equipment [1].

The V-funnel test was carried out with 11.2 L of concrete that filled the V-shaped
funnel. The time it took for this volume of SCC to completely flow out of the V-funnel was
recorded. V-funnel flow time is an indication of how quickly SCC can fill narrow voids.
Furthermore, greater V-funnel flow times indicate greater plastic viscosity [38].

2.1.3. L-Box Test

The equipment for the L-Box test consists of a vertical and horizontal section. Initially,
the vertical section is filled with SCC, and then the SCC is allowed to flow into the horizontal
section, passing through steel bars. A description of this test setup is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. L-Box test setup [11].

After stabilization of the concrete, the heights H1 and H2 are measured. The ratio
of these two values (H1/H2) is used as an indicator of the ability of SCC to pass through
narrow spaces. The ratio PA = H1/H2 is used as the passing ability parameter [39].

2.2. Ensemble Machine Learning Process

A dataset consisting of 170 samples was collected from the literature [3,25,39–41].
In this dataset, each sample contained the measurements for SCC from the V-funnel,
slump flow, and L-Box tests. Furthermore, the shear stress and plastic viscosity values
corresponding to each data sample was recorded using a rheometer. In this dataset, the
slump flow diameter, V-funnel flow time, and passing ability parameter were the input
features for the machine learning models, whereas shear stress and plastic viscosity were
the predicted output variables. In addition to these three input features, some models have
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been developed where the input data has been augmented with the plastic viscosity values
when predicting shear stress, and vice versa. As the algorithms of predictive modeling,
Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost), Categorical Gradient Boosting (CatBoost), random
forest, and Light Gradient Boosting Machine (LightGBM) were selected. The models
were implemented using the Scikit-learn package available in the Python programming
language. This selection was based on various studies in the recent years that reported
these algorithms as some of the best-performing algorithms among state-of-the art machine
learning techniques. Rahman et al. [42] presented the results of eleven different machine
learning algorithms, including linear regression, ridge regression, lasso regression, decision
tree, random forest, support vector regression, k-nearest neighbors (KNN), artificial neural
network (ANN), XGBoost, AdaBoost, and CatBoost, in the prediction of the shear strength
of steel fiber-reinforced concrete beams. The XGBoost algorithm was shown to deliver the
best accuracy among these methods, followed by random forest, AdaBoost, and CatBoost.
Cakiroglu et al. [24] developed machine learning models for the prediction of the axial load
carrying capacity of concrete filled steel tubular stub columns. The performances of Lasso
regression, random forest, AdaBoost, LightGBM, Gradient Boosting Machine, XGBoost,
and CatBoost models were compared. The CatBoost, LightGBM, and XGBoost models were
demonstrated to perform better than the remaining models. Somala et al. [43] demonstrated
the application of linear regression, KNN, support vector machine, random forest, and
XGBoost models in predicting the peak ground acceleration and peak ground velocity
during an earthquake. The best predictions were obtained using the random forest and
XGBoost models for the prediction of peak ground acceleration and peak ground velocity,
respectively. Degtyarev and Naser [44] developed predictive models for the estimation
of the shear strength and elastic shear buckling load of cold-formed steel channels, using
the gradient boosting regressor, XGBoost, LightGBM, AdaBoost, and CatBoost methods.
The CatBoost method was observed to deliver the highest accuracy among these models.
Sun et al. [9] used the ANN, KNN, decision tree, random forest, AdaBoost, gradient
boosting regression tree, and XGBoost algorithms for the prediction of tuned mass damper
accelerations. Among these algorithms, the random forest model was shown to achieve the
best accuracy.

The maximum and minimum values, as well as the distribution of the input and
output features used in this study, have been visualized in Figure 4. In Figure 4, each
feature has been split into four compartments, with different colors based on the magnitude
of the features. The length of each compartment depends on the number of samples in that
compartment. The minimum and maximum values of each compartment are written above
the boundaries of the compartments.

Figure 4. Variable ranges and distributions.

In Figure 4, the slump flow diameter, V-funnel flow time, L-Box H2/H1 ratio, shear
stress, and plastic viscosity are shown with D, t, PA, τ, and µ, respectively. The majority
of cases (68%) have a V-funnel flow time between 7 and 20.25 s, whereas only 5.3% of the
samples have a V-funnel flow time between 33.5 and 60 s. In addition, 70.6% of the samples
have a slump flow diameter of less than 70.2 cm and 54.1% of the samples have a plastic
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viscosity higher than 87.7 Pa.s. A visualization of the correlation between the different
variables in this study is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The correlation matrix with variable distributions (three stars indicate the significance
of correlation).

The correlation of all the variables in the dataset and their statistical distributions are
shown in Figure 5. Each tile on the diagonal shows the frequency distribution of a variable,
whereas the lower triangular area contains bivariate scatter plots with regression lines.
The upper triangular part of the correlation matrix contains the Pearson correlation values
between the variables, where the font size and number of stars indicate the strength of the
correlation. The Pearson correlation value rxy was computed as shown in Equation (1), and
an rxy value close to 1 indicates a strong correlation between the variables x and y.

rxy =
n ∑n

i=1 xiyi −∑n
i=1 xi ∑n

i=1 yi√
n ∑n

i=1 x2
i − (∑n

i=1 xi)
2
√

n ∑n
i=1 y2

i − (∑n
i=1 yi)

2
(1)

In Equation (1), x and y are two sets of values containing n samples each. For each
variable in Figure 5, a scale showing the magnitude of this variable is available on both the
horizontal and vertical axes. According to Figure 5, the passing ability (PA) and V-funnel
flow time (t) were correlated with a Pearson correlation coefficient of −0.93. The strongest
correlation between any two variables was observed between the V-funnel flow time (t)
and shear stress (τ). On the other hand, relatively weak correlations were found between
the slump flow diameter (D) and t, as well as between D and τ.

The dataset was randomly split into a training and test set for the training and testing
of the predictive models. Based on a consensus in the machine learning-related literature,
a 70% to 30% ratio between the training and test sets was adopted. Some of the notable
examples were studies carried out by Feng et al. [45] and Nguyen et al. [46]. Nguyen
et al. [46] carried out a comprehensive parametric study to demonstrate the effect of
changing training/test set split ratio on the predictive model output. A total of nine
split ratios ranging between 10/90 and 90/10 were tested, and the 70/30 split ratio was
demonstrated to be the most suitable split ratio. Table 1 shows the statistical properties of
the training and test sets where SD, As, and K denote standard deviation, skewness, and
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kurtosis, respectively. The grid search approach was adopted to tune the hyperparameters
of the predictive models using the training sets. Table 2 provides an overview of the
hyperparameters used in the predictive models. The hyperparameters of Table 2 were
obtained based on 10-fold cross-validation using the training set. In this process, the
training set was split into 10 equal-sized segments, and each of these segments was used as
a test set once, while the model was trained on the remaining part of the training set.

Table 1. Statistical properties of the training and test sets.

Dataset Property D t PA µ τ

Training
(119 samples)

Unit cm s - [Pa · s] [Pa · s]
Min 52.4 7.0 0.5 18.2 0.2
Max 88.0 60.0 1.0 296.3 98.6

Mean 68.19 18.10 0.83 107.40 29.23
SD 9.08 9.94 0.11 67.34 21.54
As 0.65 1.30 −0.69 0.57 1.18
K −0.54 2.09 0.35 −0.10 1.28

Test
(51 samples)

Min 54.0 7.0 0.52 18.3 0.8
Max 88.0 60.0 1.0 274.65 97.8

Mean 69.30 16.04 0.85 93.26 25.34
SD 9.12 9.57 0.11 58.22 20.71
As 0.59 2.38 −0.83 0.81 1.63
K −0.55 7.45 0.99 0.52 2.78

Table 2. Hyperparameters for the predictive models.

Model Parameter Value

Random Forest

Number of estimators (n_estimators) 5
Minimum samples for split (min_samples_split) 3

Minimum samples of leaf node (min_samples_leaf) 1
Maximum tree depth (max_depth) None
Number of features (max_features) “sqrt”

XGBoost

Number of estimators (n_estimators) 50
Step size shrinkage (eta) 0

Learning rate 0.1
Subsample ratio of the training instances

(subsample) 0.5

Maximum depth of a tree 6

LightGBM

Number of estimators (n_estimators) 500
Maximum number of decision leaves (num_leaves) 5

Maximum depth of a tree (max_depth) 4
Learning rate 0.2

use extremely randomized trees (extra_trees) True

CatBoost

Bagging temperature (bagging_temperature) 10
Learning rate 0.3

Depth 8
Tree growing policy (grow_policy) “Depthwise”

Figure 6 shows the learning curves of the predictive models. In each subplot of
Figure 6, the development of the R2 scores obtained from the training and test sets are
shown in red and green colors, respectively. For each model, the training samples were fed
into the algorithm in 30 batches and the performance of the model was plotted after the
model parameter updates. Figure 6 shows that the prediction performances of the test set
improves as the number of training samples increases. The learning curves converge to
their best performance, which indicates that the models have a good fit.
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Figure 6. Learning curves of the (a) XGBoost, (b) random forest, (c) LightGBM, and (d) CatBoost models.

Figures 7 and 8 show the variations of different variables used in the predictions for
shear stress (τ) and plastic viscosity (µ). In these plots, the colors of the dots represent
the changes in the magnitudes of the output variables. In Figure 7, as the magnitude of τ
increases, the colors of the dots change from blue to red. Similarly, in Figure 8, the colors
of the dots lighten as the magnitude of µ increases. Both Figures 7 and 8 show that as the
V-funnel flow time (t) decreases, the slump flow diameter rapidly increases for t < 15 s. A
similar relationship can be observed between D and passing ability (PA). Particularly, for
PA > 0.9, a rapid increase in D takes place. Both τ and µ are observed to decrease with
increasing D values, and increase with increasing t values. A nearly linear relationship is
observed between these variables (τ and µ) and the V-funnel flow time t, particularly for
t < 30 s.
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Figure 7. Relationships between the input variables and dependent variable τ.

Figure 8. Cont.
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Figure 8. Relationships between the input variables and dependent variable µ.

2.3. Gradient Boosting Algorithms

The gradient boosting algorithms in this study were built on the technique of combin-
ing weak decision trees to generate strong learners. This procedure is also called ensemble
learning. Among the algorithms in this category, the eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XG-
Boost) algorithm stands out as one of the most successful and frequently used algorithms.
Equation (2) describes the process of generating the predicted values, ŷi, for the i-th data
point in an XGBoost model. In Equation (2), the predictive model output is described as a
linear combination of the outputs of individual regression trees, fk(xi), where K is the total
number of regression trees. Here, xi denotes a vector of input features for a data point with
index i. Equation (2) also shows the regularized objective function, L(Φ), the minimization
of which yields the individual regression trees, fk. The leaf weights of these regression trees
are combined in the vectors wk, the total number of the leaves is denoted with T, and the
loss function, which depends on the difference between the target and predicted values, is
shown with L(yi, ŷi). In Equation (2), w∗j stands for the optimal values of the leaf weights
that minimize the loss function, and Ij is the set that contains the sample indices of the j-th
leaf [47,48].

ŷi =
K
∑

k=1
fk(xi)

L(Φ) = ∑
i

L(yi, ŷi) + ∑
k

Ω(fk) = ∑
i

L(yi, ŷi) + ∑
k
γT + 1

2λ||wk||2

w∗j = −
∑i∈Ij

gi

∑i∈Ij
hi+λ , gi =

∂L
(

yi,ŷ
(t−1)
i

)

∂ŷ(t−1)
i

, hi =
∂2L

(
yi,ŷ

(t−1)
i

)

∂
(

ŷ(t−1)
i

)2

(2)

Another algorithm that combines weak decision trees to generate strong learners is
the random forest algorithm. Bagging and random feature selection methodologies are
utilized to train each decision tree on a randomly selected subset of the training set. The
random forest model forecast is determined by the average value of the individual decision
tree predictions, as indicated in Equation (3). In Equation (3), m̂j(x) and m̂(x) denote the
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predictions of a single decision tree and the entire random forest model, respectively, for
the input vector x, where K is the total number of the decision trees in the model [49].

m̂(x) =
1
K

K

∑
j=1

m̂j(x) (3)

A more developed version of the gradient boosting machine algorithm with better
accuracy, more efficient memory usage, and increased speed is called the LightGBM algo-
rithm. Due to gradient-based one-side sampling (GOSS), parallel learning, and exclusive
feature bundling (EFB) techniques, the LightGBM algorithm is capable of processing large
datasets. The GOSS algorithm is based on the ranking of data instances to the magnitudes
of their gradients. Using this methodology, the predictive model can be trained on a smaller
training subset with greater gradient magnitudes, which increases model efficiency [50].

The CatBoost algorithm was mainly designed for the efficient processing of datasets
with categorical features. Better prediction accuracy is achieved through the ordered
boosting algorithm. Furthermore, using ordered target statistics, CatBoost eliminates the
prediction shift that is observed in the other ensemble learning methods [51].

3. Results

In this section, the predictions of the ensemble learning algorithms are compared
with the actual experimental values of shear stress and plastic viscosity. The accuracy and
computational speed of the predictive models were quantified and tabulated. For each
predictive model, the coefficient of determination (R2), root mean square error (RMSE),
and mean absolute error were used as the metrics for accuracy. Separate predictive models
were developed for the shear stress and plastic viscosity of SCC. The impact of each input
variable on model prediction was investigated using SHAP methodology. Individual
conditional expectation (ICE) plots were generated for each input feature.

Figure 9 shows the comparison between the predicted and actual experimental shear
stress values for the four different ensemble machine learning models. The predictions
of the training and test sets are shown separately, with different colors and symbols. The
predictive models in Figure 9 were developed using the slump flow diameter, V-funnel flow
time, L-Box passing ability, and plastic viscosity as the input features affecting the shear
stress τ. In Table 3, the best accuracy values are shown in bold font. Table 3 shows that the
XGBoost model delivered the best accuracy on the test set in terms of the R2 score, MAE,
VAF, and RMSE metrics, followed by the random forest and CatBoost algorithms. On the
other hand, the LightGBM algorithm was observed to have the worst performance in terms
of all four metrics. A comparison of the model performances on the test set revealed that
the XGBoost model performed best according to the R2, MAE, and RMSE metrics, whereas
the random forest algorithm performed best according to the VAF metric. The XGBoost,
random forest, and LightGBM algorithms fared almost equally in terms of processing
speed, whereas the CatBoost technique was significantly slower. Figure 10a shows the
comparison of the predicted and target shear stress values for the training and test sets,
where a close overlap between these two quantities can be observed. Figure 10b shows the
prediction errors in the training and test sets in terms of percentages. The error percentages
were reduced to near zero values for the entire training set, whereas up to 40% of over- or
underestimation of the shear stress could be observed for certain samples in the test set.
Figure 10c,d shows the distributions of the error percentages for the training and test sets,
respectively. Figure 10c shows that the error percentages of the training set are clustered
around the zero value, whereas a wider distribution can be observed with error percentages
that are an order of magnitude greater, as shown in Figure 10d.
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Figure 9. Comparison of the experimental and predicted shear stress values for (a) XGBoost, (b) ran-
dom forest, (c) LightGBM, and (d) CatBoost models.

Figure 10. Cont.
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Figure 10. (a) Predictions of the shear stress, (b) error percentages, (c) error distribution of the training
set, and (d) error distribution of the test set for the XGBoost model.

Table 3. Prediction accuracy of the machine learning models for shear stress.

Algorithm
R2 MAE VAF RMSE

Duration [s]
Train Test Train Test Train Test Train Test

XGBoost 0.9997 0.9802 0.094 1.712 99.99 97.04 0.397 2.885 4.54
Random Forest 0.9977 0.9797 0.658 1.795 99.76 98.05 1.037 2.924 3.24

LightGBM 0.8968 0.9111 4.104 3.624 90.08 90.80 6.888 6.114 4.04
CatBoost 0.9988 0.9779 0.572 2.120 99.92 97.98 0.747 3.047 22.69

Figure 11 shows the comparison between the predicted and target plastic viscosity
values. Similar to Figure 9, the accuracies of the models in predicting the plastic viscosity
values are visualized by the positions of the predicted/target value pairs. The slump flow
diameter, V-funnel flow time, L-Box passing ability, and shear stress were used as input
variables to predict the plastic viscosities (µ) in Figure 11. The model performances in
predicting plastic viscosity were quantified using the R2 score, MAE, VAF, and RMSE
metrics, as shown in Table 4. In Table 4, the best accuracy values have been shown in
bold font. The performance values in Table 4 show that the CatBoost model was the most
accurate for all four metrics, followed by random forest. On the other hand, the random
forest algorithm was the fastest in terms of computational speed, whereas the CatBoost
algorithm was significantly slower. Figure 12 shows the variation in the prediction error
percentages throughout the training and test sets. An overlap of the predicted and target
plastic viscosity values can be observed in Figure 12a. Error percentages increased in the
transition from training set to test set, shown in Figure 12b. The distribution of these error
percentages are shown as histogram plots in Figure 12c,d for the training and test sets,
respectively. According to Figure 12c, the error percentages are mainly clustered in the
±1% range, whereas the error percentages are distributed on a wider range in Figure 12d.
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Figure 11. Comparison of the experimental and predicted plastic viscosity values for (a) XGBoost,
(b) random forest, (c) LightGBM, and (d) CatBoost models.

Figure 12. Cont.
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Figure 12. (a) Predictions of the plastic viscosity, (b) error percentages, (c) error distribution of the
training set, and (d) error distribution of the test set for the CatBoost model.

Table 4. Prediction accuracy of the machine learning models for plastic viscosity.

Algorithm
R2 MAE VAF RMSE

Duration [s]
Train Test Train Test Train Test Train Test

XGBoost 0.9999 0.9132 0.041 8.274 99.99 91.56 0.084 16.986 4.66
Random Forest 0.9896 0.9570 3.665 7.703 98.74 95.44 6.846 11.961 3.15

LightGBM 0.9324 0.9387 9.527 9.286 93.61 93.18 17.437 14.270 3.65
CatBoost 0.9986 0.9654 1.764 7.602 99.95 96.32 2.487 10.727 19.82

SHAP Analysis

The SHAP methodology is an effective way of clarifying the impacts different input
features have on the predictions of a model. The SHAP technique explains complex ML
models using simpler explanation models that approximate the original model. This
method can be summarized through Equation (4), where s is the explanation model,
x′ ∈ {0, 1}M is a binary variable connected to the actual input feature values x through a
mapping function, such that x = hx(x′), and M is the total number of input features [52].

s(x′) = Φ0 +
M
∑

j=1
Φjx′j

Φj = ∑
S⊆F\{i}

|S|!(|F|−|S|−1)!
|F|!

[
fS∪{i}

(
xS∪{i}

)
− fS(xS)

] (4)

In Equation (4), Φj represents the effect of each input feature. The set of all features is
denoted with F, and S is a subset of F that does not contain the i-th feature. The values of the
input features in the subset S are contained in the vector xS. The output of the explanation
model for when all input features are missing is denoted with Φ0. In Equation (4), the
function f represents the actual predictive model. The Shapley regression values are
computed based on the differences between the model predictions with and without the
i-th input feature. The SHAP process can also be visually explained, as in Figure 13, where
Φ1 and Φ2 have an increasing effect and Φ3 has a decreasing effect on the model prediction.
Further details of this procedure can be found in [52].
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Figure 13. SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanation) values [53].

The SHAP summary plots in Figures 14 and 15 visualize the impact of each input
variable on predicted shear stress and plastic viscosity, respectively. In Figures 14 and 15,
each data sample is shown with a dot for each input feature. The horizontal positions of
these dots are determined by their SHAP values. The positive SHAP values indicate an
increasing impact of the input feature on the model output, whereas negative SHAP values
indicate a decreasing impact. Furthermore, the magnitude of each feature in a certain
sample is represented by the color of its dot in the diagram, where shades of red correspond
to high feature values and shades of blue correspond to low feature values. Figure 14 is
based on the XGBoost model, whereas Figure 15 is generated using the CatBoost model, as
these were the models with the highest accuracy in the prediction of τ and µ, respectively.
According to Figure 14, the plastic viscosity had the highest impact on the XGBoost model
prediction, followed by V-funnel flow time, passing ability, and slump flow diameter.
Figure 15 shows that shear stress had the highest impact on the predicted plastic viscosity,
and the remaining features had the same ranking (D < PA < t) as in Figure 14. Figure 14
shows that high values of t and µ have an increasing effect on the predicted value of τ,
whereas high values of PA and D have a decreasing effect on τ. Similarly, Figure 15 shows
that high values of τ and t have an increasing effect on µ, and high values of PA and D
have a decreasing effect on µ. These observations are also supported by Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 14. SHAP summary plot for the prediction of shear stress (τ) (XGBoost).
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Figure 15. SHAP summary plot for the prediction of plastic viscosity (µ) (CatBoost).

The feature dependence plots in Figures 16 and 17 were generated from the XGBoost
and CatBoost models, respectively. The feature dependence plots were generated for each
input feature, and each feature dependence plot contains information about the variation of
the SHAP values of a feature, with respect to the magnitude of that feature. For each input
feature, another feature most dependent on that feature was included in the plots. The
magnitudes of the most dependent features are presented with colors. Figure 16a shows
that as the value of D increases, this variable begins to have negative SHAP values and the
V-funnel flow time t, which is the most dependent variable on D, begins to have smaller
values. From Figure 16b, as the value of t increases, passing ability (PA) decreases and
the SHAP value for t increases, which indicates that increases in t increases the predicted
shear stress (τ). Figure 16c shows that increasing the PA variable also increases D. On
the other hand, increases in both D and PA have a decreasing effect on the predicted τ.
According to Figure 16d, increasing the value of the plastic viscosity (µ) decreases D, but
has an increasing effect on τ. Figure 17 shows the feature dependence plots obtained
during the prediction of µ. Figure 17a shows that for the larger values of D, the SHAP value
becomes negative and shear stress decreases. The variation of t and corresponding SHAP
values in Figure 17b resembles Figure 16b, such that PA appears to be the input feature
most dependent on t in both plots, and is adversely affected by t. Figure 17c shows that an
increase in the passing ability of concrete reduces plastic viscosity (negative SHAP values)
and corresponds to lower τ values. According to Figure 17d, the SHAP values of τ almost
linearly increase, up to when τ reaches around 50 MPa. From this point, more irregular
variation in the SHAP value is observed, whereas the D values are on the lower side of the
spectrum for these larger values of τ.

Figure 16. Cont.
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Figure 16. Feature dependence plots for the variables in the prediction of τ: (a) D, (b) t, (c) PA, and
(d) µ.

Figure 17. Feature dependence plots for the variables in the prediction of µ: (a) D, (b) t, (c) PA, and
(d) τ.

The plots of prediction consistency in Figures 18 and 19 were generated using the
predictions of the models on the test sets, which comprised 30% of the entire data set. The
vertical axes in these plots show the ratio of the actual experimental values to predicted
values. For each predictive model, a linear curve was fitted onto the τexp/τpre and µexp/µpre
values in Figures 18 and 19, respectively. In addition to the linear curves, the τexp/τpre
and µexp/µpre values from the XGBoost and CatBoost plots have been presented as scatter
plots. The perfect match between the experimental and predicted values, as well as ±10%
deviation from the perfect match, has been shown with horizontal solid and dashed lines
in black in each subplot of Figures 18 and 19. The consistency plots present information
about the tendencies of each predictive model to overestimate or underestimate the target
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value. In this sense, a perfectly horizontal curve would indicate that the model predictions
are equally good for the entire range of input features. Figure 18 shows that the LightGBM
predictions shown with the solid blue line had the least consistency among the predictive
models. For D values less than 65 cm, the LightGBM predictions underestimated the τ
values, and for D values less than 58 cm, the LightGBM model underestimated τ over 10%.
Similarly, for D values greater than 75 cm, the LightGBM model overestimated τ more than
10%. A similar pattern of consistency could also be observed for other input features during
the estimation of τ. On the other hand, Figure 18 shows that the most consistent model in
the prediction of τ was the CatBoost model. A different pattern of consistency was observed
in the prediction such that LightGBM was observed to be the most consistent model. The
curve fit for the µexp/µpre values obtained through the LightGBM model exhibit a near
horizontal course for all input features. On the other hand, the least consistent model was
the XGBoost model in the prediction of µ. Overall, the predictive models exhibited better
consistency in the prediction of µ. XGBoost was the only model that over-or underestimated
the target value by more than 10% for τ > 75 MPa and t > 40 s.

Figure 18. Prediction consistency plots for the variables in the prediction of τ: (a) D, (b) t, (c) PA, and
(d) τ.
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Figure 19. Prediction consistency plots for the variables in the prediction of µ: (a) D, (b) t, (c) PA, and
(d) τ.

The ICE plots in Figures 20 and 21 show the variations in the predictive model output
to each input feature for each data sample in the dataset. For any given input feature and
data sample, all the values of the remaining input features were kept constant while the
model predictions (denoted by f(x)) were calculated for different values of that particular
input feature. As a result, for each data sample, a different curve was generated in the ICE
plots. These plots show whether there are differences in the interactions between the feature
values and model predictions for different samples. In addition to the individual curves,
Figures 20 and 21 also contain darker blue curves, which represent the average of all the
curves in a plot. Both Figures 20 and 21 show that most curves have a similar course in all
subplots, whereas only minor deviations from the average curve pattern can be observed
in some of the curves. For example, in Figure 21 for D > 70 cm, most curves exhibit a near
horizontal course, whereas in some of the samples, a slight increase in predicted µ values
can be observed for 70 < D < 75 cm. Similarly, in Figure 20, most of the curves exhibit a
near horizontal course for PA > 0.8, whereas some of the samples in the 0.88 < PA < 0.92
range show a slight increase in the predicted τ value. Also, for PA > 0.95, a slight drop in
the predicted τ value can be observed in some of the samples.
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Figure 20. Individual conditional expectation (ICE) plots for the variables in the prediction of τ: (a) D,
(b) t, (c) PA, and (d) µ.

Figure 21. Individual conditional expectation (ICE) plots for the variables in the prediction of µ: (a) D,
(b) t, (c) PA, and (d) τ.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Yield stress and plastic viscosity are significant indicators of the workability of SCC.
Therefore, having the appropriate tools to accurately predict its material properties is a
great advantage. In recent years, machine learning techniques have been increasingly used
to investigate different engineering systems to predict their structural behavior. The current
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study demonstrates the performances of four ensemble learning techniques on a newly
curated data set that contains information about the relationships between the slump flow
diameter, V-funnel flow time, passing ability from L-Box tests, plastic viscosity, and shear
strength of SCC. By splitting the dataset into training and testing sets, the ensemble learning
models were developed on the training set, and then their performances were measured on
the test set. As the metrics for predictive model accuracy, the commonly used coefficient of
determination, root mean square error, and mean absolute error were adopted. The current
work includes extensive model interpretations based on the SHAP algorithm, consistency
plots, and individual conditional expectation (ICE) plots. The interactions between the
different input features and predictive model output values have been presented in detail
using feature dependence plots. The SHAP analysis revealed that plastic viscosity had the
greatest influence on model output when predicting shear stress, and shear stress had the
highest impact when predicting plastic viscosity. Furthermore, slump flow diameter was
found to have the lowest impact on the model output for the predictions of yield stress
and plastic viscosity of SCC. Among all ensemble learning models, the CatBoost model
was the most consistent model in the prediction of shear stress, and LightGBM was the
most consistent model in the prediction of plastic viscosity. The relationships between the
predictive model outputs and different input features were further clarified using ICE plots,
in which the model predictions were visualized for the entire range of input features for
each data sample. The average values of these predictions are presented in the ICE plots.
The main conclusions of the study can be summarized as follows:

• The XGBoost model performed best on the test set during the prediction of shear stress
as a function of the variables D, t, PA, and µ, with an R2 score of 0.9802, followed by
random forest (R2 = 0.9797), CatBoost (R2 = 0.9779), and LightGBM (R2 = 0.9111).

• The CatBoost model performed best on the test set during the prediction of plastic
viscosity as a function of D, t, PA, and τ, with an R2 score of 0.9654, followed by
random forest (R2 = 0.9570), LightGBM (R2 = 0.9387), and XGBoost (R2 = 0.9132).

• Shear strength and plastic viscosity features were found to have the highest impact
on the predictive model output during prediction of each other, based on the SHAP
analysis. In the prediction of both shear stress and plastic viscosity, the slump flow
diameter was found to have the lowest impact on the model output.

• In the prediction of shear stress, the most consistent predictions were made by the
CatBoost model, whereas the LightGBM model was most consistent in predicting
plastic viscosity.

Future research should include the study of the compressive strength and split ten-
sile strength of SCC as a function of different rheological properties. The results of sieve
segregation resistance tests could be included in predictive model development. Further-
more, closed-form equations could be developed with the help of optimization techniques
that relate different rheological parameters to compressive strength, split tension strength,
shear stress, and plastic viscosity of SCC. Overall, the availability of open-source machine
learning techniques and predictive models is a great benefit for practical engineers and
researchers working in the field of concrete research.
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Abstract: Sugarcane bagasse ash (SCBA), a biomass waste resulting from sugarcane bagasse burning
for electricity production, has shown to be a viable alternative option as a partial cement replacement
due to its chemical composition and physical properties. Besides, previous research indicates that
higher curing temperature may improve the mechanical properties of mixes containing SCBA as
cement replacement. However, the environmental assessment of those mixes is lacking in the
literature. This study aims to understand how curing temperature impacts the Life Cycle Assessment
(LCA) of SCBA as a partial replacement of cement in mortars. An LCA was performed from the
extraction of the raw materials to the material production part of the life cycle, including transport.
This study shows that the reduction of environmental impact when using SCBA highly depends on the
curing temperature. When mortars were cured at 45 ◦C, the use of SCBA reduced the environmental
impact of mortars two times with respect to the reduction at 21 ◦C (31% reduction when cured at
45 ◦C vs. 14% at 21 ◦C, with a 20% replacement). This difference is mainly related to the fact that
the higher the curing temperature, the better SCBA mortars perform in terms of strength, thus, net
savings of cement required to achieve a given performance are higher. Results indicate that the
sustainability of SCBA utilization as a partial replacement of cement will be better when mortar is
poured in hot regions or during days with higher ambient temperatures. Likewise, the advantages of
using SCBA in terms of sustainability will decrease if the external temperature is low.

Keywords: sugar cane bagasse ash; cement mortar; curing temperature; life cycle assessment;
environmental footprint

1. Introduction
1.1. Cement Industry and the Need of Waste Valorization

The demand for construction materials has surged due to the enormous development
in the construction industry and the increase in the world’s population. This has been
translated into a worldwide increase of 175% in cement production over the last 20 years [1].
Regrettably, cement manufacturing consumes a great deal of energy and negatively im-
pacts the environment by consuming raw materials and releasing a massive amount of
CO2 [2]. Furthermore, besides the consumption of natural resources for building materials
production, continuous waste generation has become one of our society’s most prominent
environmental issues. Hence, much endeavor is being made to design viable solutions
to solve these problems, including developing more sustainable cementitious composites
with the inclusion of industrial waste, by-products, or alternative aggregates [3,4]. The
partial or total replacement of ordinary Portland cement with supplementary cementitious
materials (SCMs) and natural aggregate by recycled aggregates are potential pivotal ap-
proaches to reduce the environmental concerns and carbon footprint deriving from the
construction industry [4].
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Nowadays, there is a large availability of artificial pozzolanic materials that are by-
products and, most often, waste from industrial or agricultural applications and pro-
cesses [5,6]. These include coal fly ash, ground granulated blast furnace slag, silica fume,
rice husk ash, and sugar cane bagasse ash (or others biomass combustion ash). In particular,
the use of coal fly ash as a supplementary cementitious material for concretes and mortars
production has been extensively studied, implemented in standards, and is widely accepted
by the concrete industry [7]. However, the current trend of closing coal-based power plants
in developed countries will reduce the availability of this valuable substitute for cement [8].
As a result, recent attention has been shifted to the utilization of alternative ashes from
agricultural waste in cementitious composites, which may reduce the environmental impact
of constituent materials such as cement [9]. Besides, the valorization of these agricultural
wastes avoids negative impacts which may arise from their disposal.

1.2. Sugarcane Bagasse Ash as an Alternative SCM

In this context, sugarcane bagasse ash (SCBA) has shown to be a viable alternative
option as a partial cement replacement due to its chemical composition and physical prop-
erties. SCBA is a biomass waste resulting from sugarcane bagasse burning (calcination) for
electricity production [10,11]. Sugarcane bagasse is a by-product of the sugarcane industry
in sugar and ethanol production [11]. The sugarcane industry plays an important role and
holds a significant share in the economy of many countries [12]. More than 50% of the
countries are involved with sugarcane crops [10,12], totaling an annual global production of
about 2 billion metric tons. Brazil is the world’s undisputed leader, with 757 million tons of
sugarcane production in 2020, followed by India (370 million tons) and China (108 million
tons) [13–15]. As its production increases [16], the amount of ash (waste) generated will
also increase, contributing to the ongoing issue of biomass waste management [17,18].
These ashes are often disposed of in landfills without any environmental control or, in
some cases, used as fertilizer [19–21]. However, several investigations [21–24] have already
determined the feasibility of using ashes resulting from agro-industrial by-products (such
as SCBA) as supplementary cementitious material (SCM). Thus, there is an opportunity
to reduce both the environmental impact of cementitious materials and the generation of
waste. Numerous recent research efforts have been undertaken to incorporate SCBA to
produce sustainable mortar and concrete [10,19,20,22,25–28].

Literature has shown that the mechanical performance of cementitious composites
containing SCBA may range from 80% to 160% compared to the same without SCBA,
depending on the ash mineral and morphological characteristics [10]. Nevertheless, more
systematic investigations will be essential to understand further the pozzolanic behavior of
SCBA. Moreover, a crucial task will be finding the most ecological post-processing for the
SCBA, with the lowest energy demand and CO2 emissions, that yields the higher reactivity.
It will help instill more confidence in the concrete and construction industry stakeholders
for adopting SCBA as an alternative pathway for sustainable concrete production [10].

Besides, to effectively evaluate the environmental impact of cementitious composites
by using SCBA and define their best application, an environmental assessment that ac-
counts for the effects of their substitution in cement is crucial. Many methodologies exist
today to evaluate the environmental impact of processes and products. The most widely
acknowledged and standardized is the so-called Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). According
to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), an LCA is a tool for evaluating the
environmental burdens associated with a product, material, process, or activity. The ISO
standard 14040, the standard that describes the principles and framework for LCA, defines
it as “the compilation and evaluation of the inputs, outputs and potential environmental
impacts of a product system throughout its life cycle” [29]. In other words, LCAs identify
and quantify energy and material used and pollutants released into the environment to
model the complex processes included in the life cycle of a product. It can cover a specific
fragment, or the entire product’s life-cycle, from materials acquisition, manufacturing, use,
and final disposition (disposal or reuse). However, it must be reminded that an LCA is
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a relative tool intended for comparison and not absolute evaluation, thereby serving to
help decision-makers to compare all major environmental impacts when choosing between
alternative courses of action [30].

Remarkably, the use of LCA to evaluate the environmental impact of SCBA in ce-
mentitious composites has been found as lacking in the literature. Very few studies have
been found evaluating the environmental impact of SCBA as a binder replacement in
cementitious composites. Two studies [31,32] only evaluated the potential reduction of
greenhouse gasses (mainly CO2) emissions as a single factor in utilizing SCBAs as partial
cement replacement. Whereas a third study [33] performed an LCA of SCBA as partial
cement replacement in concrete, using as a functional unit a school building constructed
as a 3-D digital model employing building information modeling (BIM) and considering
17 impact categories. All of the previous studies concluded that the utilization of SCBA can
indeed contribute to the net reduction of greenhouse gasses (GHG) emissions and almost
all other impact categories.

Nevertheless, to make a realistic estimation of the environmental footprint of cemen-
titious composites, the functional unit used in the assessment should include a reference
performance. For instance, some authors suggest that the appropriate functional unit to
assess the effect of admixtures and recycled materials in cementitious composites should
have the same quantity of material (e.g., 1 m3) with a given fixed value of compressive
strength [34,35]. In this way, it is possible to compare the sustainability of using recycled
materials, accounting for their effects on one of the main target properties of a cementitious
composite, its strength. Thus, accounting for the effect of SCBA substitution on the strength
and the changes in the cement content to achieve the same performance as the reference
material (without SCBA) will be key to assessing the real benefits of using this biomass
waste as a partial replacement of cement.

Besides, external factors may also affect SCBA replacement’s impact on the mechanical
properties of cementitious composites. A previous study has pointed out that the effect
of another type of biomass ashes (from the paper industry) on the concrete strength
highly depends on the curing temperature [36]. Curing conditions strongly impact the
hydration of cementitious composites, significantly influencing their strength, porosity, and
durability [37], consequently, the environmental impact during their life-cycle. The effect
of curing temperature has been extensively investigated in plain Portland cement mortar
and concretes. In particular, research has shown that curing temperature is a key factor
influencing the evolution of the compressive strength of cementitious composites [36,38–42],
indicating that the higher the curing temperature, the faster the development of strength at
early ages. However, after 28 days, the strength may be lower in samples cured at higher
temperatures (crossover effect) [42,43]. The same may be true in cementitious composite
containing SCMs. Indeed, research suggested that different curing temperatures and
processes may increase the compressive strength and reduce the permeability of concrete
and mortars where cement is replaced by SCMs [36,44,45].

Velay-Lizancos et al. [36] indicated that curing temperature influences the effect that
biomass ashes from the paper industry have on concrete compressive strength, with higher
curing temperature showing better results in terms of biomass ashes’ impact on compres-
sive strength. More importantly, their results suggest that replacing cement with biomass
ash might mitigate the crossover effect due to higher curing temperature on the compressive
strength evolution of eco-concrete. However, the effect of curing temperature has been little
investigated in mixtures containing SCBA as a partial cement replacement. Murugesan
et al. [46] analyzed the effect of eight different curing methods on concrete specimens,
including accelerated hot water curing at 100 ◦C for one day, obtaining the lowest com-
pressive strength among the studied methods. Rajasekar et al. [47] studied the effect of
three different curing regimes on the compressive strength of ultra-high-strength concrete
(UHSC) with SCBA replacements: (i) normal water curing at 27 ◦C ± 2 ◦C, (ii) steam curing
for 24 h at 90 ◦C, and (iii) heat curing for 24 h at 160 ◦C. They concluded that heat curing
seems more efficient in improving concrete performance than normal and steam curing.
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Thus, based on previous research, higher curing temperature may improve the mechanical
properties of mixes containing SCBA as cement replacement.

If curing temperature changes the effect of SCBA on the composites’ compressive
strength, it can be an important factor that affects the actual change in sustainability
produced by the use of biomass ash in cementitious composite production and must be
included in the environmental assessments. Therefore, this research aims to understand and
quantify the impact of curing temperature on the environmental performance of mortars
with different replacements of cement by SCBA.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Mortars were produced with Portland cement Type I (Buzzi Unicem, Greencastle,
IN US with a specific gravity of 3.02. The fine aggregate used was natural siliceous sand
compliant with ASTM C33/C33M [48] and had a fineness modulus of 2.99, an absorption
of 1.97%, and a relative density (specific gravity in saturated surface dry-SSD-condition) of
2.45. The sugar cane bagasse ash (SCBA) was supplied by a sugar plant located in Valle
del Cauca (Colombia), and is a waste generated after the combustion of sugarcane bagasse
for energy production. The received ash was ground with a RETSCH ZM-1 Lab Benchtop
Ultra Centrifuge Mill Grinder (passing an 80 µm mesh) for 2 min to reduce the particle
size and improve homogenization and reactivity. The original and final particle size was
obtained with a PSA 1090 (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria) and is reported in Table 1.

Table 1. SCBA particle size.

Type D10 (µm) D50 (µm) D90 (µm) Mean Size (µm)

As received 8.0 31.9 71.6 37.6
Ground 3.7 18.7 47.5 23.6

The chemical configuration of the ash was obtained by a Lab X500 XRF analyzer
(Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) and is reported in Table 2. The SCBA used in this study satisfied
the minimum requirement of 70% in the sum of SiO2 + Al2O3 + Fe2O3 pozzolanic oxides
conform to the ASTM C618 [49]. However, the loss of ignition (LOI) was about 7% higher
than the minimum 10% requirement [49].

Table 2. Chemical composition of SCBA.

Compound Percentage (%) Standard Deviation—σ

SiO2 54.97 0.026
Al2O3 13.85 0.019
CaO 9.98 0.013

Fe2O3 8.568 0.0054
MgO 2.074 0.0123
TiO2 1.595 0.0064
K2O 1.385 0.0017

Mn2O3 1.245 0.0067
SO3 0.926 0.0015

Na2O 0.509 0.0052
P2O5 0.213 0.006
SrO 0.158 0.0005

CrrO3 0.089 0.0006
ZnO 0.087 0.0003

LOI 16.5 -

2.2. Mix Design, Sample Manufacturing, and Curing Conditions

The mortar formulation used as reference was prepared with a 1:3:0.5 (cement:sand:water)
weight ratio. Two percentages of cement replacement with SCBA were selected for this
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study based on previous literature [10]. The amount of cement replaced was 10% and 20%
(by mass of cement). Water to binder (cement + SCBA) and binder to aggregate ratios were
constant for all mixes at 0.50 and 3, respectively. Mix proportions of the composites are
presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Mix proportions (per m3 of mortar).

Component Reference 10% SCBA 20% SCBA

Cement (kg) 486.39 437.75 389.12
SCBA (kg) 0.00 48.64 97.28

Sand (SSD) (kg) 1459.18 1459.18 1459.18
w/b 0.50 0.50 0.50

Six cubes with dimensions of 50.8 × 50.8 × 50.8 mm3 were cast per each mortar
mixture. All the samples were cured in their molds at room temperature (21.5 ◦C and 60%
RH) covered with a plastic sheet during the first day. After demolding, three samples per
mixture were cured at 21 ◦C, while another three were cured at 45 ◦C, until the testing day.

2.3. Methods
2.3.1. Compressive Strength Test

Compressive strength tests were carried out according to ASTM standards C349 [50].
An MTS (Eden Prairie, MN, USA) machine with a load capacity of 300 kN, under a
displacement control of 0.05 mm/s, was used. The mortar compressive strength was
examined at 28 days.

2.3.2. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of Mortars

The framework of the LCA performed in this study is presented in Figure 1. The LCA
methodology of this study follows the ISO standards 14040 and 14044 [29,51]. According
to these standards, four steps are identified:
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This research aims to understand and quantify how curing temperature affects the
environmental performance of eco-mortars with different percentages of sugarcane bagasse
ash (SCBA). Three mixes with 0%, 10%, and 20% replacement of SCBA by mass of cement
and two different curing temperatures (21 ◦C and 45 ◦C) were studied. A “cradle-to-gate”
analysis was considered as the system boundary, which allows for the quantification of
the embodied environmental impacts of the material from the extraction of raw materials
(cradle) to the mortar production (gate) stages. The boundary of the LCA is illustrated
in Figure 2. The functional unit (FU) selected for this study was 1 m3 of mortar with the
same compressive strength as the reference mixture (plain Portland cement mortar without
SCBA cured at the same curing temperature). To compare the environmental impact of the
investigated mortars, an experimental campaign was performed beforehand to obtain a
curve exhibiting the development of compressive strength as a function of cement content
for the reference mortar. This curve estimates the variations in the cement content needed
for achieving the same compressive strength as the reference mortar when SCBA is used to
replace part of the cement.
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• Life cycle inventory (LCI)

In this stage, energy and raw materials data (input) and emissions and wastes data
(output) must be identified and allocated for each material production. In order to facilitate
the LCI phase, numerous databases have been developed. These databases provide essential
inventory data such as raw materials, electricity generation, transport, and waste generation
data that are essential in every LCA and are based on average data representing average
production and supply conditions for products and services. Since no global database exists,
different sources were used in this study depending on their availability and reliability.
Cement and natural fine aggregate production and total transportation impact data were
obtained from the European Platform on Life Cycle Assessment (ELCD database) [52].
Mortar production input data was assumed to be equivalent to concrete production based
on their essentially identical composition (aggregate, cement, and water) and because of
the more abundant and reliable data on concrete production. The main difference between
the two products is the aggregate size (with mortar using only the fraction passing through
a 4.75 mm sieve). These data were obtained from a previous study [53]. Waste generation
was estimated considering the density of the studied mortars, where the average density
of all hardened samples was 2220 kg/m3 (with a standard deviation lower than 2.1%).
Finally, transport distances were collected from the Life Cycle Inventory of Portland Cement
Concrete by the Portland Cement Association (PCA) [54]. Table 4 presents the LCI data
considered in this study.
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Table 4. Life inventory data used for this study.

Cement
(kg)

Sand
(kg)

SCBA
(kg)

Mortar
(m3)

Transport
(t·km)

INPUTS Fossil fuels (kg)
Diesel 3.56 × 10−2 3.29 × 10−4 0.00 2.00 × 10−2 2.06 × 10−2

Gas 8.53 × 10−3 1.24 × 10−4 0.00 5.30 × 10−2 1.13 × 10−3

Soft coal 2.67 × 10−2 3.13 × 10−4 0.00 5.25 × 100 7.31 × 10−5

Hard coal 4.83 × 10−2 2.18 × 10−4 0.00 4.01 × 10−2 9.01 × 10−5

OUTPUTS Emissions in the air (kg)
CO2 8.85 × 10−1 2.34 × 10−3 0.00 4.59 × 100 6.40 × 10−2

CO 2.14 × 10−3 4.19 × 10−6 0.00 8.81 × 10−4 1.10 × 10−4

CH4 5.80 × 10−4 3.72 × 10−6 0.00 2.19 × 10−3 6.25 × 10−5

C2H4 3.95 × 10−10 9.24 × 10−12 0.00 7.36 × 10−8 3.70 × 10−10

CFC-11 5.22 × 10−9 1.75 × 10−10 0.00 2.09 × 10−15 6.08 × 10−11

CFC-114 5.35 × 10−9 1.79 × 10−10 0.00 3.67 × 10−9 6.23 × 10−11

SOx 1.05 × 10−3 9.49 × 10−6 0.00 5.34 × 10−2 3.41 × 10−5

NOx 1.79 × 10−3 1.52 × 10−5 0.00 8.01 × 10−2 5.39 × 10−4

N2O 2.22 × 10−6 3.81 × 10−8 0.00 2.20 × 10−5 7.32 × 10−7

NH3 3.91 × 10−2 7.24 × 10−9 0.00 3.27 × 10−7 4.00 × 10−7

NMVOC 2.26 × 10−1 1.37 × 10−6 0.00 9.20 × 10−5 3.20 × 10−5

HCl 1.99 × 10−2 1.80 × 10−7 0.00 4.00 × 10−4 8.20 × 10−8

N (water) 1.16 × 10−4 4.23 × 10−9 0.00 4.81 × 10−6 2.35 × 10−7

PO4
−3 (groundwater) 5.14 × 10−7 1.23 × 10−8 0.00 3.85 × 10−3 5.88 × 10−7

As shown in Table 4, no allocation (waste status) was applied to the SCBA. This sce-
nario is based on the following assumptions: (i) SCBA results from a by-product (sugarcane
bagasse) of a multifunctional process (sugarcane processing) and thus is a waste; (ii) even
if considered as a by-product, the resulting impact is likely to be very small, therefore,
the environmental impact of its production will not be relevant; (iii) it is believed that the
CO2 emissions from biomass burning do not contribute to the greenhouse effect, since the
carbon released from crops already existed in the atmosphere and was absorbed during
the plant growth, thus, the net CO2 associated with the whole process can be considered
neutral [31,55]. Besides, the authors deliberately avoided estimating of the cost for the in-
dustrial implementation of SCBA because it was out of the scope of the present paper, which
was to study the effect of curing temperature on the embodied environmental impacts of
the material. An economic analysis should consider market variables such as availability,
local cost (which in the very first moment would be zero–waste value), and demand (like
other residual pozzolans, the cost of the material will increase with the increasing demand),
as well as the cost of further processing, but also potential revenues from carbon credits.

• Life cycle impact assessment (LCIA)

The LCIA phase is crucial to evaluate the importance and relevance of the environ-
mental impact of a product based on the LCI results. In this study, the TRACI methodology
(mid-point approach) was employed to assess the total environmental impact of the inves-
tigated mortars. The life cycle impacts were assessed by analyzing nine environmental
impact categories. The categories (from TRACI) used to analyze and compare the environ-
mental impact of the studied mixes, and their units are displayed in Table 5. Among these,
ecotoxicity was excluded from the analysis since no evidence of this impact has been found
in the main components of mortars [56,57]. Moreover, the characterization factors, which
estimate the relative contribution of each substance (inputs and outputs in the LCI) to each
impact category in its corresponding unit, were considered. The characterization factors
were obtained from the study of Ryberg et al. [58].
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Table 5. Designated impact categories from TRACI (last two added).

Category Units

(i) Global warming potential (GWP) kg CO2 eq
(ii) Ozone depletion potential (ODP) kg CFC-11 eq
(iii) Eutrophication potential (EP) kg N eq
(iv) Acidification potential (AP) kg SO2 eq
(v) Smog formation (S) kg O3 eq
(vi) Respiratory effects (RE) kg PM2.5 eq
(vii) Energy consumption (EC) MJ surplus
(viii) Waste generation (WG) kg
(ix) Abiotic depletion potential (ADP) kg Sb eq

Besides, two other categories (not measured in TRACI) were considered to account
for the potential reduction of raw materials due to the replacement of cement by SCBA:
(i) waste generation (WG) and (ii) abiotic depletion potential (ADP). Waste generation
quantifies the net kilograms of material produced that can become waste at the product’s
end of life. Abiotic depletion potential is defined as the consumption of non-renewable
mineral (raw materials) resources. Therefore, if ADP and WG are not considered in the
environmental assessment of mixes with SCBA, the real environmental benefits of using
this waste in mortars will not be fully reflected.

• Interpretation of the results

The last phase of the LCA is the interpretation of the results obtained from the impact
assessment. This phase is not strictly defined as the previous ones, allowing practitioners
to apply findings from the LCA to various situations, knowing the uncertainty and the as-
sumptions used to generate the results. In this study, the analysis was conducted following
two different approaches:

• Single categories analysis: Single impact categories were analyzed, and the results
were discussed to appreciate the potential implications of replacing cement with SCBA
as a function of curing temperature.

• Normalized unified index: Environmental impacts of single categories were normal-
ized using the normalization factors (NFs) recommended by Ryberg et al. [58] to relate
the environmental impact results of each category to a common reference. The goal
of this normalization is to put each environmental impact in relation to the impact
of society’s production and consumption activities. As a result, normalized values
will better reflect the product system’s contribution to each category’s environmental
impact compared to those of the reference system. The reference system used was
the environmental impacts of each category per year in the US [58]. The normalized
values were calculated by dividing the environmental impact of each category by its
corresponding normalization factor. Note that this section did not consider WG and
ADP since there are no NFs available for these two categories.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Compressive Strength and Binder Content Variation Based on Designated FU

Figure 3a displays the compressive strength results of the studied mortars after 28 days
of curing at 21 ◦C and 45 ◦C. Results showed that the replacement of cement with SCBA
at standard curing temperature (21 ◦C) had a slightly negative effect on the compressive
strength. The higher the replacement level, the higher the reduction of compressive strength.
Nevertheless, the recorded loss was lower than 8% as shown in Figure 3b (6.3% and 7.3% for
10 and 20% replacement, respectively) compared to the reference mortar cured at the same
temperature. However, when the curing temperature was higher (45 ◦C), the replacement
of SCBA positively influenced the compressive strength when the results were compared to
the reference mortar cured at 45 ◦C. Mortars with 10 and 20% SCBA replacement exhibited
an increase in compressive strength of 24.5% and 22.2% (Figure 3b) compared to the plain
mortar cured at the same temperature, respectively. Besides, the use of SCBA mitigated the
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high-temperature crossover effect observed in the reference mortar. It means that replacing
Portland cement with SCBA may be beneficial when the external curing temperature is
high or when a lower heat of hydration is required.
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Thus, results show that curing temperature modifies the effect of SCBA on the mortar’s
compressive strength. Therefore, a secondary experimental campaign was performed
to assess the influence of partial replacement of cement by SCBA on the compressive
strength of the mortar with different water to cement ratios. The objective of this secondary
experimental campaign was to estimate the variation of cement content required to obtain
a compressive strength equal to the compressive strength of the reference mortar (no SCBA)
for each SCBA replacement level. Thus, the savings or additions of cement content needed
for each case can be estimated. The results of this additional experimental campaign
contributed as input data to the LCA.

Two extra reference mixtures (besides the one listed in Table 3) were made, varying the
cement content (w/c ratio). Figure 4 displays the compressive strength of the reference plain
mortar (no SCBA) as a function of the cement content for two different curing temperatures.
This graph was used to estimate the cement content required in the modified mixes to obtain
the same compressive strength as the reference mortar (at the same curing temperature).
First, the compressive strength obtained from the modified mixtures was introduced in the
graph to estimate the corresponding cement content of a mixture with the same strength
if SCBA was not used. Next, the difference between this estimate and the cement content
needed to achieve the reference strength was calculated. Then, this variation was added to
the initial cement content used for the specific mortar. The result is the estimated cement
content required to achieve the same compressive strength as the reference mortar (without
SCBA). The binder content of each modified mixture is the estimated cement content plus
the SCBA content (applicable). The results are presented in Table 6, which displays the
initial and the required binder content to achieve the same compressive strength as the
reference mortar at 28 days when SCBA is used, as a function of the curing temperature.
The aggregate content was kept constant, and therefore, the changes in the binder content
to achieve the desired strength only affected the water-to-binder ratio.
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Table 6. Estimation of cement content to obtain the FU.

Mixture Curing Temperature
(◦C)

Compressive Strength,
fc (MPa)

Initial Cement
Content (kg/m3)

Estimated Binder
[Cement, SCBA]

Content to Achieve
Reference fc (kg/m3)

Reference
21 ◦C

45.20 486.4 486.4 [486.4, 0]
BA10 42.37 437.8 497.1 [448.5, 48.64]
BA20 41.88 389.1 499.0 [401.7, 97.28]

Reference
45 ◦C

33.44 486.4 486.4 [486.4, 0]
BA10 41.62 437.8 414.1 [365.5, 48.64]
BA20 40.88 389.1 420.6 [323.4. 97.28]

3.2. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
3.2.1. Environmental Impact of Single Categories

Figure 5 displays the environmental impacts of each LCA category considered for the
studied mortars as a function of curing temperature differentiating the contribution of each
component. In the graphs, for each material (including mortar production), the transport
impact data was included in the results. The amount of component materials (cement,
natural aggregate, and SCBA) used in the mix design is according to tests performed
for determining the mix proportions of the modified mortars that would have the same
compressive strength as their reference (without SCBA).

Table 7 reports the contribution of each material and process to the total environmental
impact of the mortars cured at 21 ◦C. In the table, the transportation contribution to the
environmental impact was separated from the impact of the materials.

Results show that cement is the most significant contributor to all impact categories.
The main reason is the great deal of CO2 emissions due to the calcination of limestone and
fossil fuel and energy use required for clinker production. Thus, as expected, the reduction
of the cement content produced by the utilization of SCBA reduced the environmental
impact of mortars, not only on the global warming potential (which is expressed in kg CO2
eq) but also on all other categories, as can be seen in Table 7. The impacts from cement
production are, for each category, at least one order of magnitude higher than the other two
largest contributors (natural aggregate and mortar production). The contribution of aggre-
gate and mortar production does not change, regardless of the amount of cement replaced
by SCBA, because the amount does not change in the mortar formulation considered for
the LCA in this study.
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(g) Energy consumption, (h) Abiotic depletion potential.
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Table 7. Environmental impacts for 1 m3 of mortars cured at 21 ◦C (* modified mortar that would
have the same compressive strength as their reference).

Mortar Cement Natural
Aggregate SCBA Production

Transportation
of

Components
Total

GWP—Global warming potential (kg CO2 eq)

Reference 437.84 3.57 0.00 4.65 21.04 467.10
BA10 * 403.73 3.57 0.00 4.65 21.24 433.19
BA20 * 361.62 3.57 0.00 4.65 21.28 391.12

ODP—Ozone depletion potential (kg CFC-11 eq)

Reference 5.14 × 10−6 5.17 × 10−7 0.00 3.67 × 10−9 3.94 × 10−8 5.70 × 10−6

BA10 4.74 × 10−6 5.17 × 10−7 0.00 3.67 × 10−9 3.98 × 10−8 5.30 × 10−6

BA20 4.24 × 10−6 5.17 × 10−7 0.00 3.67 × 10−9 3.98 × 10−8 4.81 × 10−6

EP—Eutrophication potential (kg N eq)

Reference 4.13 × 10−2 1.03 × 10−3 0.00 1.27 × 10−2 8.16 × 10−3 6.32 × 10−2

BA10 3.81 × 10−2 1.03 × 10−3 0.00 1.27 × 10−2 8.24 × 10−3 6.01 × 10−2

BA20 3.41 × 10−2 1.03 × 10−3 0.00 1.27 × 10−2 8.25 × 10−3 5.61 × 10−2

AP—Acidification potential (kg SO2 eq)

Reference 1.16 2.96 × 10−2 0.00 1.10 × 10−1 1.32 × 10−1 1.43
BA10 1.07 2.96 × 10−2 0.00 1.10 × 10−1 1.33 × 10−1 1.35
BA20 0.96 2.96 × 10−2 0.00 1.10 × 10−1 1.34 × 10−1 1.23

S—Smog formation (kg O3 eq)

Reference 22.02 0.56 0.00 1.99 4.31 28.88
BA10 20.31 0.56 0.00 1.99 4.36 27.21
BA20 18.19 0.56 0.00 1.99 4.36 25.09

RE—Respiratory effects (kg PM2.5 eq)

Reference 3.91 × 10−2 1.01 × 10−3 0.00 3.84 × 10−3 1.93 × 10−3 4.58 × 10−2

BA10 3.60 × 10−2 1.01 × 10−3 0.00 3.84 × 10−3 1.95 × 10−3 4.28 × 10−2

BA20 3.23 × 10−2 1.01 × 10−3 0.00 3.84 × 10−3 1.95 × 10−3 3.91 × 10−2

EC—Energy consumption (MJ surplus)

Reference 136.48 4.09 0.00 0.96 42.44 183.98
BA10 125.84 4.09 0.00 0.96 42.86 173.76
BA20 112.72 4.09 0.00 0.96 42.93 160.71

ADP—Abiotic depletion potential (kg Sb eq)

Reference 9.00 × 10−6 1.69 × 10−9 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 × 10−6

BA10 8.30 × 10−6 1.69 × 10−9 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.30 × 10−6

BA20 7.43 × 10−6 1.69 × 10−9 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.43 × 10−6

Besides cement production, transportation of component materials is the major con-
tributor to the environmental burden of cementitious materials. Transport impacts directly
depend on the transportation type and distance. While transportation impact data was
obtained from the European Platform on Life Cycle Assessment (ELCD database) [52],
transport distances were obtained from the Life Cycle Inventory of Portland Cement Con-
crete by the PCA [54] and multiplied by two (round-trip). In Figure 5, transportation was
added up to the impact of each material. Therefore, the impacts coming from SCBA are
none other than the impact of their transportation to the mixing location. That leaves
the transport phase as a possible source of varying the environmental impact of these
eco-friendly mortars. In this analysis, the transportation distance for SCBA was assumed
to be the same as the transportation distance for Portland cement, fly ash, and other SCMs
indicated in the Life Cycle Inventory of Portland Cement Concrete [54].
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The use of SCBA produced important changes in the environmental impact of several
impact categories, especially on the ADP and the GWP. The GWP quantifies the greenhouse
gases released into the atmosphere (carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous
oxides (N2O)) as a function of the amount of CO2 that would have the same impact
over a 100-year period [59]. When the curing temperature was 21 ◦C, BA20* presented a
decrease of over 16% in GWP compared to the reference mortar while keeping the same
estimated strength. Moreover, the ODP impact was reduced by 7% and 16% for BA10* and
BA20*, respectively, for the same curing temperature. The ODP refers to a decrease in the
ozone density through the thinning of the stratospheric ozone layer due to anthropogenic
pollutants (e.g., halocarbons). That implies an increased exposure of human skin to UV
light, which may lead to a higher risk of melanoma [60]. Besides, for the same curing
temperature, the total energy demand was reduced by 6% and 13% in BA10* and BA20*,
respectively, compared to the energy demand for the reference mortar.

The S, AP, RE, and EP impact categories were also reduced by 13%, 14%, 15%, and
11%, respectively, when SCBA was used (BA20*) and when the curing temperature was
21 ◦C. It is important because of the consequences that those impact categories have on
the environment. The S impact category ponders the air pollution caused by the reaction
between sunlight and emissions from fossil fuel combustion during the production of
raw materials. As a result, the formation of other chemicals is promoted (e.g., ozone and
peroxide), which leads to an increase in ground-level ozone concentration [61]. The AP
impact category is also associated with the combustion of fossil fuels (e.g., nitrous and
sulfide oxides), which may leach in the presence of oxygen and water and endanger the
surrounding ecosystems [62]. The EP impact category relates to the natural or artificial
discharge of nutritional elements to a body of water. These compounds decrease the
oxygen available in aquatic systems, consequently reducing the water quality. The water
contaminated by these organisms can be a threat to public health and biodiversity, thus, it
must be monitored [63].

Finally, regarding abiotic depletion and waste generation, the replacement of cement
by SCBA also reduced the impact of these two categories. The ADP impact category reflects
the exhaustion of non-renewable resources and consequent environmental impacts, thus, a
reduction of cement used for mortar production will have a positive effect. ADP and WG
were reduced by 18% and 4% for BA20*, respectively, compared with the corresponding
values for the reference mortar, both with 21 ◦C curing temperature.

Table 8 presents the environmental impacts of the production of 1 m3 of the studied
modified mortars cured at 45 ◦C, with the same target compressive strength as the reference.
The environmental results of the mortars cured at 45 ◦C followed the same trend of mortars
cured at 21 ◦C, with the environmental impact decreasing as the replacement of cement
increased. However, at 45 ◦C, the use of SCBA reduced the environmental impact of
mortars to a greater extent than at 21 ◦C, as is clearly shown in Figure 6.

Considering the results for each analyzed impact category, Figure 6 displays the
reduction of the environmental impacts of modified mortars in comparison to the reference
(no SCBA) for both 21 ◦C and 45 ◦C. Besides, the LCA accounted for the deviation of
compressive strength obtained by the tested samples (Figure 3a). The environmental
impact for each impact category was calculated assuming the average compressive strength
(solid lines) as well as the minimum and maximum strength results to determine the
range of uncertainty (shadowed regions). The results of each impact category for mortars
containing SCBA were normalized to the corresponding results for the reference mortar
(no SCBA) assuming its average compressive strength in the calculation. The result is
a dimensionless value equal to 1 for the reference–the lower the value, the lower the
environmental impact.
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Table 8. Environmental impacts for 1 m3 of mortars cured at 45 ◦C (* modified mortar that would
have the same compressive strength as their reference).

Mortar Cement Natural
Aggregate SCBA Production Transportation Total

GWP—Global warming potential (kg CO2 eq)

Reference 437.84 3.57 0.00 4.65 21.04 467.10
BA10 * 328.98 3.57 0.00 4.65 19.65 356.85
BA20 * 291.08 3.57 0.00 4.65 19.77 319.08

ODP—Ozone depletion potential (kg CFC-11 eq)

Reference 5.14 × 10−6 5.17 × 10−7 0.00 3.67 × 10−9 3.94 × 10−8 5.70 × 10−6

BA10 3.86 × 10−6 5.17 × 10−7 0.00 3.67 × 10−9 3.68 × 10−8 4.42 × 10−6

BA20 3.42 × 10−6 5.17 × 10−7 0.00 3.67 × 10−9 3.70 × 10−8 3.97 × 10−6

EP—Eutrophication potential (kg N eq)

Reference 4.13 × 10−2 1.03 × 10−3 0.00 1.27 × 10−2 8.16 × 10−3 6.32 × 10−2

BA10 3.11 × 10−2 1.03 × 10−3 0.00 1.27 × 10−2 7.62 × 10−3 5.24 × 10−2

BA20 2.75 × 10−2 1.03 × 10−3 0.00 1.27 × 10−2 7.67 × 10−3 4.89 × 10−2

AP—Acidification potential (kg SO2 eq)

Reference 1.16 2.96 × 10−2 0.00 1.10 × 10−1 1.32 × 10−1 1.43
BA10 0.87 2.96 × 10−2 0.00 1.10 × 10−1 1.23 × 10−1 1.14
BA20 0.77 2.96 × 10−2 0.00 1.10 × 10−1 1.24 × 10−1 1.04

S—Smog formation (kg O3 eq)

Reference 22.02 0.56 0.00 1.99 4.31 28.88
BA10 16.55 0.56 0.00 1.99 4.03 23.12
BA20 14.64 0.56 0.00 1.99 4.05 21.24

RE—Respiratory effects (kg PM2.5 eq)

Reference 3.91 × 10−2 1.01 × 10−3 0.00 3.84 × 10−3 1.93 × 10−3 4.58 × 10−2

BA10 2.93 × 10−2 1.01 × 10−3 0.00 3.84 × 10−3 1.81 × 10−3 3.60 × 10−2

BA20 2.60 × 10−2 1.01 × 10−3 0.00 3.84 × 10−3 1.82 × 10−3 3.26 × 10−2

EC—Energy consumption (MJ surplus)

Reference 136.48 4.09 0.00 0.96 42.44 183.98
BA10 102.55 4.09 0.00 0.96 39.64 147.25
BA20 90.73 4.09 0.00 0.96 39.90 135.69

ADP—Abiotic depletion potential (kg Sb eq)

Reference 9.00 × 10−6 1.69 × 10−9 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.00 × 10−6

BA10 6.76 × 10−6 1.69 × 10−9 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.76 × 10−6

BA20 5.98 × 10−6 1.69 × 10−9 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.98 × 10−6

Figure 6 shows that replacing cement with SCBA can help reduce the environmental
impact of cementitious composites and that the higher the replacement, the lower the
environmental footprint of mortars in the studied range of SCBA replacement. While
WG impact did not change, all other categories showed important differences produced
by curing temperature. Whereas at 21 ◦C, BA20* presented a reduction of single impact
categories ranging between 11.23% and 17.40% (in comparison to reference mortar), at
45 ◦C, the reduction of the environmental impacts due to the use of SCBA doubled, ranging
from 22.61% to 33.51%. The LCA results can be explained by looking at the compressive
strength results and the functional unit chosen for the LCA. The reference mortar cured
at 45 ◦C presented a compressive strength 26% lower than the same mixture cured at
21 ◦C. This tendency of high curing temperatures to induce lower strength after 28 days is
well documented in the literature as a consequence of the poorer quality of the hydration
products [64], and it is known as the crossover effect. However, the data of the present
study showed that SCBA was effective in mitigating the crossover effect.
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Figure 6. LCA results of SCBA mortars normalized by the reference mortar (AP—Acidification poten-
tial, S—Smog formation, RE—respiratory effects, EC—energy consumption, WG—waste generation,
ADP—abiotic depletion potential, GWP—global warming potential, ODP—ozone depletion potential,
EP—eutrophication potential).

3.2.2. Environmental Impact Assessed with Normalized Unified Index

Normalization factors (NFs) may be used as an optional aid for the interpretation of
the results of the LCA. LCIA results for each impact category were first normalized by the
NFs. A unified index was calculated by adding the normalized impacts of each category.
Next, the normalized unified index was calculated as the unified index of each mixture
divided by the unified index of their reference mortar. While previous results considered
ADP and WG, as mentioned in the methods section, these two impact categories were not
considered in the analysis to obtain the normalized unified index due to the lack of NFs.

The normalized unified index represents with a single score the relative environmental
impact of each mixture compared to the reference one. Figure 7 displays the results of this
approach. For a curing temperature of 21 ◦C, BA10* and BA20* reduced their environmental
impact by 6% and 14%, respectively, compared to the reference mortar cured at the same
temperature. Nevertheless, the best results in terms of environmental performance were
obtained when the curing temperature was higher (45 ◦C). At 45 ◦C curing temperature, the
reduction in the environmental impact was more pronounced on BA10* and BA20*, with
values of 23% and 31%, respectively, compared to their reference mortar cured at 45 ◦C.
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4. Conclusions

The impact of curing temperature on the sustainability of sugarcane bagasse ash as a
partial replacement of cement in mortars was assessed in this study. Nine impact categories
were analyzed for each mixture and curing temperature. Based on the results of this study
it was concluded that:

- Among the impact categories, waste generation is the only impact category that was
not affected by curing temperature. For all of the others analyzed categories, when
mortars were cured at 45 ◦C, the use of SCBA reduced the environmental impact of
mortars two times with respect to the reduction at 21 ◦C.

- At 45 ◦C, a replacement of 97 kg of cement with SCBA (per m3 of mortar) produced a
reduction of the environmental impact (presented with the normalized unified index)
of 31%, while the reduction produced by the same amount of SCBA with a curing
temperature of 21 ◦C was 14%.

- The reduction of environmental impact when using SCBA as a partial replacement
for cement highly depends on the curing temperature. The results clearly indicate
that the sustainability of SCBA utilization as a partial replacement of cement will
be better when mortar is poured in hot regions or during days with higher ambient
temperatures.

- The advantages of using SCBA in terms of sustainability will decrease if the external
temperature is low. Therefore, external curing temperature is an important factor that
should be considered when the sustainability of cementitious composites containing
SCBA is assessed.

5. Future Directions and Limitations

This study focused on the effect of curing temperature on the environmental impact of
using SCBA as a partial replacement of cement in the production of mortars (cradle-to-gate).
Future directions are (i) extending the analysis considering a cradle-to-grave analysis, thus,
including durability as a parameter, and (ii) assessing the effect of temperature on the
sustainability of other alternative SCMs and wastes. Besides, this study was focused on
mortar. Therefore, the analysis of other cementitious composites such as concrete or plaster,
as well as a comparison between them to assess the best usage of this waste, will be of great
interest. Finally, the principle of this research should be applied to other types of waste.
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Abstract: One of the safety-critical components of ballasted track systems is railway sleepers whose
main functions are to (i) transfer vertical load, (ii) maintain rail gauge, and (iii) restrain longitudinal
rail movement. Railway sleepers can be manufactured using timber, concrete, steel, composite, and
any other engineered materials. Prestressed concrete sleepers are the most commonly used type
worldwide because of their superior value-for-money performance. In practice, railway sleepers
experience thousands of cycles of aggressive wheel–rail dynamic loads and wear deterioration can be
observed over their service life. Not only does the deterioration affect track quality and geometries,
but it also undermines the structural integrity of the track structures. The wear and abrasion directly
decrease the capacity of railway sleepers, resulting in the reduction in service life. In this paper, the
emphasis is placed on the assessment of the fatigue life of prestressed concrete railway sleepers with
imperfect geometry. This study is the world’s first to establish a new fatigue simulation of railway
concrete sleepers considering accumulative non-constant amplitudes, which has been validated using
full-scale experimental results and empirical analyses. Parametric studies have been conducted
to obtain new insights into the fatigue performance of the worn sleepers. The new findings will
improve railway sleeper maintenance and inspection criteria, and will provide a new guideline on
track-condition monitoring networks.

Keywords: railway concrete sleepers; fatigue; S–N curve; finite element method (FEM); geometric
damage; abrasion; remaining service life

1. Introduction

At present, railway transport is one of the most sustainable and commonly used forms
of transport for passengers and goods [1]. Conventional ballasted track systems can be
divided into superstructures and substructures. The superstructure includes the rails,
fastening systems, railway sleepers, rail pads, and ballast. The substructure consists of the
sub-ballast, formation, subgrade, and structural fills. A railway sleeper is a safety-critical
component, which transfers the force from the wheels to the substructure [2–4]. Prestressed
concrete sleepers are the most widely used type of sleeper materials because of their good
structural performance, low cost, and ease of maintenance [5]. However, repeated loads
from wheel–rail interactions could result in accumulated damage on railway sleepers,
which reduces the service life. Both the static and dynamic load-carrying capacities of
railway sleepers can degrade over time. In addition, early deterioration could lead to
premature failure of railway sleepers. Such problems are a form of serviceability limit
states, which have become of great concern over the past few decades for railway engineers.
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The most common causes of concrete sleeper failures have been ranked using the results
obtained from a worldwide survey shown in Table 1 [6,7], where it can be seen that
deterioration, abrasion, fatigue, and cracking are the most critical problems for railway
sleepers. Such problems can lead to a combined reaction that accelerates the failure of
railway sleepers. In limit-states design practice, the fatigue limit state shall be considered.

Table 1. Most common causes of concrete sleeper failures [6].

Main Causes Problems Worldwide Response 1

Lateral load
• Abrasion on rail-seat 3.15

• Shoulder/fastening system wear
or fatigue 5.5

Vertical dynamic load
• Cracking from dynamic loads 5.21

• Derailment damage 4.57

• Cracking from center binding 5.36

Manufacturing and
maintenance defects

• Tamping damage 6.14

• Others
(e.g., manufactured defects) 4.09

Environmental
considerations

• Cracking from environmental or
chemical degradation 4.67

1 Ranked from 1 to 8, with 8 being the most critical.

In order to investigate the serviceability performance of prestressed concrete sleepers,
the dynamic condition needs to be investigated. In reality, a dynamic load is usually related
to the rail–wheel interaction and train speed [8]. Railway sleepers often experience impact
loading due to wheel–rail interactions associated with abnormalities in either a wheel or a
rail [9]. The high dynamic impact forces induced by wheel–rail irregularities could greatly
exceed the static wheel load, which could cause deterioration. The most common forms
of wear are rail-seat or soffit abrasion at mid-span [10]. These deterioration mechanisms
can be observed in the field. Extensive experimental and analytical investigations have
been conducted by Kaewunruen and Remennikov on the dynamic behavior of prestressed
concrete sleepers [11–13]. In their research, the impact damage and failure patterns of
prestressed concrete sleepers were studied, which provided a database for life cycle investi-
gation. Chen et al. presented an experimentally validated three-dimensional finite element
model of a prestressed concrete sleeper that can be used to study and improve the design
and performance [14]. Bastos et al. investigated the deterioration of prestressed concrete
sleepers under cyclic loads and exposed to moisture [15]. Parvez et al. investigated the
efficiency of using steel fibers to improve the fatigue performance of prestressed concrete
sleepers [16]. Riding et al. conducted a study of environmental and track factors that influ-
enced the abrasion damage of prestressed concrete sleepers [17]. Kernes et al. investigated
the mechanics of rail-seat deterioration and methods to improve the abrasion resistance of
concrete sleepers at rail seats [18]. It is noted that, for high-quality concrete sleepers, most
studies did not observe any bond slip in the prestress wires under static and high-cycle
fatigue tests. This is due to the fact that, in various modern design standards (such as in
Europe, Australia, Japan, and China), there is a restriction in the allowable dimension of
the prestress wires which helps it to increase the total bond perimeters and restrict any
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slip. In recent studies, Ngamkhanong et al. studied the effect of surface abrasion on the
impact capacity of prestressed concrete sleepers [19,20]. Meanwhile, You et al. developed
a nonlinear finite element model for determining the structural capacity of a prestressed
concrete sleeper with rail-seat abrasion [21]. Further, Li et al. investigated creep and
shrinkage of prestressed concrete sleepers influenced by surface abrasion [22]. Despite a
number of previous studies into concrete sleepers and fatigue life, most studies focus on
a general understanding in order to establish an empirical fatigue-life estimation that is
relatively specific to the cases. On this ground, many factors related to time-dependent
variables (such as wear, creep, and shrinkage, and so on) cannot be properly identified.
This study has thus embarked on the development of nonlinear models of concrete sleepers
capable of fatigue failure analyses and for virtual tests of the time-dependent factors.

Numerous numerical and experimental investigations have been initially conducted
to establish rational railway-sleeper models by the authors [23]. Our studies into the fatigue
life of concrete sleepers originated with the damage accumulation method [24,25]. This
tailored method is extended from Miner’s rule. Traditionally, the cumulative damage under
various loads is regarded as equivalent fatigue stress with constant amplitude [26]. Our
study is unique in the way that the fatigue rule has been modified to enable iterative and
variable stress fields (or non-constant amplitude), which can be more realistic and suitable
for track load spectra. The critical literature review reveals that the fatigue life-cycles of
prestressed concrete sleepers have not been fully studied, especially when the sleepers are
deteriorated by excessive wear [27,28]. This paper is thus the world’s first to investigate and
present an advanced railway concrete-sleeper model capable of parametric analysis into the
effect of surface abrasion on the fatigue life of prestressed concrete sleepers. This model is
highly original since it can cope with the accumulative, non-constant amplitudes of fatigue
loads. The emphasis of this paper is placed on the fatigue life of prestressed concrete
sleepers when subjected to wear or abrasion in comparison with intact railway sleepers.
The new findings and insights will help track engineers to have a better understanding
of the remaining fatigue life of damaged sleepers and provide a guideline to identify
appropriate damage-detection technology for track systems. The new insight into fatigue
life will also improve the safety and reliability of railway infrastructure.

2. Theoretical Life-Cycle Assessment Method of Prestressed Concrete Sleepers
2.1. Damage Accumulation Method

You et al. [29,30] demonstrated a new approach based on the damage accumulation
method to analyze the life-cycle of prestressed concrete sleepers. The cumulative damage
index is calculated by Miner’s rule:

∑Di = ∑
i

n(∆σi)
N(∆σi) (1)

where n(∆σi) is the applied number of cycles at a stress range ∆σi; N(∆σi) is the resisting
number of cycles at a stress range ∆σi.

The fatigue life can be determined by:

L f =
1

Di
(2)

2.2. Material Properties of Fatigue

The S–N curve can be defined as the number of cycles to failure when a material
is repeatedly loaded through an alternating stress range. Therefore, the fatigue life of
prestressed concrete sleepers can be determined as the maximum applied number of cycles
to failure. [24,31]. The typical S–N curve for concrete and prestressing tendons is illustrated
in Figures 1 and 2.

Sc, max = |σc,max |
fck, f at

(3)
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Sc, min =
|σc,min|
fck, f at

(4)

where Sc, max is the maximum compressive stress level; Sc, min is the minimum compressive
stress level; σc,max is the maximum compressive stress; σc,min is the minimum compressive
stress; fck, f at is the fatigue-reference compressive strength.
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If (∆σ > ∆σN∗)

log N f = log N∗ − k1[log(∆σ)− log(∆σN∗)] (5)

If (∆σ < ∆σN∗)

log N f = log N∗ + k2[log(∆σN∗)− log(∆σ)] (6)

where ∆σ is the stress range of the prestressing steel; ∆σN∗ is the stress range at N∗ cycles;
k1, k2 are the stress exponents. Table 2 illustrates the parameters of prestressing steel
S–N curve.

Table 2. Parameters of S–N curve for prestressing steel [31].

S–N Curve of Prestressing Steel Used for
Stress Exponent

∆σN∗at N∗Cycles (MPa)
N∗ k1 k2

Pre-Tensioning 106 5 9 185
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2.3. Fatigue Life Assessment

In fatigue life assessment, there are two steps: cracking load calculation and fatigue
life calculation. Initially, the stress range at the bottom fiber needs to be analyzed by:

σb
cF =

nApsσse
At

+
nApsσsee

It
yt (7)

where σse is the effective stress at each prestressing steel; Aps is the cross-section area of a
prestressing steel; e is the eccentricity; At is the transformed area of the sleeper; It is the
inertia moment of transformed section before cracking; yt is the distance of the centroidal
axis of the transformed area from the soffit.

The cracking moment is calculated by:

Mcr = It
σb

cF+ fc f
yt

(8)

where fc f is the tensile strength.
The neutral axis of the cross-section of the sleeper starts changing when the cracking

propagates. Therefore, the distance from the center of gravity of the effective transformed
area to the top of the compressed area can be calculated by:

yCG = root[[SpcI I − ne A
′
p3
(
h− ycg − d3

)
− ne A

′
p2
(
h− ycg − d2

)
− ne A

′
p1
(
h− ycg − d1

)
], ycg] (9)

where the SpcI I is the first moment at the bottom fiber after cracking; A
′
pi is the total area of

the prestressed steel at layer i; di is the distance from the prestressed steel at layer i to the
bottom of the steel area; and ne is the modular ratio.

The effective transformed section can be estimated using the transformed area of the
sleeper cross-section AcI I :

AtI I = AcI I + ne Ap (10)

The moment of inertia of the cracking section is presented by:

Icr = Iccr + ne A
′
p3
(
h− ycg − d3

)2
+ ne A

′
p2
(
h− ycg − d2

)2
+ ne A

′
p1
(
h− ycg − d1

)2 (11)

The effective inertia moment in the lifetime is given by:

Ie f = Icr + (It − Icr)
(

Mcr
Mmax

)3
(12)

where It is the inertia moment of transformed section before cracking; Mcr is the cracking
moment; Mmax is the maximum bending moment at the section under cyclic loads:

∆σpt1 = ne
Mmax−Mmin

Ie f

(
h− ycg − d1

)
(13)

where Mmin is the minimum bending moment at the section under cyclic loads.
Using the output value of ∆σpt1, the failure cycles of the prestressing steel under

constant cyclic loading can be estimated by Equations (5) or (6).

3. Numerical Life-Cycle Assessment Method of Prestressed Concrete Sleepers
3.1. Fatigue Analysis Decisions

Numerical fatigue analysis can be divided into five common stages listed in Figure 3.
This figure illustrates the general flow of decisions required to perform a fatigue analysis.
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Figure 3. Flowchart for fatigue analysis decision tree.

Fatigue analysis consists of ascertaining the stress life and strain life. Stress life is
based on empirical S–N curves and then modified by a variety of factors. Strain life is
based on the strain-life relation equation. The strain-life method is concerned with crack
initiation and usually deals with relatively low cycles (less than 105 cycles). In this study,
the stress-life method is used for life-cycle simulation of the railway sleeper. The stress-life
method focuses on total fatigue life, which doesn’t distinguish between cracking initiation
and progression. The stress-life method is also suitable for simulation of relatively high
cycles (more than 105 cycles) [32]. Normally, railway sleepers experience millions of cyclic
loads during service life.

3.2. Types of Cyclic Loading

There are four types of fatigue loading in the simulation:

• Constant amplitude, proportional loading;
• Constant amplitude, non-proportional loading;
• Non-constant amplitude, proportional loading;
• Non-constant amplitude, non-proportional loading.

Each passed wheel is assumed as a single cycle with constant amplitude. The principal
stress axes do not change over time [32]. Therefore, constant amplitude with proportional
loading is used for fatigue-life simulation of the railway sleeper. Figure 4 shows the types
of loading used in the simulation.
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3.3. Fatigue Life Results

In the fatigue analysis, the typical stress analysis can be used to determine the fatigue
life of the prestressed concrete sleeper when it is subject to cyclic loads. This method is
based on the S–N curve as part of the material definition of railway sleepers. The S–N curve
is cyclic stress (S) against the logarithmic scale of cycles to failure (N). In the stress-life
method, the alternating stress vs. the number of cycles to failure data are needed to put
into the model [32]. It should be noted that the fatigue-life results using the stress-life
method represent the available life for the given fatigue analysis without considering crack
propagation and factors such as bond-slip, environmental conditions, etc.
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4. Prestressed Concrete Sleeper Modelling
4.1. Properties of the Railway Sleeper

This project is a collaborative study between the University of Birmingham and the
China Academy of Railway Sciences (CARS). CARS has commissioned full-scale experi-
mental studies to support this collaboration. In this study, the 2600-mm long Chinese Type
III prestressed concrete sleeper (Figure 5) was originally designed for high-speed railways,
with the properties shown in Table 3. The dimension of the sleeper is approximately
2600 mm × 320 mm × 260 mm including 10 prestressing tendons with 7 mm diameters.
The sleeper will be assessed using the numerical and theoretical approaches to calculate
the life-cycle.
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Table 3. Material properties of Chinese Type III prestressed concrete sleeper.

Material Properties Basic Variables Value

Concrete

• Mean compressive strength 65 MPa

• Modulus of elasticity 33 GPa

• Yield strength 1570 MPa

Prestressed wire

• Modulus of elasticity 200 GPa

• Prestressing force 420 kN

4.2. Finite Element Model

In this study, the finite element method (FEM) is used to analyze the life-cycle of
prestressed concrete sleepers with surface abrasion. The prestressed concrete sleeper
is modelled in ANSYS Workbench (shown in Figure 6). The finite element model is
composed of concrete and prestressed tendons. The Solid65 element is used to model the
concrete material. In the model, thermal condition is used to simulate the characteristics of
prestressing tendons. The support condition is modelled as fixed support. In the model,
the contact condition No Separation is used between concrete and prestressing tendons.
Therefore, the concrete and prestressing tendons are considered as being well adhered,
while the bond slip and bursting are ignored. The material properties of the FE sleeper
model are shown in Table 3. The modelling is performed with the minimum difference
from the real sleeper.
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4.3. Experimental Program

The bending moment test at the midspan of the full-scale prestressed concrete sleeper
using the digital image correlation method (DIC) conducted by Jing et al. [33], as part of
CARS’s commissioned tests, is used for the FE model validation. This experiment presented
the nonlinear structural performance of Chinese Type III prestressed concrete sleeper. The
arrangement for the test follows EN13230-2 shown in Figure 7 [33]. The loading surface was
placed at the bottom midspan of the sleeper with a resilient pad. Two rail pads were placed
between the rail-seat area and each support. Sadeghi and Barati stated that the normal
failure load of concrete sleepers is 140 kN [34], thus the applied load range was between
0 to 140 kN. The speed of loading was no more than 120 kN/min. The experimental
load–deflection results in terms of the DIC will be compared with the numerical results for
the sleeper model validation.
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(a) Experimental apparatus of the bending moment test. (b) Setup for the bending moment test.

4.4. FE Sleeper Model Validation

The material and structural performance of the FE sleeper model needs to be validated
for further simulation. Previous research has presented the validation of the FE sleeper
model in reference [23]. The mesh study of the FE sleeper model is also carried out for
the models with 20 mm, 30 mm, and 40 mm mesh size. Figure 8 illustrates the load–
deflection responses of the experimental and numerical results. The mesh study shows
slight differences between the mesh size 20 mm, 30 mm, and 40 mm. Therefore, the
closest results of mesh size 30 mm are selected (with 5.99% max error calculated from the
deviation of the experimental and FEM results). The numerical performance indicates a
good agreement with the experimental results.
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4.5. Fatigue Model Validation

The life-cycle is evaluated by numerical and theoretical approaches with the cyclic
loads between 55 kN and 365 kN. Each cyclic load (constant) can only calculate one fatigue
life for both the theoretical and numerical methods. These results present the available life
of the prestressed concrete sleepers for the fatigue analysis. The cyclic load is applied at
the rail-seat area shown in Figure 9. Note that the static and fatigue tests are in a different
test set up. The negative bending test was performed for the static tests (in accordance
with EN 13230), whilst the positive rail-seat tests were considered for the fatigue tests. The
theoretical results of the life-cycle were according to the damage accumulation method.
The calculation details were presented in reference [29]. The results of the numerical and
theoretical calculation are demonstrated in Figure 10. Life cycles are inversely proportional
with the constant cyclic loads for both the numerical and theoretical results. In comparison
between numerical and theoretical results, the average error is only 13.03%.
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Figure 10. Comparison between numerical and theoretical fatigue-life results.

The experiments conducted by Parvez and Foster investigated failure cycles of pre-
stressed concrete sleepers under cyclic loads [16,36,37]. Two specimens were selected from
their experiments in order to validate the numerical fatigue model. The average of the
failure cycles of the specimens are calculated and presented in Table 4. Table 5 shows the
comparison between the experimental, theoretical, and numerical results.

Table 4. Experimental failure cycle of prestressed concrete sleepers [29].

Specimen ID Failure Cycles Average Standard Deviation

SF2-a 773,793
896,290 173,236SF3-a 1,018,787

Table 5. Comparison between experimental, theoretical, and numerical results.

Failure Cycles

Experimental
Result

Theoretical
Result

Deviation
Ratio%

Numerical
Result

Deviation
Ratio%

896,290 889,577 0.75 849,000 5.28

From Figure 10 and Table 5, it is seen that the numerical results have a good correlation
with the experimental and theoretical results, which provides a reliable method for the
life-cycle in the surface abrasion study.

5. Influence of Surface Abrasions on Fatigue Life

In reality, railway sleepers experience aggressive dynamic loading, especially in sharp
curves and high gradients, which causes rail-seat abrasion. The ballast angularity also
results in differential abrasion on the soffit abrasion. The most common surface abrasions
of railway sleepers are the rail-seat abrasion, the soffit abrasion at rail-seat, and the soffit
abrasion at midspan [10]. Figure 11 shows the typical abrasions of a railway sleeper. This
section investigates the life-cycle of the railway sleeper with each typical surface abrasion
pattern using the numerical fatigue-life model. In the simulation, abrasions are applied in
the FE sleeper model by changing the geometry of the rail-seat area and bottom surface at
midspan. It is clear that the life-cycle can be affected by the surface abrasions.
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5.1. Rail-Seat Abrasion Results

Figure 12 shows the location of the rail-seat abrasion of the railway sleeper model.
The depths of the rail-seat abrasions are chosen as 5 mm, 15 mm, and 30 mm to analyze
the effect of the life-cycle on the railway sleeper. Loads of between 55 kN to 325 kN are
applied in the simulation. Table 6 and Figure 13 indicate the results of the life-cycle with
rail-seat abrasion.
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Figure 12. Rail-seat abrasion of the railway sleeper model.

Table 6. Life-cycle results of the railway sleeper with rail-seat abrasion.

Load (kN) No Abrasion 5 mm Rail-Seat Abrasion 15 mm Rail-Seat Abrasion 30 mm Rail-Seat Abrasion

55 3.47 × 1010 2.12 × 1010 1.75 × 1010 4.15 × 109

105 8.79 × 108 3.27 × 108 2.23 × 108 1.83 × 107

160 2.39 × 107 9.68 × 106 6.81 × 106 1.01 × 106

215 2.30 × 106 1.25 × 106 9.90 × 105 1.23 × 105

270 6.79 × 105 2.38 × 105 1.82 × 105 36,627
325 1.52 × 105 78,521 62,593 14,068
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Figure 13. Comparison of life-cycle results with rail-seat abrasion.

5.2. Soffit Abrasion at Rail-Seat Results

Figure 14 shows the location of the soffit abrasion at the rail seat of the railway sleeper
model. The depths of the soffit abrasions at the rail seat are chosen as 5 mm, 15 mm, and
30 mm to analyze the effect on the life-cycle of the railway sleeper. Loads of between 55 kN
to 325 kN are applied in the simulation. Table 7 and Figure 15 indicate the results on the
life-cycle with the soffit abrasion at the rail seat.
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Figure 14. Soffit abrasion at rail seat of the railway sleeper model.

Table 7. Life-cycle results of the railway sleeper with soffit abrasion at rail seat.

Load (kN) No Abrasion 5 mm Soffit Abrasion
at Rail Seat

15 mm Soffit Abrasion
at Rail Seat

30 mm Soffit Abrasion
at Rail Seat

55 3.47 × 1010 2.85 × 109 1.08 × 109 5.04 × 108

105 8.79 × 108 1.10 × 107 2.99 × 106 1.63 × 106

160 2.39 × 107 7.19 × 105 1.87 × 105 1.02 × 105

215 2.30 × 106 85,372 36,816 22,380
270 6.79 × 105 26,466 11,413 4527
325 1.52 × 105 10,165 1673 936
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Figure 15. Comparison of life-cycle results with soffit abrasion at rail seat.

5.3. Soffit Abrasion at Midspan Results

Figure 16 shows the location of the soffit abrasion at the midspan of the railway sleeper
model. The depths of the soffit abrasion at midspan are chosen as 5 mm, 15 mm, and 30 mm
to analyze the effect on the life-cycle of the railway sleeper. Loads of between 55 kN to
325 kN are applied in the simulation. Table 8 and Figure 17 indicate the results on the
life-cycle with the soffit abrasion at midspan.
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Figure 16. Soffit abrasion at midspan of the railway sleeper model.

Table 8. Life-cycle results of the railway sleeper with soffit abrasion at midspan.

Load (kN) No Abrasion 5 mm Soffit Abrasion
at Midspan

15 mm Soffit Abrasion
at Midspan

30 mm Soffit Abrasion
at Midspan

55 3.47 × 1010 4.59 × 109 3.04 × 109 1.54 × 109

105 8.79 × 108 2.09 × 107 1.20 × 107 4.81 × 106

160 2.39 × 107 1.10 × 106 7.61 × 105 2.68 × 105

215 2.30 × 106 1.37 × 105 90,168 50,015
270 6.79 × 105 39,963 27,953 15,505
325 1.52 × 105 15,349 10,736 3250
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Figure 17. Comparison of life-cycle results with soffit abrasion at midspan.

5.4. Rail-Seat Abrasion and Soffit Abrasion at Rail Seat Results

Figure 18 shows the location of the rail-seat abrasion and the soffit abrasion at the rail
seat of the railway sleeper model. The depths of the abrasions are chosen as 5 mm & 5 mm,
15 mm & 15 mm, and 30 mm & 30 mm to analyze the effect on the life-cycle of the railway
sleeper. Loads of between 55 kN to 325 kN are applied in the simulation. Table 9 and
Figure 19 indicate the results on the life-cycle with the rail-seat abrasion and soffit abrasion
at the rail seat.
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Figure 18. Rail-seat abrasion and soffit abrasion at rail seat of the railway sleeper model.

Table 9. Life-cycle results of the railway sleeper with rail-seat abrasion and soffit abrasion at rail seat.

Load (kN) No Abrasion 5 mm & 5 mm 15 mm & 15 mm 30 mm & 30 mm

55 3.47 × 1010 2.25 × 109 3.12 × 108 3.25 × 107

105 8.79 × 108 8.01 × 106 1.22 × 106 1.90 × 105

160 2.39 × 107 5.80 × 105 76,391 20,139
215 2.30 × 106 69,485 16,878 1728
270 6.79 × 105 21,541 2455 792
325 1.52 × 105 6630 871 621
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Figure 19. Comparison of life-cycle results with rail-seat abrasion and soffit abrasion at rail seat.

5.5. Rail-Seat Abrasion and Soffit Abrasion at Midspan Results

Figure 20 shows the location of the rail-seat abrasion and the soffit abrasion at midspan
of the railway sleeper model. The depths of the abrasions are chosen as 5 mm & 5 mm,
15 mm & 15 mm, and 30 mm & 30 mm to analyze the effect on the life-cycle of the railway
sleeper. Loads of between 55 kN to 325 kN are applied in the simulation. Table 10 and
Figure 21 indicate the results on the life-cycle with the rail-seat abrasion and soffit abrasion
at midspan.
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Figure 20. Rail-seat abrasion and soffit abrasion at midspan of the railway sleeper model.

Table 10. Life-cycle results of the railway sleeper with rail-seat abrasion and soffit abrasion
at midspan.

Load (kN) No Abrasion 5 mm & 5 mm 15 mm & 15 mm 30 mm & 30 mm

55 3.47 × 1010 2.73 × 109 1.33 × 109 7.74 × 108

105 8.79 × 108 1.04 × 107 3.95 × 106 2.12 × 106

160 2.39 × 107 6.91 × 105 2.31 × 105 1.39 × 105

215 2.30 × 106 82,248 44,032 28,812
270 6.79 × 105 25,498 13,650 7828
325 1.52 × 105 9557 2466 998
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Figure 21. Comparison of life-cycle results with rail-seat abrasion and soffit abrasion at midspan.

5.6. Soffit Abrasion at Rail Seat and Soffit Abrasion at Midspan Results

Figure 22 shows the location of the soffit abrasion at the rail seat and the soffit abrasion
at midspan of the railway sleeper model. The depths of the abrasions are chosen as
5 mm & 5 mm, 15 mm & 15 mm, and 30 mm & 30 mm to analyze the effect on the life-cycle
of the railway sleeper. Loads of between 55 kN to 325 kN are applied in the simulation.
Table 11 and Figure 23 indicate the results on the life-cycle with the soffit abrasion at the
rail seat and the soffit abrasion at midspan.
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Figure 22. Soffit abrasion at rail seat and soffit abrasion at midspan of the railway sleeper model.

Table 11. Life-cycle results of the railway sleeper with soffit abrasion at rail seat and soffit abrasion
at midspan.

Load (kN) No Abrasion 5 mm & 5 mm 15 mm & 15 mm 30 mm & 30 mm

55 3.47 × 1010 2.49 × 109 6.26 × 108 3.37 × 108

105 8.79 × 108 9.23 × 106 1.86 × 106 1.28 × 106

160 2.39 × 107 6.38 × 105 1.19 × 105 79,896
215 2.30 × 106 76,113 25,415 17,652
270 6.79 × 105 23,596 5963 2706
325 1.52 × 105 8078 966 881
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Figure 23. Comparison of life-cycle results with soffit abrasion at rail seat and soffit abrasion
at midspan.

5.7. Rail-Seat Abrasion, Soffit Abrasion at Rail Seat, and Soffit Abrasion at Midspan Results

Figure 24 shows the location of the rail-seat abrasion, the soffit abrasion at rail seat, and
the soffit abrasion at midspan of the railway sleeper model. The depths of the abrasions are
chosen as 5 mm & 5 mm & 5 mm, 15 mm & 15 mm & 15 mm, and 30 mm & 30 mm & 30 mm
to analyze the effect on the life-cycle of the railway sleeper. Loads of between 55 kN to
325 kN are applied in the simulation. Table 12 and Figure 25 indicate the results on the
life-cycle with the rail-seat abrasion, the soffit abrasion at rail seat, and the soffit abrasion
at midspan.
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Figure 24. Rail-seat abrasion, soffit abrasion at rail seat and soffit abrasion at midspan of the railway
sleeper model.

Table 12. Life-cycle results of the railway sleeper with rail-seat abrasion, soffit abrasion at rail seat
and soffit abrasion at midspan.

Load (kN) No Abrasion 5 mm & 5 mm & 5 mm 15 mm & 15 mm & 15 mm 30 mm & 30 mm & 30 mm

55 3.47 × 1010 2.49 × 109 6.26 × 108 3.37 × 108

105 8.79 × 108 9.23 × 106 1.86 × 106 1.28 × 106

160 2.39 × 107 6.38 × 105 1.19 × 105 79,896
215 2.30 × 106 76,113 25,415 17,652
270 6.79 × 105 23,596 5963 2706
325 1.52 × 105 8078 966 881
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Figure 25. Comparison of life-cycle results with rail-seat abrasion, soffit abrasion at rail seat and soffit
abrasion at midspan.

5.8. Discussions

Sections 5.1–5.3 demonstrate the life-cycle results with the single abrasion pattern of
the railway sleeper. Sections 5.4–5.7 present the life-cycle results with the combination of
the different abrasion patterns of the railway sleeper. The abrasion depth of the prestressed
concrete sleeper is reduced by 5 mm, 15 mm, and 30 mm, respectively. In general, the
life-cycle of the worn railway sleeper is less than an undamaged sleeper. The life-cycle
decreases with an increase in abrasion, especially large depth abrasion (30 mm). Higher
dynamic loads result in a reduction in the life-cycle. However, at the same abrasion depth,
the performance of the sleeper varies with different abrasion patterns.

On comparison with each single abrasion patterns, the effect of the soffit abrasion
at rail seat on the railway sleeper is the most significant. The soffit abrasion at midspan
also has a very significant influence on the sleeper. For both of the soffit abrasion patterns,
the life-cycle falls by more than 90%. The change of the life-cycle due to rail-seat abrasion
is relatively low, with only a 53.32% change in comparison with an undamaged sleeper.
However, when the rail-seat abrasion rises to 30 mm, the life-cycle also reduces by up
to 93.63%.

Sections 5.4–5.7 show that the combination of the different abrasion patterns affects
the life-cycle of the prestressed concrete sleeper. The results demonstrate more than one
abrasion pattern occurring in the sleeper, and the life-cycle decreases sharply. There are four
groups of multi-abrasion patterns analyzed. The triple abrasion (combination of rail-seat
abrasion, soffit abrasion at rail seat, and soffit abrasion at midspan) is the most critically
damaging. With a 5 mm abrasion for each position, the life-cycle falls by 97.16%. The worst
case in this study is the triple abrasion with 30 mm depth, where the life-cycle undergoes
a 99.88% change. For the double abrasion patterns (rail-seat abrasion/soffit abrasion at
rail seat, rail-seat abrasion/soffit abrasion at midspan, and soffit abrasion at rail seat/soffit
abrasion at midspan), the results are not very different. The combination of soffit abrasion
at rail seat and soffit abrasion at midspan pattern is relatively worse than the other two
double abrasion patterns, which reduces the life-cycle by up to 96.16%.
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6. Conclusions

In this research, 3D finite element models were developed to investigate the fatigue
behavior of the prestressed concrete sleeper considering surface abrasion. The theoretical
life-cycle assessment method based on the damage accumulation concept was also demon-
strated. The fatigue behavior of the prestressed concrete sleepers with surface abrasions
were assessed by a numerical fatigue model. Seven cases of surface abrasion pattern were
considered in this study. For each case analysis, a series of abrasion depths and dynamic
loads were applied in numerical model in order to investigate the performance of the
prestressed concrete sleeper. Based on the obtained results of this study, the key findings
are revealed as follows:

• Surface abrasion significantly influences the structural performance of prestressed
concrete sleepers. From the results, undamaged sleepers have much more service life
than worn sleepers. Therefore, track maintenance should be carried out regularly to
prevent loss of life-cycle from surface abrasion;

• Rail-seat abrasion has a relatively low influence on railway sleepers in comparison
with soffit abrasion. Soffit abrasion at the rail seat can critically reduce the life-cycle;

• The risk of more than one abrasion pattern happening in the railway sleeper is far
greater than a single abrasion pattern;

• In this study, the life-cycle was found to largely depend on the magnitude of the
dynamic load and abrasion depth. Both large dynamic loads and abrasion depths can
result in serious decreases in life-cycle.

This study is the first to present a finite element modelling for determining the life-
cycle of the prestressed concrete sleepers with surface abrasion. The numerical fatigue
model was validated using the theoretical life-cycle assessment method. The FE sleeper
model was also validated by comprehensive experimental data. It should be noted that,
in general, the lifespan of prestressed concrete sleepers can also be affected by factors
such as bond slip, environmental conditions, chemical attack, etc. For example, the bond
between the strand and the concrete is a factor which can directly or indirectly influence
the lifespan of prestressed concrete sleepers. Therefore, more factors affecting the fatigue
life of prestressed concrete sleepers are suggested for investigation in future research.

This paper confirms that inspection of railway sleepers is essential and even small
abrasions that occur in critical positions can still affect the performance of railway sleepers.
It is obvious that surface abrasions can result in a significant reduction in the life-cycle.
Hence, it is important to reduce the impact loading to prevent railway sleepers from failing.
From this study, the railway concrete sleepers should be inspected regularly, for example,
every 10 to 15 years (or around 300 to 450 MGT or million gross tons). The outcomes
of this study lead to a better insight into the effects of surface abrasion on prestressed
concrete sleepers. This insight will enhance the inspection criteria of railway sleepers and
track maintenance.
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